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Catalogue o f architectural drawings

Introduction

The Nostell ;irchive is held at the West Yorkshire Archive Service in Wakefield. This archive 

contains numerous letters, but lacks the estate records and building accounts, which no longer 

survive. As such the conclusions drawn within Volume 1 of this thesis were kirgely founded on 

the extant graphic material. The majority of the drawings were discussed in some detail within 

Volume 1. A full catalogue of the drawings datable from 1730 to 1785 is provided here as tin 

essential supplement. The drawings are mostly from the offices of J;lines Paine and Robert 

Adam (see thesis for further information). Inevitably the drawings included here origin;illy 

formed part of a larger corpus. Nonetheless the extant drawings reflect the full spectrum of 

works at Nostell -  both executed and unexecuted.

i. Drawings; location and provenance

The extant architectural and interior decorative drawings for Nostell Priory are held in four 

different collections. This disposition is due to the provenance of the drawings.

The principal custodian is the National Trust. These drawings were sent to the house by Paine 

and Adam and are, in the main, composed of presentation and working drawings. These 

drawings remained at Nostell in the possession of the Winn family. Then in 1994, the Trust 

acquired some 300 drawings from Lord St Oswald in lieu of inheritance tax.1 The Taist keeps 

the majority of these drawings in the attic of Nostell in a drawings press. A h;mdful of these 

drawings are framed. In 2002, much of this collection was orginised by Tim Knox (then 

architectural historian to the National Trust). He produced something 1 vet ween a hand-list and 

a full catalogue, although it was never published.2 Knox’s work has been of enormous benefit 

to this thesis and catalogue.

Secondly, there are a number of drawings still Ixdonging to the Winn family. These, like the 

Trust’s collection, were sent to the house by Paine and Adam. They too are mostly composed

1 Carr-WMworth, R. -An Extraordinary Achievement: The successful acquisition of Nostdl Priory’s contents', 
N ctiazi T7itil: A rts, BidJdif*;, Cdlectias  Bi¿letitt (Summer issue, July 2011), p. 2.
2 Knox, T. ‘National Trust Catalogue of Architectural drawings at Nostell Priory” (Research Project, National 
Trust, Yorkshire Region, Incomplete in 2002).
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of presentation and working drawings. The contents of the house were not given to the Taist 

in 1953 along with the fabric. Much of the furniture is on loan. The drawings which reiruun in 

the possession of the family tend to lx* the more precious items. They include presentation 

drawings for the fabric; significant furniture; and designs for medallions in the hand of 

Antonio Zucchi. Unfortunately, access to these drawings was limited. Most, however, have 

already Ixen photographed for the purposes of record keeping.3

Thirdly, drawings can be found affixed to letters within the Nostell archive. Clettrly, these too 

were sent to the client. Most are drawn to scale, offering summary versioas of presentation or 

working drawings. From the 1770s, the Nostell archive was housed in the Muniment Room. 

This was designed by Robert Ackun to house the ‘family writings’.3 In 19R0, the archive was 

removed to the West Yorkshire Archive Service in Leeds. Then in 2010, it went to Wakefield.3 * 

As most of these drawings were sent in letters, their condition is variable. Owing to their 

location, they have previously been conflated as part of the archive. These drawings dive never 

before Ixen considered as graphic material relevant to the house. Here they have Ixen 

included for the first time alongside their counterparts from other collections.

Fourth, and finally, there are a handful of drawings for Nostell in the Adam drawings 

collection at Sir John Soane’s Museum, London. As the Adam office drawings collection, these 

drawings are principally composed of preliminary designs, office record drawings ;ind rejected 

or returned schemes. The collection was inherited and arninged into folios by William Adam 

(junior), the youngest of the Adam brothers.6 Then in 1833, the folios were sold to Sir John 

Soane for £200 by Adam’s niece, Susanna Clerk.7 Drawings by Rolxrt and James Ackun are 

also to lx  found in the V&A Museum,8 the RIBA drawings collection,9 * and some small private 

collectioas in Britain and the USA."1 These alternative collectioas, however, have yielded 

nothing relevant.

3 Despite conversation with Lord St Oswald, the exact location and condition of each and every drawing was 
undisclosed. Access was severely limited, and in some cases impossible
1 WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /2 /19/2 , Memorandum for Rolxrt Adun in the hind of Sir Rowland Winn, 5lh 
Baronet of Nostell, August 1776. A list of questions that the 5lh Baronet would like to  ask Adam.
? Raikes, S. 'Nostell Priory Room Catalogue’ (Research Project, National Trust, Yorksliire Region, 2CX>4): Brief 
History of tlx  Muniment Room
6 Tait, A .A. ‘The Sale of the Ackun Drawings’, BwliitfaiMctftziiu, Vol 120, N o 901 (July, 1978), p. 452.
7 Ibid, p. 454.
* Rowan, A. Cctdq^ecfA nUiaiioxi D ra in s  in the V ictoriei a i l  A llxrt M imon  AYfarf A d w (  London, 1988).
9 H arrisJ. (ed.). Cdcic&e(ftheDmin}p Cdlaticn cftheRqii IrtfihdecfBritish A nhiteOs, Vol. 4 (Hampshire, 1973).
111 HarrisJ. A Cctdcgecf BritishDmun^fcrA nbitaiiov D ain ikn  SaiptiveailL aukafvG enbit« 1500-1900, In 
A mtiavi Cdlalkif. (N ew York, 1971).
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This catalogue encompasses all known eighteenth-century graphic material relating to the 

1 louse at Nostell. It is worth noting that there are also extant nineteenth-century drawings, hut 

these are not included as they fall outside the scope of this thesis.

ii. Methodological introduction to catalogue

The format of this catalogue -  detailed below -  follows the well recognized in-house 

cataloguing conventions of Sir John Soane’s Museum. These cataloguing conventions are 

detailed in the unpublished Soane Museum cataloguing manual devised by Jill Lever in 

accordance with the conventions of RIBA cataloguing practice."

A niofpm t antdmnJcgv

The drawings tire divided into principal groups determined by the patron. These groups are 

additionally subdivided by architecture and interior design corresponding with the chapters in 

Volume 1. Within each of these groups the arrangement of the drawings has been devised for 

ease of use. The arrangement follows a broadly chronological sequence in accordance with 

starting date. Additionally, the sequence takes into account the logical grouping of drawings for 

specific features. By these means the drawings for a specific area of activity are described 

together. This is done even when a group of drawings carries the catalogue Ixyond the point at 

which another portion of the house was begun. It is not possible simultaneously to group the 

drawings by area and to adhere to a strictly chronological arrangement. Indeed, many features 

of the building were under consideration for a number of years. Within these groupings the 

drawings have been arranged hierarchically. An example of this for a room interior would 

show plans for the ceiling first, then designs for the walls and chimneypiece, the carpet and 

finally any items of furniture. Miscellaneous or unattributed drawings are typically included at 

the end of the relevant group.

Every drawing has been given a new catalogue number running throughout the length of the 

entire sequence. Previous reference numbers are also provided to facilitate future research. The 

current location of the drawing is recorded separately. 11

11 Lever, J. ‘Cataloguing Manual for the Soane Museum drawing; collection’, (in-house guide, Sir John Soane’s 
Museum, last updated in November 2010).
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Piojxse

There are a variety of different drawing types included herein. When the purpose of a drawing 

is clear it is descril ted using one of the following terms:

1. Survey drawing: a means of documenting an existing building/rcxtm. Often a basis for 

future work.

2. View: a drawing showing an extant building within its natural topography.

3. Preliminary design: used as a means of developing early/initial ideas. Often drawn in 

freehand (rough).

4. Working drawing: drawn to scale or full size. Used as a means of providing 

comprehensive design instructioas for tin individuil detail to the ;irtisan during 

coastruction. An interesting drawing type as it shows exactly how an architect’s design 

was converted into physical reality and the extent to which he retained design control.

3. Finished drawing: a fully worked-up drawing, drawn to scale, usuilly washed in grey or 

colour, but with no surviving evidence that it was shown/intended to lx.1 shown to the 

client.

6. Presentation drawing: as with ‘finished drawing’, but with evidence that it was 

shown/intended to be shown to a client for the purpose of communicating a design 

idea.

7. Record drawing: an office copy, all xit not necessarily an identical duplicate. Made for 

the purpose of keeping a design record. Often partly washed or annotated with details 

of colour. Symmetrical desigas are generally quarter- or half-washed, as only enough 

detail to be able to reproduce the design is required.

When the purpose of a drawing is not clear it is simply listed its a ‘design’. Moreover, the status 

of execution is listed under purpose in accordance with Soane cataloguing practice. While the 

executed status of a design is not directly relevttnt to the purpose of a drawing, its inclusion 

here is intended to provide immediate and clear access to this essential information.12

Saie

Very few architects made use of an in-house standard scale until the end of the eighteenth 

century.1 ̂  Ordinarily a drawing scale would be determined by the size of the sheet of paper. As 

such the relationship between the footage of a building and inches in a drawing is far from

>2 This manner of including the executed status of a design in the purpose of a catalogue entry is in line with 
Soane Museum cataloguing practice and lias proved popular with catalogue users.
u  Rowan, A. Cclciqjts </Anbttalitni D rum # in the V ktcriaanl Albert Museum Robert A dam (London, 1988), p. 27.
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In this catalogue I have made an effort to record the scale fully, for example ‘V2 inch to 1 f(x>t', 

or ‘3 inches to 10 feet’ etc. Where possible, scale is measured from a bar scale. In such cases 

this is acknowledged with the term ‘bar scale of’. In the event that no bar scale is given 

(possibly having been cropped from the sheet) but measurements annotated onto the drawing 

allow for a scale to lx; ascertained, the scale is simply recorded. If a drawing bus been drawn to 

a scale, but there is no means of knowing wiiat that scale is, this is acknowledged with the term 

‘to a scale’. If a drawing is produced in life-size or lialf life-size, this is acknowledged with the 

term ‘full size’ or ‘half size’. If a drawing bus Ixen produced freehand this is acknowledged 

with the term ‘not to scale’.

D ina bias

Sheet dimensions are provided in millimeters, height preceding width, to the newest half 

centimetre (owing to the uneven edges of the majority of the sheets). When a sheet is cropped 

into an uneven sbipe, for example a triangle, the measurements of the sheet at the maximum 

dimensions are given.

If it has not been possible to take measurements of a drawing, but I have had the opportunity 

to see it (as in the case of framed drawings) then approximate sight measurements are given.

Wctenmrk

All visible watermarks are descrilxxl.

Many of the drawings in the Soane Museum collection are pasted into folios. As such it is not 

possible to record the watermarks.

Henri

The attribution of drawings by Pane is relatively unproblematic its he did not have an office of 

draughtsmen at this time. Paine’s characteristic liand has been arudysed at length in the first 

cbipter of Volume 1. Any drawing from the period of 1736-65 not in Paine’s bind can lx; 

attributed to an unidentified draughtsman. The attribution of hand for Adam office drawings is

simple. It is not uncommon for a relatively obscure fraction of an inch to represent a foot. For

these reasons lx>th Paine :ind Adam made use of lxir scales.
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more complicated as Robert Adam employed numerous draughtsmen. In the absence of day 

books or thorough hanking records it is difficult to attribute hand with certainty. Moreover, 

drawings were not signed by draughtsmen. In m;iny cases, however, tentative attributions are 

made for drawings witliin this catalogue. These attributions ;ire made on account of dite and 

my recognition of the subtleties in varying hands. By the late 1760s it is unlikely that Adam 

himself was involved with finished drawings owing to his heavy workload.14 It is usually only in 

the case of Adam or Zucchi tliat attribution can lx; certain. The majority of rough preliminary 

desigas were drawn freehand by Robert Adun himself. Thereby Adim developed ideas in 

characteristically confidant strokes in pencil or pen. Meanwhile, Zucchi’s feather-light charcoal 

sketches express a greater proficiency with the human form than any of his Adim office 

contemporaries.

Im riptia i

All inscriptions are given except in the cases (if excessive repetition. It is worth noting, 

however, tliat only at the Soane Museum was it possible to utilise a conservation-standird UV 

lamp in order to transcribe faint pencil marks.IS Within the Soane collection many of the 

drawings were inscribed during the early nineteenth century by William Adam. In such cases 

this is recorded.

In the case of drawings which are extensively dimensioned, or annotated with calculations or 

indications of colour, a summary of this information is given.

Dale

When a drawing is dited this is noted. Alternatively the drawing is categorised as one of the 

following:

1. Datable to: in the case of drawings where the date is not inscribed but there is no 

doubt about the year in which it was produced.

2. Date range: in the case of drawings where the date is not inscribed ;ind the exact year 

in which it was produced is unclear. A date range establishes the parameters of the 

possible range of years in which a drawing may liave been produced.

11 Rowan, A. Cctcic^tscfA nhUahoziDraw# iittbeVkkrianulA IhertMuseum London, 1988), p. 18.
15 As it was not possible to  utilise a UV lamp on the drawings collections belonging to the N ational Trust, Lord St 
Oswald, or the West Yorkshire Archive Service, it is possible that there Ls further work to  be done in transcribing 
faint pencil inscriptions on these drawings.
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Núes

The majority of drawings, or groups of related drawings, are followed by a short commentary. 

Extensive interpretation of individual drawings is left to the text in Volume 1. The purpose of 

these notes is to introduce the arcliitectural and interior decorative projects in general terms; to 

refer the reader to the relevant discussion in Volume 1; and where possible, to provide 

additional archival documentation.

Illustrations

As many of the drawings as possible have been illustrated. Photographs of the drawings from 

the National Trust collection (NDC) and the collection of Lord St Oswald (LSO) were 

provided by courtesy of their respective owner. These were either photographed by Geremy 

Butler or myself. Photographs of drawings from the A dun drawings collection at Sir John 

Soane’s Museum (SM) were provided by courtesy of the trustees of Sir John Soane’s Museum. 

These were photographed by Ardon Bar-Hama under my supervision. Drawings from the 

West Yorksliire Arcliive Service CWYAS) were photographed by me.

Those drawings for which it kis not been possible to acquire a photograph are confined to the 

collection of Lord St Oswald. Access to this collection lias lxen limited us the owner is not 

certain of the location of every item. Some of these drawings have Ixen removed to Christies 

and await sale.
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Drawings from the patronage o f Sir Rowland Winn, 4th Baronet: 1730-65 

L Architecture

Ncstdl H cil (atdq§je markers 1-2) 

Catalogue number: 1

Purpose: Survey plan in an unknown hand of Nostell Hall

Aspect: Ground plan of the remains of a medieval priory, with two wings with seven
windows -  possibly datable to the late seventeenth century, and arranged 
around an old priory cloister -  with a hall with eight windows, and with a 
double row of eight columns

Scale: 
Inscribed: 
Datable to: 
Medium: 
Dimensions:

bar scale of 1/  2 inch to 10 feet 
7 l.v Plat i ( f  dd  h i tse cts it now is 
c.1730
Pen and wash 
365 x 510 mm

Hand: Unidentified

NT reference: [1], YRK 19763 
L ocation: Private collection of L ord St Oswald



Catalogue number: 2

Purpose : View in an unknown kind of Nostell Hall and Nostell Priory

Aspect: View of Nostell Hall, Nostell Priory, a bridge ;ind windmill

Scale: not to scale
Date range: 1747-65
Medium: Pencil
Sight dimensions: 200 x 300 mm

Hand: Unknown eighteenth-century artist

NT reference: Previously uncatalogued 
L ocation: Private collection of L ord St Oswald

C ctdcge nwbers 1-2 NcstdlHaU, nte&
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Cliapter 1, part i.

Drawing 1, a plan of Nostell Hall, has lieen widely dated to c.1730 although there is no proof 
for this. It lias been suggested byjudy Frost that the arrangement of Nostell Hall, seen in this 
plan, followed that of the original monastic cloister.16 The wings of the building -  wiiich from 
this pkin look to be seventeenth-century in origin -  appear to follow the footprint of the 
monastic cloister.

Drawing 2 follows drawing 1, liaving a date range of 1747-65. It shows the executed central 
block of Nostell Priory wiiich was completed in 1747. This is shown adjacent to Nostdl Hall 
wiiich was demolished in c.1765.

16 Personal conversation with Dr Judith Frost, 10 March 2012.
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Park ¡Pro s  (aldqy en o  titers 3-4)

Catalogue number: 3

Purpose: Design by Joseph Perfect for the p:irk at Nostdl; fxirtly executed with
alterations

Aspect: Plan of the park, with avenues of trees, and an oval lawn to the east of a house
composed of a centnil block with quadrant links and pavilions

Scale: to a scale
Inscribed: A DesignJet' tlx3 P lan/ at Ncstdl the Seat (f  th e / H a tie  Sr Roulard W inn/ Beat in

tlx  West Ridng c f /  the C aoly i f  Y (rk/ Jcs. Pafal I tv  Delia /  1731/ T lx 
Px])la)ntH»vmd annotations, with a key, hilxiling the various p;u ts

Datable to: 1731
Medium: Pen and coloured washes including sepia
Sight dimensions: 950 x 1100 mm

Hand: Joseph Perfect

NT reference: [44]
Location: Private collection of Lord St Oswald
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Catalogue number: 4

Purpose: Design by Stephen Switzer for the p;irk at Nostell; partly executed with
alterations

Aspect: Plan of a the park, with an avenue of trees on the east side of a house with a
central block and quadrant links and pavilions

Scale: to a scale
Inscribed: Feint inscriptioas illegible, but appear to annotate the various elements of the

plan
Datable to: c.1731
Medium: Pen ;md coloured washes including green
Sight dimensions: 1100 x 850 mm

H;md: Stephen Switzer

NT reference: [431
L ocation: Private collection of L ord St Oswald
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C adcgenorbers3-4: Pent;. Picon, notes:
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 1, p;irt iii.

The dating of these park pirns has been discussed in Volume 1. Both drawings show the 
outline of a central block with quadrant links and pavilions. It is apparent that the layout of 
Nostell Priory -  albeit not to the dimensions shown here -  had already been decided at tliis 
date.
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Houseplcots (atchge umbers 5-10)

Catalogue numbers: 5-8

Purpose:

Aspect:

Scale:
I ascribed:

Datable to: 
Medium: 
Dimensioas: 
Watermark:

Hand:

NT reference: 

Location:

(5-8) Preliminary designs by James Paine for the central block; executed with 
minor alterations

(5) Ground plan of a 13 x 5 bay building, with the central five bays slightly 
projecting on the principal and rear fronts, and with a staircase to either side of 
the central axis of the house
(6) Ground plan as drawing 5
(7) Ground plan as drawing 5-6, but with a double row of four columns in the 
front room on the central axis of the house
(8) Plan of the piam  trbile level (first floor) of a 13 x 5 I ray building, with four 
engaged columns across the central three bays of the principal front, with two 
staircases and two backstairs on either side of the cent nil axis of the house

(5-8) bar scale of 1 1/3 inches to 10 feet
(5, 7) Measurements given; (8) The West F nrt /  East F nrt /  N oth  coil Sa th
F vatts/ East F ta ts / Irtendm nationm d  measurements given
(5-8) 1736
(5-8) Pen and wash
(5) 390 x 595 mm; (6) 410 x 610 mm; (7) 395 x 600 mm; (8) 265 x 420 mm 
(5, 7) IV  and Strasburg lily; (6, 8) cartouche containing Strasburg lily

(5-8) James Paine

(5) [2] 1, YRK 19581; (6) [2]2, YRK 19582; (7) [2]3, YRK 19770 and 19773; (8) 
[214, YRK 19788
(5-8) Nostell Priory drawings press
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(5)
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(7)
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Catalogue number: 9

Purpose: Working drawing by James Paine for the walls of the central block; executed 
with alterations

Aspect: Vertical sections tlirough tliree-storey walls

Scale: bar scale of 2 inches to 5 feet
I ascribed: Salim  ( f  theE laciion/ S a J ia u f the C dhom / Section <f the PilUster/ W hdehe^i 

3 4 .6 / March and measurements given
Datable to: c.1736
Medium: Pen and wish
Dimensions: 385 x 275 mm
Watermark: IV

Hand: James Paine

NT reference: [2]9, YRK 19779
Location: N ostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 10

Purpose: Preliminary design by James Paine for joists for the southern half of the ¡mod 
n±ilelevel (first floor); presumably as executed

Aspect: Plan of joists for one half of a 13 x 5 bay building

Scale: bar scale of 1/  5 inch to 1 foot
Datable to: c.1737
Medium: Pen
Dimensions: 640 x 410 mm

Hand: James Paine

NT reference: [2]5, YRK 19630
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press
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Cadcg-enm bets 5-10- H aseplais, tries-
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 1, parts iii-iv.

These drawings for the fabric of the house are datable to James Paine’s earliest months of 
work at Nostell. They establish a record of Jolin Moyser’s design for the house. There tire no 
ext;int drawings in Moyser’s own h:ind.

There is little arcliival material pertaining to tliis period of construction as Paine was living in 
Wragby.17 Owing to this proximity, extensive correspondence was rendered unnecessary.

17 Leach, P. Jernes P are (London, 1988), pp. 22-23.
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C arta th e  designs (a icicge norìom 11-21) 

Catalogue number: 11-21

Purpose:

Aspect:

Scale:

Inscribed:

Watermark: 
Date range: 
Medium:

Dimensioas:

Watermark:

Hand:

NT reference:

Location:

(11-21) Designs by James Paine for a cartouche; unexecuted

(11) Cartouche flanked by festoons within a pediment
(12) Cartouche ornamented with oak leaves and a lion mask, within a pediment
(13) Cartouche ornamented with laurel leaves and a knight’s helmet, within a 
pediment
(14) Cartouche surmounted by a knight’s helmet ;ind a Winn eagle, ;ind 
ornamented with foliage, within a pediment
(15) Cartouche ornamented with foliage, and surmounted by a knight’s helmet 
and a Winn eagle, and with a green-man mask at the base (verso) sketch of an 
eagle
(16) Cartouche, {Linked by Winn eagles, within a pediment
(17) Cartouche flanked by festooas ;ind ornamented with cornucopia, oak 
leaves and surmounted by a Winn eagle, within a pediment
(18) Two alternative cartouches surmounted by Winn eagles
(19) Right-hand half of a cartouche with foliate ornamentation
(20) Coat of arms witliin a airtouche, surmounted by a Winn eagle, and 
ornamented with a green man mask, cornucopia, ribbons and foliage
(21) Right-hand half of a cartouche with foliate ornamentation

(11-13) bar scale of Vz inch to 1 foot; (14-16, 18, 20-21) to a sale, (17) bar scale 
of 1/5 inch to 1 foot; (19) bar scale of 2 3/10 inches to 1 foot 
(16) L et aSaiebe madecfye Triangiar/ L v is ubidjJam tfx> Tinpan held to such a /  
Distant1 a; uill lock udl inc iD m w g/ ( f  tf.vfnat
(20) SrRculaul W im Barom t/ Jaadbo Paine A nhit. o iw .t 1743/ W H . Tonssaifi 
Strasburg lily 
(11-21) 1740-47
(11-14, 17) Pen and wash; (15 verso, 19, 21) pencil; (16) pen, pencil and wash; 
(18) pen; (20) engraving
(11) 215 x 280 mm; (12) 220 x 280 mm; (13) 215 x 280 mm; (14) 165 x 345 
mm; (15) 245 x 210 mm; (16) 230 x 370 mm; (17) 195 x 320 mm; (18) 290 x 
490 mm; (19) 320 x 195 mm; (20) 255 x 390 mm; (21) 195 x 155 mm 
(13) Strasburg lily; (16, 18) IV  (17) LV G  and Strasburg lily; (19) US and royal 
arms witliin a crowned garter cartouche, (20) Strasburg lily; (21) PRO PA TR1A 
and a half figure

(11-21) James Paine

(11) [2] 12, YRK 19388; (12) [2] 13, YRK 19386; (13) [2] 14, YRK 19387; (14) 
[2] 15, YRK 19389; (15) [2]l6, YRK 19397; (16) [2] 17, YRK 19786; (17) [2] 18, 
YRK 19732; (18) [2]19, YRK 19731; (19) [2]20, YRK 19784; (20) [2]21, YRK 
19785; (21) [2]21 verso, YRK 19745 
(11-21) Private collection of Lord St Oswald
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(17)
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(20)

C atdcgenoilxrs 11-21: C artadxdsigts, nies:
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 1, part iv.

All in James Paine’s liand, these cartouche designs are datable to the 1740s The drawings 
show various Winn family heraldic motifs and are dearly intended for Nostell According to 
the variety of pediment shapes shown in these drawings it appears that the design for the 
pediment, or the roof as a whole, liad not been decided at this time. These drawings are the 
earliest evidence of Paine taking control of a structural element of the building
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Kit diet i}xi ilia i co li lit k  (cOdcg.enmixrs 22-26) 

Catalogue number: 22

Purpose: Design by James Paine for the kitchen pavilion; unexecuted

Aspect: Plan and laid-out wall-elevations for a two-and-a-half storey, three-bay building
with a pitched roof, with an arched aedicular central window, and a dormer 
window in the tympanum of the pediment

Scale:
Inscribed:
Datable to:
Medium:
Dimensions:
Watermark:

to a scale
Measurements given, and some rough calculations in an unknown hand
1749
Pencil
410 x 330 mm
VRYH YT  and ramp:int lion within crowned cartouche inscribed E¡USQUE 
LIBERT ATE PROPATRIA, and GR enclosed by an anthemion and 
surmounted by a crowned cartouche

Hand: James Paine with rough inscriptions in an unknown hand

NT reference: [3]1,YRK 19578 
L ocation: N ostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 23

Purpose: Design byjames Paine for the link to the kitchen pavilion; as executed

Aspect: Section through a one-storey link corridor

Scale: bar scale of 1/12 inch to 1 foot
Inscribed: Salim  earns the a it tv of the CcridocrNB. A A  . Sigpifys the Joists cr Raping i f  the

CaricbcruchshaddLqydadirirg cdortg the curve/ line taiunk thepipes, orstenhjleus, 
byuhich the am eliiv uill beduidsd irto ready 4 a ju i jxvts/  theL cad i f  possible uill h 1 
best to be ant L erg eiug/o to noth firm  m il to m il, uith tlx1 a it ns as between a a  /  
Burn t tcgilxr Cso as to m k e th t  thegiter) and tfxn the Remainder bdueen tlx t Jxot q f  
the m ils tobeRded/ tlxD aicitia i uill temirate oner thestaihJleus as bfere Observed, 
t/xiv I u a id  hue Cesspools coil pipes to m ate the inter uhieh pipes sha ll go bdctv the 
leafs and m ile to sheet tlx1 inter libido uill be another incus to aory' eff ary l. a jp n its , 
and keep the uhdesueet. B B .-  sigyijys the cdlitgjoists 

Datable to: 1749
Medium: Pen
Dimensions: 245 x 385 mm 
Watermark: JW

Hand: James Paine

NT reference: [2]49 verso, YRK 19717 
L ocation: N ostell P riory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 24

Purpose: Design by James Paine for the kitchen pavilion; unexecuted

Aspect: E levations for a two-and-a-half storey, five-bay building with a central pyramid
set above a pitched roof, with a one-storey domed, rusticated tow, surmounted 
by a Diocletian window on the garden front, and a two-storey canted tow, with 
a Diocletian window in the upper register on the principal front

Satie:
Date range:
Medium:
Dimensions:

bar scale of 7/8 inch to 10 feet
1761-65
Pen and wash
190 x 240 mm (separate drawing 125 x 145 mm)

Hand: James Paine

WYAS reference: WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/ 55
Location: West Yorkshire Archive Service, Wakefield
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Catalogue number: 25-26

Purpose:

Aspect:

Scale:
Inscribed:

Date range: 
Medium: 
Dimensions: 
Watermark:

Hand:

NT reference: 
Location:

(25)

(25-26) Alternative designs by James Paine for the Kitchen pavilion link, 
connected to the central block; unexecuted

(25) Plan and elevation of a seven-bay curved, arcaded wall, ornamented with 
rustication and balustrading, and connected to a building with ;in aedicular 
window on the first floor
(26) Plan and elevation as drawing 25, but with a five-bay curved, arcaded wall 

(25-26) bar scale of 1/  5 inch to 1 foot
(25) divufethehei&t (fy e / ckxbtfyepedestci i>to9/ parts & gfw8 (f'em tothe/ the
Breadth q fit/  CurieL ireand some measurements given
(25-26) 1761-65
(25-26) Pen and wash
(25) 290 x 235 mm; (26) 290 x 245 mm
(25) L VG  and crowned cartouche containing Strasburg lily; (26) IV  

(25-26) James Prune

(25) [2] 10, YRK 19681; (26) [2] 11, YRK 19680 
Private collection of Lord St Oswald
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Cctcicge watixts 22-26: KitdxnpaLilionandlirk, tiie&
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Cliapter 1, parts iv-v.

James Paine was solely responsible for the design of the kitchen pavilion and its link during the 
late 1740s.'8 The variety of Paine’s extant designs corroborates this. Moreover, Paine gives 
explicit instructions on drawing 23 explaining the composition of the structure. The Kitchen 
link was complete by August 1748.1'1 18 19

18 WYAS WYL 1352(1 ) A 4 /1588/1, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4* Baronet of Nostell 
regarding the link at Nostell, 16 February 1747.
19 VA’AS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1620/ 50, Letter from James Paine to  Sir Rowland Winn, 4lh Baronet of Nostell 
regarding the pavilion corridor, 4 August, 1748.
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Presatctiondrcmirjg,for Kitg C a te lli (cadcgenariers 27-28) 

Catalogue number: 27-28

Purpose: (27-28) Presentation drawings by James Paine for the house; partly executed
with alterations

Aspect: (27) Plan of the (mod riffle  level (first floor) and elevation of the principili (east)
front showing a three-storey, tliirteen-bay central block with a hipped roof, 
connected by single storey quadrant links to four two-storey, three-bay 
pavilions with pediments and pitched roofs
(28) Elevation of the garden (west) and side (north or south) fronts of a three- 
storey, thirteen- by five-bay central block attached by single storey quadnint 
links to two-storey, three-bay pedimented pavilions

Scale: 
Inscribed: 
Datable to: 
Medium: 
Dimensions:

(27-28) Ixir scale of 3/4 inch to 10 feet 
(27) Some measurements given 
(27-28) 1761
(27-28) Pen, wash and brown wash within a single ruled border 
(27) 330 x 465 mm; (28) 325 x 485 mm

Hand: (27-28) James Paine

NT reference: (27) [2]6; (28) [2]7 
L ocation: Private collection of L ord St Oswald
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(28)
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CctdcQC mottos 27-28- PnseHation drauirjgfir Kit# Gectg? Ill, nte&
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 1, part v.

James Paine informed the 4,h Baronet in 1761 that he had been requested by the Surveyor 
General, Thomas Worsley, to produce drawings of Nostell to  show to the King (George III)20 
It is highly likely that drawing 27 and 28 are the drawings in question. The drawing; show the 
design of later years, by which date the arrangement of Paine’s links and pavilions was well 
established. There is no other obvious explanation for such lavish presentation drawings to 
have been made. Moreover, there is no surviving account from Paine for these drawings 
suggesting that they had not been produced at the 4th Baronet’s request.

20 WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3/1 /5 /1 /2 , Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4lh Baronet of Nostell, 
re sid ing  the Surveyor General showing drawings of Nostdl to  King George III, 19 March 1761.
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ii. Interior design

SkteD irirg Roan (atcicge norbers 29-37) 

Catalogue number: 29-30

Purpose:

Aspect:

Satie:
Datable to: 
Medium: 
Dimensions: 
Watermark:

Hand:

NT reference: 
Location:

(29) Presentation drawing by James Paine for the State Dining Room; 
unexecuted
00) Preliminary design in an unknown bind for the State Dining Room; partly 
executed with alterations

(29) Ceiling pl:in and laid-out wall-elevations for a room with three windows, a 
chimneypiece with a miniature pediment surmounted by festoons, and with a 
compartmental ceiling and walls
00 ) Plan and laid-out wall-elevations for a room with a three windows, 
ornamental picture frames and overdoor roundels

(29) bar scale of 1/3 inch to 1 foot; 00) to a scale 
(29-30) c.1747
(29) Pen, pencil and wash; 0 0 ) pencil
(29) 590 x 475 mm; 0 0 ) 655 x 595 mm
(29) LVG, VI, and crowned cartouche containing Strasburg lily

(29)James Paine; 00 ) unidentified eighteenth-century draughtsman

(29) [2137, YRK 19607; 00 ) [3)2, YRK 19604 
Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 31

Purpose: Preliminary design by James Paine for the ceiling of the State Dining Room; as 
executed but with additional ornamentation

Aspect: Plan of a detail of a rectangular ceiling with a central oval compartment, and 
foliate ornamental in the border

Scale: to a scale
Datable to: 1748
Medium: Brown pen and pencil
Dimensions: 505 x 390 mm
Watermark: G RJW H A TMAN, and crowned cartouche containing Strasburg lily

Hand: James Paine

NT reference: [2145, YRK 19577
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 32

Purpose: Design in an unknown liand for a mirror frame, possibly for the State Dining 
Room; unexecuted

Aspect: Elevation of a rectangular mirror frame, possibly a pier glass, surmounted by 
half dragons and foliate ornamentation

Scale: to a scale
Inscribed: No. 2
Date range: 1747-55
Medium: Pen
Dimensions: 295 x 180 mm

Hand: Unidentified eighteenth-century draughtsman

NT reference: [11], YRK 19701
Location: Private collection of Lord St Oswald
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Catalogue number: 33-34

Purpose:

Aspect:

Scale: 
Inscribed: 
Date range: 
Medium:

Dimensions:

Hand:

NT reference: 
Location:

03 ) Design in an unknown hand for a sideboard table for the State Dining 
Room; unexecuted
04) Presentation drawing by James Paine for a sideboard table for the State 
Dining Room; as executed

03) Perspective of a sideboard table with volute legs, paw feet, ;ind an apron 
with a central s hell, masks, acanthus leaves and swags
04 ) Plan and elevation for a sideboard table with six legs with block feet, a 
table rail ornamented with Vitruvian scroll, and an apron of vines and a central 
ram mask

03) to a scale; 04 ) bar scale of 1 inch to 1 foot 
0 3  verso) 4.10s.0d/ JdmDistxy 
03-34) 1747-55
03) Brown pen and grey wash; 04 ) pen, wash and brown wish witliin a single 
ailed border
03 ) 160 x 190 mm; 04) 245 x 190 mm

03) Unidentified eighteenth-century draughtsman. Jackson-Stops attributes 
this drawing to John Disney, whose name is iascribed on the verso, but 
according to Knox nothing is known of Disney and it is more appropriate to 
leave the attribution open; 0 4 ) James Paine

03)110], YRK 19702; 04 ) [2]51,YRK 19704 
03-34) Private collection of Lord St Oswald
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Catalogue number: 35-37

Purpose: 05-37) Designs by James Paine for a chair, possibly for the State Dining
Room; unexecuted

Aspect: 05 ) Chair with a twisted back and alternative legs: three straight and one
twisted, and with a seat mil ornamented with Vitruvian scroll
06 ) Chair with cariole legs and tin oval back
07) Chair with cariole legs ornamented with acanthus leaves, and with a curved 
top rail ornamented with leaves

Scale:
Inscribed:

Datable to:
Medium:
Dimensions:

05-37) to a scale
06 ) 40 s /  J  Pcaw inat et citin'
07) 4 5 s /  J  Paitv t et citin' (verso) The rî Jt kcaxl side c f this Chair uith wd M aun  
L other bcttanct £3-15s, ti.vkft hand sick uUh ditto Bcttoml 3~3s
05-37) 1750 
05-37) Pencil
05 ) 410 x 315 mm; 06 ) 180 x 110 mm; 0 7 ) 170 x 115 mm

Hand: 05-37) James Paine

WYAS reference 0 5 ) WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1590/1; 0 6 ) WYL 1352(1) A 4/1590/2- 07) 
WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1590/3

Location: 05-37) West Yorksliire Archive Service, Wakefield
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The State Dining Room was decorated by Paine in a French-style Bacchic theme from 1747. 
The room was executed in accordance with Paine’s laid-out wall-elevations shown in drawing 
30 and liis ceiling design in drawing 31. Drawings 30 and 31 were sent to Nostell in January 
1748.2' Paine’s designs for the chimneypiece followed in 1749,21 22 23 24 25 and his desigas for the pier 
glasses in 1755.^ Drawing 32 shows a pier glass design in an unknown hand, but this was not 
executed. Paine’s later design for a pier glass, for wliich there is no surviving drawing, was 
presumably made to rival drawing 32. Similarly, Paine’s design for a sideboard table, shown in 
drawing 34, was executed in favour of a design in ;in unknown hand, shown in drawing 33. 
Paine’s variant designs for chairs, however, shown in drawings 35-37, were not executed.

During the 1770s Robert Adam made various small alterations to the State Dining Room. 
Repainting and the installation of arabesque wall panels tire included in Joseph Rose’s (junior) 
account of 1766-7721 Antonio Zucchi provided overdoor medallions in 1772, necessitating the 
removal of some plasterwork palm branches from Paine’s original interior scheme.^ The room 
was repainted again in 1819-21 for Charles Winn by Thomas Wttrd.26

Cctdcg.etimbers 2St-37: StcteDirirgR.com, notes:
These drawings ;tre discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 2, p:irt iii.

21 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1622/11, Letter fromjames Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4th Baronet of Nostell, 
regarding building materials for Nostell, 11January 1748.
22 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1525/53, Letter fromjames Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4lh Baronet of Nostell, 
regirding the chimneypiece in the State Dining Room at Nostell, 13 January 1749.
23 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1588/3, Letter fromjames Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4th Baronet of Nostell, 
regarding State Dining Room at Nostell. 16 Febaiary 1755.
24 WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /4 /2 , Account from Joseph Rose to Sir Rowland Winn, 5lh Baronet of Nostell, 
1766-1777.
25 WYAS WYL 1352 (1) A4/1525/ 5, Letter from John Austin to Benjamin Ware, re alterations to  the State Dining 
Room at Nostell, 12 May 1772.
2(1 WYAS WYL 1352(1) C 3/1 /5 /6/2 , Account from Thomas Ward to Cliarles Winn for work done at Nostell in 
1819-21, 24 May 1823.
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Catalogue number: 38

Purpose: Presentation drawing by James Paine for the Lower Hall; executed with
alterations

Aspect: Ceiling plan and laid-out wall-elevations for a room with an arcaded of three
arches across the entrance front, four columas supporting the compartmental 
ceiling, pedimented cliimneypieces on both side walls, the walls articulated by 
pilasters

L ouerHdl (atdcg.e mother 38)

Scale: bar scale of 1/  5 inch to 1 foot
Datable to: c.1747
Medium: Pen, wash and browa wash
Dimeasions: 330 x 423 mm
Watermark: L V G  and crowned cartouche containing Strasburg lily

Hand: James Paine

NT reference: [2]22, YRK 19772
Location: Nostdl Priory drawings press
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The footprint of the Lower Hall is included in James Paine’s early plans for the house, shown 
in drawings 5-7. The room was conceived as a secondary entrance. A formal entrance was 
provided alxwe in the Top Hall. The interior of tlx.1 Lower Hall was installed immediately on 
Paine's completion of the centntl block in 1747. Paine’s laid-out wall-elevations for the Lower 
Hall, shown in drawing 38, are, therefore, datable to c.1747. The interior of the Lower Hall 
was finished by the time of Lady Wentworth’s visit in 1753.' The room was also described by 
Catherine Cappe as the location of Christmas parties held for the 4"' Baronet’s tenants2,1

The Lower Hall remained the principal entrance for over half a century as the interior 
decoration in the Top Hall was not complete until the 1820s. According to T.F. Dilxlin, even 
after the Top Hall was complete, the Lower Hall continued to serve as the everyday entrance.27 28 29

Catcicge mnber38: L merHcil, tries:
This drawing is discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 2, port iv.

27 Account of Lady Wentworth’s trip tlirough Nottinghamshire and Yorkshire, September 1753, London, British 
Library, Ref. 46,277, Vol. V, p. 20.
28 Cappe, C. M emirs ( f  the I, etc Mrs Cal.vrin’C(fpe( London, 1822), pp. 80-94.
»  Dilxlin, T.F. A RiHktftfimi, A rtiquriarjarilPktunsqteTarintheNcrthemCouttiesf/Er^atlailinSailaiii 2 
vols. (London, 1838), p. 140.
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North Staircase cari bdistmrts (atcicche markers39-50)

Catalogue number: 39

Purpose: Presentation drawing by James Paine for a staircase; executed with alterations

Aspect: Plan and laid-out wall-elevations of a three-storey stairwell, with doors and
plasterwork ornamentation on the walls

Scale:
Date range 
Medium: 
Dimensions: 
Watermark:

bar scale of 1/3 inch to 1 foot
1747-50
Pen and wash
365 x 460 mm
Bell inscribedyi75£ and crowned garter cartouche containing the Royal arms

Hand: James Paine

NT reference: [2]23,YRK 19608 
L ocation: N ostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 40

Purpose: Design by James Paine for the ceiling for the north staircase, as executed

Aspect: Plan of a det;iil of a coved ceiling, with skylights and plasterwork
ornamentation

Sade:
Date ninge 
Medium: 
Dimensions: 
Watermark:

bar scale of 1/3 inch to 1 foot
1747-50
Pen and wash
485 x 390 mm
Bell inscribed/i/ZJZ? GR and crowned garter cartouche containing Royal arms

Hand: James Paine

NT reference: [2]25, YRK 19705 
L ocation: Nostell Priory drawings press

* .ir"** ' - ■■
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Catalogue number: 41

Purpose: Design by James Paine for a ceiling ornament for the north staircase, as 
executed

Aspect: Plan of an octagonal plasterwork panel, with a central Winn eagle drawn in 
pencil, and a border of foliate ornamentation

Scale: bar scale of 3 inches to 10 feet
Date range: 1747-50
Medium: Pen, pencil and wash
Dimensions: 250 x 215 mm
Watermark: L VG

Hand: James Paine

NT reference: [2126, YRK 19705
Location: Private collection of Lord St Oswald
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Catalogue number: 42

Purpose: Design by.Limes P;iine for a wall ornament, probably for the north staircase, 
unexecuted

Aspect: Elevation of a plasterwork ornament incorporating a mirror and bust

Scale: bar scale of 3 inches to 10 feet
Date range 1747-50
Medium: Pen and wash
Dimensions: 250 x 190 mm
Watermark: L V G  cor/crowned cartouche containing Strasburg lily

Hand: James Paine

NT reference: [2]24
Location: Private collection of Lord St Oswald
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Catalogue number: 43-50

Aspect: (43) Variant ironwork balustrade designs
(44) Ironwork balustrade and newel
(45) Ironwork balustrade and newel
(46) Ironwork balustrade and newel
(47) Scrolled ironwork baluster
(48) Scrolled ironwork baluster
(49) Scrolled ironwork baluster
(50) Scrolled ironwork baluster

Purpose: (43-50) Designs by James Paine for balustrades; (43) executed with minor
alterations in the north staircase; (44-50) unexecuted

Scale: 
Inscribed: 
Datable to: 
Medium:

Dimensions:

Watermark:

(43) bar scale of 3 inches to 10 feet; (44-50) to a scale
(43) G dlayct Tcfp/ L cvitiff; ai the Reim s ci Tcfp/ For the North Stairs at Ncstd
(43-50) 1748
(43) Pen and brown pen; (44) brown pen witliin a single ailed border; (45, 47- 
49) brown pen; (46) pen, pencil and brown wash; (50) pencil 
(43) 245 x 385 mm; (44) 165 x 190 mm; (45) 140 x 160 mm; (46) 85 x 90 mm; 
(47) 150 x 110 mm; (48) 150 x 110 mm; (49) 150 x 115 mm; (50) 100 x 50 mm 
(43) L V G  and crowned cartouche containing Strasburg lily; (44) crowned 
cartouche containing Strasburg lily; (45) PRO PA TRIA (46) GV

Hand: (43-50)James Paine

NT reference: (43) [2]27, YRK 19718; (44) [2]28, YRK 19703; (45) [2]29, YRK 19843; (46) 
[2]30, YRK 19852; (47) [2]31, YRK 19844; (48) [2]32, YRK 19855; (49) [2]33, 
YRK 19856; (50) [2]34, YRK 19850

Location: (43, 49-50) N ostdl Priory drawings press; (44-48) Private collection of Lord St
Oswald
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(48)

(49)
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(50)

CciciqjeninJxrs39-50 NorthstainiKc>carUxiuJmcki nies:
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Cliapter 2, part iv.

The architecture of the two staircases mirrors each other. Despite tliis, the plasterwork is 
different. The plasterwork signals that the southern staircase was intended for public use and 
the northern staircase for private use. Both staircases were complete by the time of Dr 
Pococke’s visit in the 1750s.3" Drawings 39-41 show the executed arrangement of the north 
staircase almost exactly. Paine also provided designs for balusters, shown in drawings 43-50.30 31 
The executed balusters were under construction in June 1747.-32

The north staircase was superceded as the private staircase in the 1870s. At this time a new 
staircase was installed in the Adam wing33

30 Cartwright, J.J. (ed.). 'Dr Pococke’s Journey into England from Dublin by the way of the Isle of Man, 1750’, 
CcvnbiSaxty, New Series xlii (1888), p. 63-
31 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1566/6, Letter from James Paine to  Sir Rowland Winn, 4th Baronet of Nostell, 
regarding three designs for newels for Nostdl, no date.
32 WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /1 /1 , Letter from Henry Allen to  Sir Rowland Winn, 4,h Baronet of Nostell, 
regarding progress of building works at Nostell, 13 June 1747.
33 Raikes, S. NosteU Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004), 
Staircases-Room History 2: 2.1.
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State cfx trtim t (a ia lc g e  morters 51-55) 

Catalogue number: 51

Purpose: Design by James Paine for the chimney wall of the State Bed Chamber; 
unexecuted

Aspect: Elevation for a chimney wall with a chimneypiece with console stiles, ;ind a 
foliate frieze, surmounted by an overmantel mirror frame with a broken-topped 
pediment, and fkinked on either side by a door

Scale: bar scale of 3 1/3 inches to 10 feet
Date range: 1747-48
Medium: Pen, pencil and wash
Dimensions: 235 x 335 mm
Watermark: Cartouche containing G R  and palms within a crown

Hand: James Paine

NT reference: [2]43, YRK 19606
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 52-55

Purpose:

Aspect:

Scale:

Inscribed:

Datable to:
Medium:
wash
Dimensions:
Watermark:

Hand:

NT reference:

Location:
Oswald

(52) Design by James Paine for the alcove in the State Dressing Room; as 
executed
(53-54) Preliminary designs by James Paine for the Ixvl and alcove in the State 
Dressing Room; executed with alterations
(55) Design in an unknown hand for the bed and :dcove in the State Dressing 
Room; unexecuted

(52) Plan and elevation of a semicircular-headed lx-d alcove
(53) Elevation of a bed in a semicircular-headed alcove
(54) Elevation of a Ixd canopy within a semicircular-headed alcove
(55) Elevation of a bed with paw feet and a amopy ornamented with acanthus 
leaves within a semicircular-headed alcove

(52) bar scale of ‘A inch to 1 foot; (53) bar scale of 1 inch to 1 foot; (54-55) to a 
scale
(52) 11”2 h i$  uithin/ tlxAlaxe, (53)N.B. T lxA laveis 7JI Gin Wkb& /  9j'al 
la g  (55) [verso] abt., 18.8s.8d/ i f  a axe inside/ cad Ixotxm lew !/ rremekt, 19 or 
£20
(52-55) c.1750
(52) Pen and wash; (53-54) pened and brown pen; (55) brown pen and grey

(52) 160 x 115 mm; (53) 240 x 370 mm; (54) 120 x 190 mm; (55) 240 x 235 mm 
(52) Bell inscribed JUBE and crowned garter cartouche containing the Royal 
arms; (53) VI

(52-54) James Paine; (55) Unidentified eighteenth-century draughtsman. 
According to Jackson-Stops this Ls possibly the liand of an upholsterer 52

(52) [2144, YRK 19402; (53) [2]52, YRK 19737; (54) [2353, YRK 19698; (55) [9], 
YRK 19699
(52) Nostell Priory drawings press; (53-55) Private collection of Lord St
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(52)
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(54)
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Cadq^erunbers 51-55: Stale cpcvtmal, nt(S:
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 2, pttrt iv.

The state apartment was originally designed as a music-cum-drawing room and tin alcove 
bedchamber. The rooms were referred to as such by Lady Wentworth and Dorothy 
Richardson in the 1750s and 1760s respectively/' A ainopy Ixd was added to James Paine’s 
music-cum-drawing room during the late-nineteenth century. At this time it became a 
bedchamber. Certainly the bed liad Ixen added by 1936-37 when the rex m s were listed under 
their current names: Paine’s music-cum-drawing room became the State Bedchamber ;ind liis 
alcove bedchamber became the State Dressing Room/“’

Paine sent Iris design for the ceiling of the music-cum-drawing room in an undated letter.34 * 36 
Tliis drawing does not survive. Paine’s drawing for the chimneypiece for the room, shown in 
drawing 51, was nearing completion on 13 December 1748.37

Paine’s alcove in the State Dressing Room does not survive. It was rearranged by Robert 
Adam. Drawings 52-55 show the original form of Paine’s alcove. The drawings show that 
Paine intended the insertion of a canopy bed. Tlx* surviving design for tins bed, shown in 
drawing 55, is in an unknown liand, possibly that of an upholsterer. It is not known whether 
Paine’s bed was executed. Drawing 53 shows Paine’s alcove ;ind Ixxl simultaneously, ;ind is 
therefore signifiatnt as it is the only example of a drawing for N ostell signed by Paine.

34 Account of Lady Wentworth's trip through Nottinghanishire and Yorkshire, September 1753, London, British 
Library, Ref. 46,277, Vol. V, p. 20; Richardson, D. Diary (1761), Manchester, John Rylands Library, 
Ryl.EngMssll22, Vol. I, fol. 11-17, p. 13.
«  WYAS WYL 1352(2) C4/10/13, Lists of bedrooms at Nostdl, and guest housed within them, 7 September 
1936 and 19 N ovember 1937.
•*’ WYAS WYL 1352( 1 ) A4/1566/6, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4lh Baronet of Nostdl, 
regarding three designs for newds for Nostdl, no date.
v  WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1528/15, Letter from James Paine to Sir Rowland Winn, 4lh Baronet of Nostdl, 
regarding t lx  purchase and delivery of furniture and building materials, 13 December 1748.
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Crime» i Batixvriber co ti Bnakfití Rcom(atdq$e moi ¿us 56-59) 

Cat ¿doglie numlxT: 56

Purpose: Presentation drawing by James Paine, possibly for the Crimson Bedroom;
unexecuted

Aspect: Ceiling plan and laid-out wall-elevatioas for a room with two windows, a
cliimneypiece with a small pediment, and a coved ceiling

Scale:
Date range: 
Medium: 
Dimensions: 
Watermark:

Ixir scale of 3 1/ 5 inches to 10 feet 
1750-60
Pen, wash and brown wash 
590 x 470 mm
L V G, VI, and crowned cartouche containing Strasburg lily

Hand: James Paine

NT reference: [2)38, YRK 19632 
L ocation: N ostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue numlxT: 57-58

Purpose:

Aspect:

Scile:

I nscribed: 
Datable to: 
Medium: 
Dimensions: 
Watermark:

Hand:

NT reference: 
Location:

(57-58) Designs by James Paine for the window wall, possibly for the Crimson 
Bedroom; (57) unexecuted; (58) executed with alterations, and a full sized 
working drawing for some masonry

(57) Elevation of a wall with two windows, showing variant window surround 
designs: one stepped, and the other splayed, and with a coved ceiling
(58) E legation of a wall with two windows with splayed window surrounds, and 
with a coved ceiling, and a full size detail of some masonry

(57) bar scale of 3 1/5 inches to 10 feet; (58) b:ir scale of 2 lA inches to 10 feet 
and full size
(58) L im (fthe uainsat 
(57-58) 1749
(57) Pen and wash; (58) pen and pencil 
(57) 240 x 375 mm; (58) 385 x 245 mm
(57) Bell inscribexl JUBE and crowned garter cartouche containing the Reiyal 
arms; (58) JW

(57-58) James Paine

(57) [2]4l, YRK 19746; (58) [2]49, YRK 19717 
(57-58) N ostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 59

Purpose: Design by James Paine for ;in alternative ceiling for the Breakfast Room;
executed with alteratioas in the Breakfast Room following the fire of 1980

Aspect: Plan for a compartmental rectangular coved ceiling, arranged in an
asymmetrical pattern, and showing one of the window soffits

Scale:
Inscribed:
Date nrnge:
Medium:
Dimensions:
Watermark:

bar scale of 11 / 5 inches to 1 foot
This end is executed in the A tti Room on the left head of the IIall /  a  Ncstdl
1750-60
Pen and wash
365 x 245 mm
Cartouche containing GR and palms witliin a crown

Hand: James Paine

NT reference: [2]42, YRK 19747 
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press
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C ddcgenm ixrs56-59: Crimson Bedhantxr cvzlBrwhjcst Ratn uicK 
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 2, part iv.

The Crimson Bedchamber has always been the second;iry guest bedroom. The Breakfast 
Room was designed as an adjacent dressing room. This dressing room became known as the 
Breakfast Room because the 4“’ Baronet used it as such.38 One of James Paine’s letters 
mentions a breakfast parlour,39 40 41 42 * 44 45 but this probably refers to a room on the second storey which 
is included in an inventory of 1763."’ By the time of the 1806 inventory the Bretikfast Rcxmii 
had been given its current name."

The ceiling in the Crimson Bedcbtmber was executed to Paine’s design by Joseph Rose 
(senior) in 1758." There is, however, no surviving drawing for this ceiling. The ceiling was 
replaced byjoseph Rose (junior) to a design by Robert Atktm during the yetrs 1766-77.13

Paine’s extant ceiling design for the Breakfast Room, shown in drawing 59, was an unexecuted 
¡iltemative scheme. There is no drawn or photographic record of Paine’s executed ceiling. 
Following a fire in the Breakfast Room in 1980, the National Trust liad little choice but to 
install the design shown in drawing 59.

According to Dorothy Richardson, the Crimson Bedchtunlxr and Brertkfast Room were 
redecorated in yellow silk damask by 1761." The rooms remained yellow until at least 1818,IS 
The Breakfast Room was redecorated in 1819-21 by Thomas W;ird as a private dining room 
for Charles Winn.'6 The Crimson Bedchamber is now decorated in reel, and the Breakfast 
Room is now decorated in yellow, providing an example of both schemes.

w Cappe, C. Mantis cf ibeL ate Mrs Cctlxriiv Ccfpe(London, 1822), p. 83.
49 WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3/1 /5 /1 /1 , Letter from Henry Allen to  Sir Rowland Winn, 4,h Baronet of Nostdl, 
regarding progress of building works at Nostell, 13June 1747.
40 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1539/16, Inventory of beds at Nostdl, 26 March 1763. This inventory lists the 
number c f bed in each room across the whole estate of Nostell.
41 WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 4 /1/ 10A, Inventory on the death of Sir Rowland Winn, 6lh Baronet of Nostdl Julv 
1806.
42 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1603/27, Letter from Joseph Rose to  Sir Rowland Winn, 5lh Baronet of Nostdl,
regarding his account, 2 January 1766.
44 WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /4 /2 , Account from Joseph Rose to  Sir Rowland Winn, 5th Baronet of Nostdl, 
1766-1777.
44 Richardson, D. Diary (1761), Manchester, John Rytands Library, Ryl.EngMssll22, Vol. I, fol. 11-17, p. 14.
45 WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C 4 /1/ 15-15A, Inventory on the death of Jolin Winn, 19 August 1818.
16 WYAS WYL1352U) C 3/1 /5 /6 /2 , Account from Thomas Ward to  Charles Winn for work done at Nostdl in 
1819-21, 24 May 1823-
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S d a n  (a tdcffe mother 60)

Catalogue number: 60

Purpose: Presentation drawing by James Paine for the Saloon; 
scheme was executed

it is not known if this

Aspect: Plan and laid-out wall-elevations for a room with a 
chimneypiece with a festoon in the frieze

three windows, ;md a

Scale: bar scale of 3 inches to 10 feet
Date range: 1750-60
Medium: Pen, pencil and wash
Dimensions: 520 x 685 mm
Watermark: LVG , I VIL LEDARY, HIS monogram, and crowned cartouche containing 

Strasburg lily

Hand: James Paine

NT reference: [2)36, YRK 19631
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press
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Cctdq^e runter 60: Sedan notes:
This drawings is discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 2, p.irt iv.

The Saloon has always been the principal reception room at Nostell. Owing to Robert Adam's 
comprehensive redecoration of the Saloon it is not known if James’s Paine scheme, shown in 
drawing 60, was executed. Dorothy Richardson disparagingly descrilxxl Paine’s scheme in the 
Saloon as having a ‘Bad Green lialf Damask'.1 47

47 Richardson, D. Diary (1761), Manchester J o h n  Ryiands Lilxary, Ryt.EngMssl 122, Vol. 1, fd . 11-17, p. 20.
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A tticstaiynann (aiakge nunbets 61-64)

Catalogue number: 61

Purpose: Design by James Paine for the green room on the attic storey; as executed

Aspect: Plan and laid-out wall-elevations for a room in the corner of a building, with 
two adjacent walls with two square windows

Scale: 2 1/5 inches to 1 foot
Inscribed: Gwen R a m / Pcfier matedfar this Room and measurements given
Date range: 1747-65
Medium: Pencil and pen
Dimensions: 360 x 330 mm
Watermark: VRYH YT  and rampant lion within crowned cartouche inscribed EJUSQUE 

LIBERTA TE PROPA TRIA, and GR ;md a crowned cartouche

Hand: James Paine

NT reference: [2]47, YRK 19739
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press
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Purpose: Design by James Paine for the Seclwell Room on the attic storey; as executed

Aspect: Plan and laid-out wall-elevations for a room with one squire window, and an
unomamented chimneypiece

Scale: 2 1/5 inches to 1 foot
Inscribed: SedudlRoan/PafxriUDledfirtliis Roammd measurements given
Date range: 1747-65
Medium: Pen
Dimensions: 315 x 385 mm
Watermark: VRYH YT  and rampant lion within crowned cartouche inscribed EJUSQUE

L1BERTA TE PROPA TR1A, and GR and a crowned cartouche

Catalogue number: 62

Hand: James Paine

NT reference: [2]48, YRK 19781 
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press

I N 'll
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Catalogue number: 63

Purpose:

Aspect:

Scale:
Inscribed:
Datable to:
Medium:
Dimensions:
Watermark:

Hand:

NT reference: 
Location:

V

Preliminary design in an unidentified hand for a room on the attic storey; 
possibly executed

Plan and laid-out wall-elevations of an unidentified room with tliree square 
windows, and chimneypiece with voussoirs, ;ind with a rough drawing below 
showing a niche, and a phtn of a wall with windows (verso) pkin of another 
unidentified room

to a scale
Measurements given, and rough calculations
c.1747-65
Pencil
580 x 450 mm
C and D  either side of a fleur de lis

Unidentified eighteenth-century draughtsman

[313, YRK 19421
Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 64

Purpose: Design by James Paine for a water closet; as executed

Aspect: Plan and laid-out wall-elevations for a room with one window within a
rectangular recess, a door, and with a relieving arch on the wall opposite the 
door, and with a toilet annotated in pencil

Scale.
Inscribed:
Date range
Medium:
Dimensions:
Watermark:

to a scale
Pilaster and measurements given in pen and pencil
1747-65
Pen and pencil
395 x 370 mm
GR and hunting horn and crowned cartouche

Hand: James Paine

NT reference: [246, YRK 19576 
Location: Nostdl Priory drawings press
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L ibnïïy > (cotaleg  emo -tiers 65-66)

Catalogue number: 65-66

Purpose: (65) Presentation drawing by James Paine for a library, (intended for the
Billiard Room); unexecuted
(66) Alternative design, possibly by Thomas Chippendale, for a library, 
(intended for the Billiard Room), unexecuted

Aspect: (65) Ceiling plan and laid-out wall-elevations for a room with a Venetian
window, and bookcases on the other three walls, and with a coved 
compartmental ceiling with a centnil circular compartment within an octagon 
(66) Ceiling plan and laid-out wall-elevations for a room with a Venetkin 
window, bookcases on the side walls, and a screen of paired Doric columns 
opposite the window, and with a ceiling with a centnil circular compartment

Scale:
Inscribed:
D at alale to: 
Medium:

Dimensions:
Watermark:

(65) bar scale of Vi inch to 1 foot; (66) to a scale 
(65) Selim  cf the L ibtury and some dimensions given 
(65-66) c.1764
(65) Pen, pencil and wash within a single ruled border; (66) pen within a single 
ailed border
(65) 380 x 540 mm; (66) 410 x 465 mm
(65) L V G  and crowned cartouche containing Strasburg lily; (66) Strasburg lily

Hand: (65) James Paine; (66) attributed to Thomas Chippendale

NT reference: (65) [2)39, YRK 19569; (66) [2140, YRK 19670 
L ocation: (65-66) N ostdl Priory drawings press

(65)
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CctciiQcmnbas 65-66: L ibnoyntca-
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Cliapter 2, ptirt ii.

In 1764, shortly before his father’s death, Rowland Winn pkinned to install a library48 It is 
possible that drawings 65 and 66 are James Paine’s -  and possibly Thomas Chippendale’s -  
responses to tliis request. From the inclusion of a Venetian window in these drawings it is 
apparent that Paine intended to install Rowland Winn’s library in the Billiard Room. We can 
see from the fourth volume of l itnvius Brit ca Bias that Paine had intended the Billiard Room 
as the principal family bedchamber (fig. 12). However, the room remained a shell in 1765 The 
proposed library was not executed

48 WYAS WYL 1352(1) C 3 /1 /5 /1 /4 , Letter from Robert Barker to Rowland Winn, Liter 5"> Baronet of Nostell 
regarding the cost of wood for cabinets for a library at Nostdl, 20 Jan 1764. WYL 1352(1)C3/1 /5 /1 /5  Letter 
from Robert Barker to  Rowland Winn, later 5,h Baronet of Nostdl, regarding cabinets for a library at Nostell, 25 
Jan 1764.
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Chint'BpieoES, gei® corifa tto  (atcicge norhas 67-83) 

Catalogne number: 67-78

Purpose:

Aspect:

Saile:
Inscribed:

Date range 
Medium:

Dimensions:

Watermark:

(67) Design in an unknown hand for a chimneypiece, grate and overmantel; 
unexecuted
(68-71, 78) Designs in an unknown hand for a fire grate; unexecuted
(72, 76) Designs in an unknown liand for a chimneypiece and fire grate;
unexecuted
(73-75, 77) Designs in an unknown hand for a chimneypiece; unexecuted

(67) Unornamented chimneypiece, with an overmantel frame flanked by candle 
branches, and with a fire grate and fender ornamented with a fretwork
(68) Fire grate with panel cheeks
(69) Fire grate with a curved basket ornamented with C-scrolls
(70) Fire grate with obelisk-shaped andiroas 
(7D Fire grate with a quatrefoil grate
(72) Elevation of a chimneypiece, with Doric pilasters, or engaged columas, a 
lining of figure-of-eight acanthus, a blank tablet, and with an ironwork grate
(73) Elevation of a chimneypiece, with tapering Doric pilaster, or engaged 
columns, and an ogee-arched lining ornamented with arabesques
(74) Elevation of a cliimneypiece, with Ionic pilaster, or engaged columns, and 
an arched lining ornamented with foliage
(75) Elevation of a cliimneypiece, with console stiles, a frieze and tablet 
containing acanthus scrolls, and a lining ornamented with quatrefoils
(76) Elevation of a chimneypiece, with console stiles, a blank tablet, an arched 
and fluted lining, and an ironwork grate
(77) Elevation for a chimneypiece, with foliate drops in the stiles, and a frieze 
of festoons, and with an ogee-arched lining ornamented with vines
(78) Fire grate ornamented with fretwork

(67-78) to a scale
(69) No. 2  (70) [cropped]63; (71) No. 14, (72) This [on margin]; (73) This [on 
margin]; (J8)N o2  
(67-78) 1747-60
(67-68) Pen and wash; (69) pen, brown pen and wash within a single ailed 
border; (70-71) pen, brown pen and wash within a double ruled border; (72-74, 
76) pen, wash and brown wash within a single ruled border; (75, 77) pen, blue 
and brown wash within a single ruled border; (78) pen and wash within a 
double ailed border
(67) 165 x 135 mm; (68) 135 x 120 mm; (69) 105 x 165 mm; (70) 95 x 105 mm;
(71) 105 x 160 mm; (72) 135 x 160 mm; (73) 125 x 160 mm; (74) 110 x 160 
mm; (75) 125 x 195 mm; (76) 130 x 165 mm; (77) 125 x 195 mm; (78) 120 x 
195 mm
(67) Strasburg lily and a crown; (68) Strasburg lily; (75) a lion with arrows, and a 
liat on a pole supported by a tablet iascrilxxl VRYH EYT  within an oval 
crowned autouche inscribed TROPECE E T  PROPA TRIA ; (77) a lion with 
arrows, and a hat on a pole supported by a tablet inscribed VRYHE YT  within 
an oval crowned cartouche inscribed PROPECE E T PROPA TRIA
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Hand: (67-78) Unidentified eighteenth-century draughtsman

NT reference: (67) [4]1, YRK 19842; (68) [4]2, YRK 19837A; (69) [5]1, YRK 19861- (70) [5]2 
YRK 19857; (71) [5)3, YRK 19845; (72) [6]1, YRK 19841; (73) [6]2, YRK 
19838A; (74) [613, YRK 19840; (75) [6]4, YRK 19839; (76) [6]5, YRK 19846; 
(77) [616, YRK 19848; (78) [6]7, YRK 19847 

Location: (67-78) Private collection of Lord St Osw.ild
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Catalogue number: 79-82

Purpose: (79-82) Designs in an unknown kind for fenders; unexecuted

Aspect: (79) Two fenders, one ornamented with quatrefoils, and the other with flowers
enclosed by a figure-of-eight
(80) Fender ornamented with fretwork
(81) Fender ornamented with a foliate scroll pattern
(82) Fender ornamented with gadrooning

Satie: (79-82) to a scale
Inscribed: (80) Ao. 5
Date range: (79-82) 1747-60
Medium: (79) Brown pen and grey wash within a double niled Ixirder; (80) brown pen

(81-82) pen and wash
Dimensions: (79) 180 x 170 mm; (80) 90 x 165 mm; (81) 65 x 175 nun; (82) 30 x 170 mm

H;ind: (79-82) Unidentified eighteenth-century draughtsman

NT reference: (79) [7]1, YRK 19416; (80) [7]2, YRK 19477; (81) [8] 1, YRK 19853; (82) [8]2 
YRK 19854

Location: (79-80) Nostell Priory drawings press; (81-82) Private collection of Lord St
Oswald
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Catalogue number: 83

Purpose: Alternative designs by James Paine for chimneypieces; not known to have been
executed

Aspect: Elevations of three chimneypieces, one unomamented, one with volute stiles
and a pedimented mantel, ;ind one with a scrolled frieze

Scale:
Inscribed:

Date range: 
Medium: 
Dimensions: 
Watermark:

bar scale of 2 inches to 10 feet
E)u^f.i state dM ntiy/ Inthe Coire Rcam iuth end/ Blok cvt/Cdel/ West Roan to 
N ath E i t i /  Ecidi Biette 2  hides D ae m otte L afar# R a m / a v  Indi Buck and 
each cliimneypiece numbered, and ;m illegible crossed-out inscription 
1747-65
Pencil, pen, brown pen and wash 
150 x 265 mm
Royal arms within a crowned garter cartouche, ;ind a lx*ll inseriixxiJUBE

H:ind: James Paine

NT reference: [2]50. YRK 19710 
L ocation: Private collection of L ord St Oswald

Cctttcffe n oiios 67-83-' Cttntvpiaes, gzies coilfoiios, ntex 
These drawing? are discussed in Volume 1, Cliapter 2, part iv.

Of all of these designs, only drawing 83 is in the hand of J;unes Paine. It is possible that the 
other drawings were sent to Nostell as advertisements. The design and execution of 
chimneypieces was a sulked Paine took very seriously (see Volume 1).
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Clcthespress (atdeg e  )utnixr84) 

Catalogue number: 84

Purpose: Design by an unknown liand for a dothespress; not known to have Ixen 
executed

Aspect: Clothespress with a broken-topped pediment, with doors in filled with mesh, 
and short cabriole legs

Satie: bar scale of 1 3/10 inches to 1 foot
Inscribed: (verso in pen) Dress/ Tlx1 Closet p ld r v / Ditto C ana l/ The Bed plains/ Ditto 

Caned (and in pencil) Spaas Betuvun Chinny coil deni /  the¡xihm it and with 
quote and some dimensions given

Date range: 1747-63
Medium: Pen and pencil
Dimensions: 290 x 200 mm
Watermark: Rampant lion supported by a tablet inscribed VRYH YT  within a crowned 

cartouche inscribed EJUSQUE LIBERIA TE PROPA TRIA

Hand: Unidentified dghteenth-century draughtsman

NT reference: [12], YRK 19723
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press
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Drawings from the patronage o f Sir Rowland Winn, 5“' Baronet: 1765-85 

iii. Interior design

L ibmry (atdq} e  natters 85-94) 

Catalogue number: 85

Purpose: Preliminary design by Rolxrt A dun for the L ibrary; as executed

Aspect: Plan and laid-out wall-devatioas for a library, with two windows, a screen wall
opposite, and a chimneypiece :md Ixxikcases on the side walls

Scale:
Inscribed:

Datable to: 
Medium: 
Dimensions: 
Watermark:

to  a scale
Shtters to / be White/ A ll the/ F rat <fthe/ S/xiiis lobe White/ AII the Pilasters/ 
uiththeCcpitds& Base/ tobeWhUeand individual elements of each pu t of the 
arcliitecture and bookcases are marked with indications of the colours 
intended. These are White; /. ii/.it G'run Piiiz G'ntotl ;ind Darker Green (verso) a 
letter from James Adim to Sir Rowl;ind Winn, 5'h Baronet of N ostell 
1766
Pencil, pen and coloured washes including pink 
(two pieces) 275 x 195 mm; 275 x 195 mm 
Rampant lion witliin a palisade enclosure

Hand: Robert Adam

NT reference: [ 17] 1, YRK 19689,19690,19691 
Location: Private collection of Lord St Oswald
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Catalogue number: 86

Purpose: Record drawing from the Adam office for a ceiling for the library; as executed

Aspect: Plan of a tripartite rectangular ceiling ornamented with a central square
compartment containing a patera, encircled by a f;in ornamented with calyx and 
rosettes, and a circular band of Vitruvian scroll, with a Ixrrder of medallions, 
panels of arabesques, and lunette-shaped flowers, and with rectangular 
compartments to either side containing scrolled hearts

Scale:
Inscribed:

Dated:
Medium:
Dimensions:

bar scale of 2/ 5 inch to 1 foot
Cdli>j>(ftteL ibnoyat N a td  (in pen) and individual elements of each p:irt of the 
ceiling are marked in pencil with indications of the colours intended. These are 
Pirk, Green, Darker pirk, L $.1 Pirk, Darker Greensind L i§ t Bite 
1766
Pen and pencil 
265 x 325 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman, possibly Jeunes Ackim

SM reference: Adam volume 11/226 
Location: Sir John Soane's Museum
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Catalogue number: 87-88

Purpose: (87-88) Designs from the Adam office for a chimneypiece for the Library-
executed with alterations 1’

Aspect: (87) Elevation of a cliimneypiece with volute stiles, an architrave ornamented
with drops of calyx, a fluted frieze, and a tablet cont;iining arabesques ;ind an 
urn
(88) Elevation as drawing 87, but with sphinxes in the tablet, and with pencil 
additions to the left-hand side

Scile:
Inscribed:

Dated:
Medium:
Dimensions:
Watermark:

(87-88) t o  scale of 1 2/ 5 inches to 1 foot
(87) Design <f a Chinrty Piiwfer the L ibrcvyfor Sir Rallenti Wit dì Beami /  Reh 
A dan A rddtai
(88) Cbinary new for tlx  L ibnvy it Ncstd (in pen) Sir Radiati Winn’s ibissitf> it 
N cstd / BarDnss Rcaniin pencil) and some measurements given in pencil 
(87) Robt A dean A nJjilat 1766; (88) 1766
(87) Pen and wish within a single ruled border; (88) pen, pencil and wash 
(87) 310 x 380 mm; (88) 260 x 315 mm 
Strasburg lily witliin crowned cartouche

Hand: (87-88) Adam office draughtsman, possibly Willkim Hamilton

NT and SM references: (87) [ 17]2, YRK 19609; (88) Adam volume 22/222
Location: (87) Private collection of Lord St Oswald; (88) Sir Jolin Soane’s Museum

(87)
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Catalogue numlxT: 89-92

Purpose:

Aspect:

Scale:
Inscribed:

Datable to: 
Medium:

Dimensioas:

Watermark:

Hand:

NT reference: 

Location:

(89-92) Working drawings from the Atkun office for the chimneypiece in the 
library; (89, 91) unexecuted; (90) also a design for the apse in the S;ikx)n, as 
executed; (92) as executed

(89) Detail of a mantel rail ornamented with guilloche
(90) Plan of a segmental apse containing a ckx>r, and detail of a mantle for a 
chimneypiece ornamented with guilloche and with a tablet
(91) Detail of a chimneypiece, ornamented with a tablet containing :tn urn and 
acanthus arabesques, a fluted frieze, and ;ui architrave ornamented with 
rosettes and calyx
(92) Detail of a volute stile for a chimneypiece ornamented with a rosette and 
acanthus leaves

(89, 91-92) half size; (90) niche to a scale, chimneypiece to half size
(89) Cani&farL ibraty Chintzy ct Ncstd
(90) Plan ( f  N  id) in Scian ct Ncstdl/  co zl 'l\p  cfl. ibrary Chintzy>hdfsize/ T tiiii
(91) Part <f the L ibrary C hinny¡m efir S ir Rouland Winn Ban »it a  Nastdl dram to 
half the size/ To pnjed c* /  mdo as to / m m e the Base/ andSudxee/ W ail coil 
Marble/ Wood/ N  B. The Red lines sheus the cbflavt t pnfile and some dimensions 
given in red pen
(92) Part c fl ibmty Chintzy P iar/ draun to hdfthe size/ Part cftheA nbitm e 
(89-92) c.1766
(89) Pencil and pen; (90) pen, pencil and brown pen; (91-92) pen, pencil and 
red pen
(89) 360 x 290 mm; (90) 325 x 405 mm; (91) 300 x 570 mm (2 pieces), (92) 570 
x 300 mm (2 pieces)
(90) PRO PA TRIA and a rampant lion within pillisaded enclosure and GR 
surmounted by an open crown; (91-92) GR within a circular cartouche ;ind 
royal arms within a crowned garter cartouche

(89-90) Adam office draughtsman; (91-92) Robert Ackun

(89) [1714, YRK 19750; (90) [17] 15, YRK 19769; (9D [17]3, YRK 19566, YRK 
19567; (92) [1713 verso, YRK 19566, YRK 19567 
(89-92) Nostdl Priory drawing press
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Catalogue number: 93

Purpose: Working drawing by Rolxal Adam for the overmantel in the Library; as
executed

Aspect: Elevation of a square frame for an ov;il paintings, :ind details of the mouldings
for the frame including guilloche, a rosettes, calyx, beading, and tinting

Satie:
I ascribed:

Dated:
Medium:
Dimensions:

frame to a scale, and full size details
Bcitan lire ifJiieze/ L iw  i f  Pilaster/ Tip i f  Cm  is b if C hinny/  PcoU fO u i  frame
it L a g /  Wood/ Part c f Square frame ct la>g> ;ind measurements given (verso) a 
letter from Robert A dun
(verso) 23 May 1767 
Pen and pencil 
325 x 405 nun

Hand: Robert Adam

WYAS reference WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/33 
Location: West Yorksliire Archive Service, W;tkefield
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Catalogue numlxT: 94

Purpose:

Aspect:

Scale:
Inscribed:

Date range;
Medium:
Dimensions:

Hand:

NT reference: 
Location:

\
r  ■

I

ü *

Working drawing from the Adam office for the door architrave in the Library; 
unexecuted

Detail of the architrave of a door ornamented with ;in enclosed flower in the 
corner flanked by fluting, and bands of beading, acanthus and laurel leaves

full size
Peat ( f  Pea m il fo r th e L  ¡hray D en s i t  h a v tjfc r / S ir  R a tio n !  W itoiB ial cl N tr k il  /
N B  TbePeoadh <// the DmsirgRcom/ Dears tohaueaiy/ the M aid) j y /  Marked
A  and part of the architrave is marked A
1765-67
Pen
325 x 545 mm

A dun office draughtsman, possibly Robert Nasmith or William Hamilton

[1715, YRK 19570 
N ostell priory drawing press
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Cctciq^e timbers85-94: L ibraty; >rt&
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Cliapter 3, p;irt ii

In the fourth volume of Vtintius BrUanriats (fig. 12) James Paine designated the Library as a 
dressing room. In 1765 the room remained a shell. On his arrival Rolxrt Atkun was 
commissioned to create the Library. The drawings for the Libnuy were sent to Nostell with 
Benj:imin Ware -  A dun’s clerk of works at Nostell -  in August 1766.w Drawing for the 
ceiling (drawing 86), various mouldings, the frieze, pilasters and the architrave to the doors 
(drawing 94) are included in an undated memorandum.^ A drawing for a mirror frame, now 
lost, was sent in June 17677' Various drawings for the chimneypiece, lxx)kcases, ceiling ;md 
doors were returned to London in January 1773.* S2 * 54 *

Joseph Rase (junior) executed the Library plasterwork during the years 1766-77 at a cast of 
£ l69 /17s/81/id7< The chimneypiece, shown in drawings 87-88, was carved by John Devall 
who charged £4 l/l4 s /6 d . in July 1767 s1 Antonio Zucchi produced medallions for the room 
which were ready' for dispatch in August 1767.ss The books for the Library wire purchased in 
bulk and sent to Nostell in July 1767.56

The Libnuy was repainted by George Guest in the 1790s.S7

V ' X̂ AS ? ^ fL1^ 52(1) a 4/1562/27, Letter from Robert A dun to Sir Rowland Winn, 5lh Baronet of Nostell 
regardng the employment of Benjamin Ware, and architectural drawings for Nostell 26 August 1766 
150 WYAS, WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1528/6l, Memorandum of drawings left at Nostell no b

"  ™ S ^  M/ ,525/ ' t lT  fr° m Robm Acb11 to ^ jarnin  Ware, reading needles and 
drawings for the for the mirror tn tire Library at Nostell sent via the York Post Coach 18 Inn,. 1767 ’
52 WYAS W Y L 1352(1) A4/1528/62, A ILst of moulding, and sections sen. from Nostdl toTc Jck  [  1 7 7 ,
«WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C3/ 1 /5 /4 /2 , Account fro n  Joseph Rose ,0  Sir Rowland W ^ ,  5

54 WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1/5 /4 /7 , Account from John Devall to  Sir Rowland \Y/,n„ <lh n
the Library cliimneypiece at Nostell, 23 July 1767. ’ aronet Nostell, for
-  WYAS, WYL 1352(2) c 3 / 1 /5 /2 /1  Letter from Robert Adam to  Sir Rowland Winn. 5"> Baronet of Nostell 

P  ^  a" dSal° 00’ d ° "
*  WYAS WYL.135*1) AV1W V39 L a w  t a n  H « ry  Alla, Sir K o n t« , Wlnn,
regarding fiirmiure from Chippendale, and books soil 10 Noscdl from I .„ b n  6 lulv 17A7 dL
^ « Y A S m i l J S a ^ C S / l / b / l l . L e d i p r e r o r d i ^ o ^ d U K o n f c J Z d S J ^ | W *  I r,£l45/4s/Od. sent to George Guest. 2 e’ 1''3 -96 , including
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Billiard RccmCatdcge nodus 95-96) 

Catalogue number: 95

Purpose: Design from the A dun office for a ceiling rose for the Billiard Room; as 
executed

Aspect: Plan of a rectangular ceiling containing a circular compartment, with a central 
patera enclosed by a b;tnd of miniature rosettes enclosed within lozenges

Scale: bar scale of 4 1/5 inches to 10 feet
Inscribed: D esignfa CdlingfcrSir Rauland Winds DttssirgRoom
Datable to: c.1766
Medium: Pen and wash
Dimensions: 315 x 320 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman, possibly Rolxrt Nasmith or William Hamilton

NT reference: [17] 107, YRK 19730
Location: Nostell Priory drawings pa-ess
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Purpose: Designs by Robert Adam for the Venetian window in the Billiard Room; as
executed

Catalogue number: 96

Aspect: Plan of the soffit to a window, a section through a window, and a detail for a
pilaster ornamented with unlobed acanthus leaves

Satie:
Inscribed:

Dated:
Medium:
Dimensions:

to a scale
Peal ifPcoiJl a ir  Pilaster ct /cogs/ Section throat the/ W intxv/ P laniftheSfjit i f  
this Vendian Window/ N  .B. T/jls Cituiar /tot /  is here extended/ The M a id rg fir  
tlx  Pen v tils i f  tlx  Sin it as /  nill be the same as that far the Oats hut n ilxr smiler 
(verso) letter from Robert A dun 
(verso) 14 October 1766 
Pen
315 x 365 mm

Hand: Robert Adam

WYAS reference WYL 1352(1) A 4/1525/ 35
Location: West Yorkshire Archive Service, Wakefield
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Catcicgenorbers 95-96: BillkoxlRam tztes:
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 3, fxirt ii.

In the fourth volume of Vitm iisBritanmns (fig. 12) James Paine designated the Billiard Room 
as a family bed room. The room remained a shell in 1765. On his arrival, Robert Ackun 
converted the Billiard Room into the 5th Baronet’s green dressing room. Significantly, the 5"' 
Baronet’s green dressing room was adjacent to the new Library (see Volume 1). Adam’s design 
for the ceiling of the green dressing room, shown in drawing 95, was sent to Nostell in 1766w 
The ceiling was executed almost exactly in accordance with the drawing by Joseph Rose 
(junior) during the years 1766-77 at a cost of <£40/4s/d.S9

An extant memorandum of Adam’s drawings sent to Nostell with Benjamin Ware includes 
numerous designs for the Billiard Room.'’" The drawings listed in Adam’s memorandum 
include laid-out wall-elevations, capitals, lyases, the ceiling (possibly drawing 95), a working 
drawing for the ceiling rose, a frame ;tnd the entablature ;md archivolt for the Venetian 
window. The majority of these drawings do not survive as they were returned to London in 
January 1773-<’1

Drawing 96 was sent to Nostell separately. It arrived in a letter from Ackun to W;tre ckited 14 
October 1766. In this letter Adam explains that the paneling to the soffit erf the Venetian 
window' should match the shutters. Drawing 96, as well as the extant window, illustrates this. * 60

^  *  B ,™  rf Noadl,
= WYU352<2> Cy  1/5/4/2, Account Bonn Joseph s ,  Rocctad Wt™, 5» liaroot, Nosd]

60 ^  WYL 1352(1) A4/1528/61, Memorandum of drawings left at Nostell no dire
ft WYAS. W Y I W W I A V » » «  A > . of to London, 1773.
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Fanilycfxoltm t (atdqyeumixurs 97-100) 

Catalogue number: 97

Purpose: Presentation drawing from the Adam office for Lady Sabine Winn’s dressing
room (now the L ittle Drawing Room); as executed

Aspect: Plan and laid-out wall-elevations for a room with one window, ;ind opposite is
a wall with an apsidil end containing a closet and a small apse, and with a 
cliimneypiece on the sidewall with a roundel overmantel

Satie:
Inscribed:

Datable to:
Medium:
Dimensions:

bar scale of 2/  5 inch to 1 foot
DesigifcrJbishirg the four sides (fLacfy Witvn Dresitg tu tu / a  Nestdl and some 
measurements given 
c. 1767
Pen and wash witliin a single mled border 
580 x 485 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman, possibly Joseph Bonomi

NT reference: [17] 106 
L ocation: N ostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 98

Purpose: Design by Thomas Chippendale for ;in overmantel mirror frame for Lady 
Sabine Winn’s dressing room (now the Little Drawing Room), executed with 
alterations

Aspect: Part elevation of tin oval mirror frame ornamented with arabesques, ;md 
surmounted by an anthemion and urn, and hung from drops of bell flowers

Scale:
Inscribed:
Dated
Medium:
Dimensions:

to a scale
(verso) letter from Thomas Chippendile
(verso) 5  N  w aiter 1767
Pen
400 x 325 mm

Hand: Thomas Chippendile

WYAS reference WYL 1352(2) C 3/1/ 5/3/11 
L ocation: West Yorkshire Archive Service, Wakefield
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Catalogue number: 99

Purpose. Preliminary design by Antonio Zucchi for the ceiling for Lady Sabine Winn's 
bedchamber (now the Little Dining Room), unexecuted

Aspea: Rough pkin of a compartmental rectangular, coved ceiling, ornamented with 
medallions, figurative panels, and arabesques

Scale:
Inscribed:
Datable to:
Medium:
Dimensions:
Watermark:

not to scale
FcrL ah' W ins arieChctnbr/ To Send this to M r A don 
c.1767
Pen and pencil 
390 x 325 mm 
V I

Hand: Antonio Zucchi

NT reference: [17)108, YRK 19719 
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press

t?

*
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Catalogue number: 100

Purpose: Preliminary design by Sir Rowland Winn, 5"’ Baronet of Nostell, for the
arrangement of pictures in Lady Sabine Winn's bedchamber (now the Little 
Dining Room); it is not known if this arrangement was executed

Aspect: Wall-elevations showing a proposed arrangement of pictures (verso) another
wall

Scale:
Inscribed:

Datable to: 
Medium: 
Dimensions: 
Watermark:

to a scale
(in pencil within the frames) Z ia ± i/ Bergxm/ C ciini /  V a n / Blanian/ Zm hi 
/  Letham/ Gidcb/ C kqxtm /  L etham/ Jcoadi /  F u g / F u g / Jcaick. [verso in 
pencil within the frames] Zitdxi /  L m ix .il/ M diuvr/  D artm d/ Van H arp/ 
ZivJri/  Jariik /  R uiht /  Sdchus/ R enb.t/ Jarid?. 
c.1767
Pen and pencil 
320 x 405 mm 
Lion in a crowned cartouche

Hand: Sir Rowland Winn, 5th Baronet of Nostell

NT reference: [19J.YRK 19714 
L ocation: Private collection of L ord St Oswald

C3 t 4-,
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Catdcge iBoiixfs 97-1OQ Famlycpartnvti, ntes:
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 3, pu t iii.

Both James Paine and Robert Adam decorated the family rooms in the north-east corner of 
the central block. These rooms first belonged to the 4,h Baronet;62 63 and then to Sabine Robert 
Adam’s laid-out wall-elevations for Sabine’s dressing rex an -  now part of the Little Dining 
Room -  are shown in drawing 97. Adam sent his bill for drawing 97, ;is well as a drawing for a 
chimneypiece which does not survive, to the 5"' Baronet in 1782.w

Painted panels were provided for Sabine’s bedchamber by Antonio Zucchi in 1772 64 65 66 However 
Zucchi’s design for the ceiling of Sabine’s bedchamber, shown in drawing 99, was not 
executed.

Sabine’s rooms were largely finished by 1767,® but they were redecorated in 1819 by Thomas 
Ward when dairies Winn married Priscilla Strickland.“  The rooms remain a family apartment,
having been turned into a family dining room and family drawing room during the twentieth 
century.

62 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1539/16, Inventory of beds at Nostdl 26 March 17M  Th, - •
number of bed in each room across the whole estate of Nostell inventory lists the
63 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1551/2, Letter from Robert Adam rr> Sir 4 .w,.
regarding drawings sent to  Nostell, no date. ‘UK inn, 5" Baronet of Nostell,
64 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1528/59, Letter from Antonio Zucchi Qir d 4.
regarding the hanging of paintings in the family apartment at Nostell 7 D tw a X r  1777 S”  Baf0net <>f NosteU-
65 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1525/21, Later from Robert Adam to Brnhmm W ^  r ,
to Nostell including drawings for the Saloon, N.D. ‘ ’ e8arc *̂n8 various items sent
66 WYAS WYL 1352(1) C 3 /1/5/6 /2 , Account from Thomas Ward m  r h  . wr
1819-21, 24 May 1823. ^  ‘°  Cllarlei W,nn for done at Nostdl in
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Sdœ n/atcicge mai ixis 101-120) 

Catalogue number: 101-102

Purpose:

Aspect:

Scale:
Inscribed:

Date range: 
Medium:

Dimensions:
Watermark:

Hand:

NT reference: 
Location:

(101-102) Preliminary design and presentation drawing from the Adam office 
for the Saloon; (101) executed with alterations; (102) as executed

(101) Plan and laid-out wall-elevations of a rectangular room with three 
windows and two pier glasses, and opposite is a ckx)r within :in apse flanked by 
large pictures, and with chimneypieces on the side walls, with large picture 
overmantels, (Linked by doors, and with a coved ceiling
(102) Plan and laid-out wall-elevations for a rectangular room with three 
windows and two pier glasses, and opposite is a dcxir within an apse flanked by 
large pictures, ;ind with chimneypieces on the side walls, with large picture 
overmantels, flanked by doors, and with a coved ceiling ornamented with 
lunettes

(101-102) bar scale of 3 inches to 10 feet
(101) Plan evil Salim  eftheSdoon ei N  estd /  Fnons to befixd in / tlx1 tu il to move 
/  thePidiov/ slum\frame tlx1 hoir tm idirg n a il/  Fnote to befixd in the m il /  to 
miiwci Pidiov/ uhile/ Tlx1 Spam A to be all tlx1 sane/ slumsiok. P am il /  Ciotein 
Canim / W a il/ Glass/ S tu m / Frame S lum  and the ln u r / tm idhQ cf uaxhxM& 
measurements given and individual elements marked ti indicate the intended 
colour. These are Pat Gran Dark. Rod and L irf.it Pirk
(102) Design fer fbisbiip the fa v  Sids e f the S d a n c t Ncsldl tlx1 S a t e f Sir Radand 
W im  Bcoxnl and some measurements given
(101-102) 1767-68
(101) Pen, pencil and brown pencil, with coloured washes including green;
(102) pen and wash and brown wash, annotated in feint cliarcoal 
(101) 750 x 570 mm; (102) 630 x 880 mm
(101-102) D& CBLA U W and XD& CB within a cartouche

(101) Robert Adam; (102) Adam office draughtsman, possibly Joseph Bonomi, 
and annotated in a later liand

(101) [17114; (102) [17113 
(101-102) Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 103-108

Purpose: Variant preliminary design, presentation drawings :ind record drawing by
Robert Adam for a ceiling for the Sakxrn; (103-103) unexecuted; (106-108) as 
executed

Aspect: (103) Plan of a rectangular coved ceiling, with a tripartite central flat,
ornamented with a central square confining a rosette encircled by a fan, within 
a lozenge encircled by rosettes, and peltoid shields, ;md the outer 
compartments contain foliate ornamentation. The cove is ornamented with 
medallions and lunettes containing f:tns and enclosed drops of ailyx
(104) Plan as drawing 103, but the trip;irtite central flat is divided bands of 
calyx ;ind anthemia
(105) Plan as drawing 104
(106) Plan of a rectangular coved ceiling, with a tripartite centnil flat 
ornamented with a centnil square comp:irtment containing a medillion 
encircled by enclosed anthemia, and lunettes and f:ins, and the outer 
compartments contain lunettes and lozenges of lx‘11 flowers. All three 
compartments have border of calyx and anthemia, and the central flat lias a 
border of Vitruvian scroll with foliage. The cove is ornamented with 
medallions and lunettes cont;iining enclosed anthemia
(107) Plan as drawing 106
(108) Plan as drawing 106

Scale: (103, 106) to a scale, (104) bar scale of 5 1/5 inches to 10 feet; (105, 107-108)
bar scale of Vi inch to 1 foot

Iascribed: (104) Desigt (fa  Cdlirgfcr the Sdoat ct N  cstdl theSet (fSirRculandWymBctnotti
(105) Cidhg ( f  tlxSciaonci N a td
(106) Desig ifor a Cdlirjgfor tlx  Sedan i at N  cstd in Yorkshire
(107) F kt part ( f  tlx  Sedan Cdliitg d  N  cstdl (and in pencil) Les miktillcs potphir 
dear/ fondcis grind madaillans atdeur cbpicreand colours numlxred and labelled 
in French, including Vert, AYxeand CaienrduCid
(108) Cidngfcr tlxSdoon cl Ncxtd ;ind some measurements given ;ind letters to 
indicate colours

Date range and dated: (103-104,106-107) 1767-70; (105) 177), (108) 1767
Medium: (103) Pencil; (104) pen and wash within a single ailed Ixirder; (105) pen; (106,

108) pen, wash and coloured washes including pink ;ind green; (107) pen ;ind 
pencil

Dimensions: (103) 405 x 560 mm; (104) 470 x 635 mm; (105) 440 x 590 mm; (106) 505 x 665 
mm; (107) 345 x 515 mm; (108) 420 x 575 mm

Watermark: (104) XD& CBLAUW  within a cartouche, (106) IV ILLED AR Y  and a
Strasburg lily within a crowned cartouche; (107) L VG and Strasburg lily within 
a crowned cartouche

H an d : (103) Robert Adam; (104,106,108) Adam office draughtsman possible losenh
Bonomi; (105,107) Adam office draughtsman > J 1

SM and NT references: (103) Adam volume 8/77; (104) [17] 17, YRK 19356; (105)
A dun volume 11/228; (106) [17] 18; (107) [17] 19, YRK 19597; 
(108) Adun volume 11/ 227
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Location: (103, 105, 108) Sir John Soane’s Museum; (104, 106) Private collection of Lord 
St Oswald; (107) Nostell Priory drawing; press

(103)
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Catalogue number: 109

Purpose: Design from the Adam office for the semidome of the apse in the Saloon; 
executed with alterations

Aspect: Plan and detail of a semidome, ornamented with a central patera, enclosed by 
Vitruvian scroll and a fan, and encircled by oval medallions, and showing the 
soffit to the screen. With tin unfinished detail in the top left-hand corner

Scale bar scale of 2 inches to 1 foot
Inscribed: Scion Nidx> Uaid ci Nadd the Seal c f Sir Radcazt Winn Beat [in the hand of 

William Adam (junior)]
Datable to: c.1770
Medium: Pen, pencil and wash
Dimensions: 345 x 510 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman, and with title inscription in the hand of William 
Adam (junior)

SM reference: Adam volume 41/ 46
Location: Sir John Soane’s Museum



Catalogue number: 110

Purpose: Designs from the Adam office for
executed vanous mouldings lor the Saloon; some

Aspect: Details of various mouldings, including beading, 
fretwork, egg and dart, :ind guilloche unlolxxl acanthus leaves,

Scale:
Inscribed:

Dates:
Medium:
Dimensions:

full size
M a id rg  for the Saloon et Ncstdl /  S io ix tv / AnbU m vfcr W in iu s / M aid tg far  
Doer Pamils /  C e tre /P o m i tojìrishso/ M a iih  f i r  Pea o ik  ( /s ix tie s / B o v / 
A rdntraœfir  Doors/ feme/Pilaster/ jn isbit^ lite (/W all /  Mardi 17 17f>S'
Manh 171768
Pen and pencil 
590 x 340 nim

Hand: Adim office draughtsman

NT reference [17]16,YRK 19598 
L ocation: N ostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 111-115

Purpose:

Aspect:

Satie:
Inscribed:

Date range:
Medium:
Dimeasioas:

Hand:

NT reference: 
Location:

N ote

(111-115) Desigas by Antonio Zuechi for a medallion for the S:ilcx>n; as 
executed

(111) Apollo seated in the chariot of the sun within a roundel
(112) Spring: Flora holding a wraith with a putto within a roundel
(113) Summer: Ceres with shaives of corn and putto within a roundel
(114) Autumn: Bacchus salted holding a goblet within a roundel
(115) Winter: Chronos salted within a roundel

(111-115) full size
(111) Ben R duffer the C atrecf tlx  Sedan CdJi>f> ct N a Jd / sxffu (in pencil)
(112) Ben td iif/ir Ciiudar Peaoill a ir /  Sedan D ar ei Nestdl
(113) Ben Rdief for Citu dar Pea m il/ a ir  Salat i D or et N istd
(114) ForCimiarPcaviil a ir  Solan D a r / a  Nixtdl
(115) Far Cini iar Parmil acr Satan D a r / a  N atdl 
(111-115) c.1767-76
(111-115) Charcoal, wash and sepia wash
(111, 113-114) dimensioas unknown (4 sheets affixed); (112) dimensions 
unknown (6 sheets affixed)

(111-115) Antonio Zucchi

(111) [17120; (112) [17121; (113) [17]22; (114) [17123; (115) [ 17124 
(111-115) Private collection of Lord St Oswald

(111-115) Drawings not available for photography



Catalogue number: 116

Purpose: Preliminary design in an unknown hand for the s;iloon showing the 
arrangement of pictures; as executed

Aspect: Plan for a rectangular room with tliree windows, ;ind a dcx)r in the opposite 
wall, flanked by two pictures, and chimneypieces on the side walls each with a 
further picture

Scale to a scale
Inscribed: D ar S ick/ Window Side/ Chinny Sick/ Chinny Sick and the location of each 

picture is numbered
Date range 1767-76
Medium: Pen
Dimensions: 125 x 195 mm

Hand: Unknown eighteenth-century draughtsman, possibly Sir Rowland Winn, 5"’ 
Baronet of Nostell

WYAS reference WYL 1352(2) C 3/1/ 5/4/10
Location: West Yorkshire Archive Service, Wakefield



Catalogue number: 117

Aspect: Elevation of a chimneypiece with engaged fluted Spalatro columns, and a frieze
ornamented with urns and anthemia, and enclosed patera in the entablature 
blocks

Purpose: Design from the Adam office for a chimneypiece for the S:iloon; as executed

Scale:
Inscribed:
Dated
Medium:
Dimensions:

bar scale of 2 inches to 1 foot 
Chim  ■Epieaejbr th eS da  i ci N cstd  
1772 '
Pen and wash 
310 x 420 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman, possibly William H:unilton

SM reference: Adam volume 22/226 
Location: Sir John Soane’s Museum



Catalogue number: 118

Purpose:

Aspect: Elevation of a rectangular pier glass, surmounted by a medallion and winged 
sphinxes, and with an apron of masks, an anthemion, and festoons

Design from the Adana office for a mirror frame for the Saloon; as executed

Scale: to a scale
I ascribed: Desigli ( fa Glasfitaivfor tteSciounct N a td  (verso) GlassJhmvfar Saloon
Datable to: c.1770
Medium: Pencil and coloured washes including yellow and blue
Sight dimeasion: 459 x 300 mm
Watermark: LV G  and Strasburg lily witliin crowned cartouche

Hand: Adam office draughtsman, possibly Joseph Bonomi

NT reference: [17]25
L ocation: Private collection of L ord St Oswald



Catalogue number: 119-120

Purpose:

Aspea:

Scale:
Inscribed:

Dated
Medium:
Dimensions:

Hand:

SM reference: 
Location:

(119) Presentation drawing from the Adun office for two tables for the Saloon 
and Top Hall, the table for the Saloon; as executed
(120) Working drawing from the Adtm office for a table top for the Saloon; as 
executed

(119) Plan of a table top ornamented with a band of cameos, and elevatioas of 
two table frames, etch with four legs, the first ornamented with figurative 
medtllioas, and the second with henn legs, Ixxli with a fluted table rail and an 
apron of festooas
(120) Detail of a segment;il scagliola table top, ornamented with bands of 
treading, fluting, swags, ant hernia, enclosed rosettes ;ind cameos

(119) bar scale of 2 14 inches to 1 foot; (120) full size
(119) Plan and E la itia i e f tuo Tcties for tlx1 S e im / the tops to beefSatfida/ Desigt 
eftuoTciiisfortlxH cil to heve Steinary S k i s /  ct N  add
(120) ForSirRadand Witm[ in the bind of William Adun (junior)]/ Slabs for the 
Scion a  N cstd/ Great/ Dark brain/ Black & White
(\\9 ) A cldphi /  10Jure 1775(120) A ddphi A igwtf 121775 
(119-120) Pen, pencil and coloured washes including pink and yellow 
(119) 590 x 440 mm; (120) 650 x 490 mm

(119-120) Adun office draughtsman, possibly Joseph Bonomi; (120) with an 
addition to the title inscription in the hand of William Adun (junior)

(119) Adun volume 17/ 28; (120) Adun volume 49/42 
(119-120) Sir John Soane’s Museum
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CdUcg.emnbers 101-120: Sdcai nidi
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Cliapter 3, pttrt ii.

Adam sent laid-out wall-devations for the Saloon (possibly drawing 101 or 102) in November 
1767.rr At the same time he sent a working drawing for the frieze which does not survive. 
Jiunes Adam sent drawings for the base, surbase, arcliitraves for the doors and windows, and 
shutter mouldings in March 1768.'* Jolin Austin -  the Adam office clerk -  sent drawings for 
the ceiling (possibly drawings 104-107), pilasters, a frieze for the niche, wall and overdoor 
panels, the door entablature and panels for the window wall in May 1770.w Austin also sent 
drawings for the niche herd, pilaster capitals, the niche screen soffit, a mirror frame (drawing 
118) and an architrave for the doors in Decemlier 1770. " Many of these drawings were 
returned to London in 1773- 1

Joseph Rose (junior) began work on the ceiling of the Saloon in 1770/2 He cliarged a total of 
£328/8s/ lOd. for his work in this room /' The diimneypieces for the Saloon, carved by John 
Devall,’1 were installed in 1774/" Sefferin Nelson made the curtain cornices, which remain in 
situ For these he charged £40/19s/0d. in June 1772." Antonio Zucchi’s paintings for the 
Saloon were supplied in August 17767 A design for the disposition of Zucchi’s large 
ruinscapes is shown in drawing 116, possibly in the hand of the 5U> Baronet himself. The 
furniture for the Saloon was supplied by Thomas Cliippendale, who sent his bill to the 5th 
Baronet's executors in 1785/*

The niche head is shown as executed in drawing 109. This niche was originally screened, but 
the columns were removed. The room was repainted for Charles Winn during the years 1822- 
24.67 * * 70 71 72 * * 75 76 77 * 79

67 WYAS, WYL 1352(1) A4/1525/34, Letter fromjames Adam to Benjamin Ware, regarding drawings for the 
Saloon at Nostell, 18 November 1767.
<* WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1525/37, Letter fromjames Adam to Benjamin Ware, regarding drawings for the 
Saloon and Tapestry Room at Nostell, 19 March 1768.
« WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1525/4, Letter from John Austin to Benjamin Ware regarding the ddivery of drawing; 
for the Saloon at Nostell, 2 May 1770.
70 WYAS, WYL 1352(1) A4/1525/38, Letter from John Austin to Benjamin Ware, regarding drawings for the Top 
Hall and the Library' at Nostell, 19 December 1770.
71 WYAS, WYL 1352(1) A4/1528/62, A list of mouldings and sections sent from Nostdl to London. 1773.
72 WYAS, WYL 1352(1) A4/1525/48, Letter from Jolin Austin to Benjamin Ware, regarding the height of the 
ceiling in the Saloon at Nostell, 19 Decanber 1769-
73 WYAS, WYT 1352(2) C3/1/5/4/2, Account from Joseph Rose to Sir Rowland Winn, 5th Barona of Nostell, 
1766-1777.
73 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1525/36, Lata from Henry' Gill to Benjamin Ware, regardingjohn Devall’s 
chimneypiece for the Saloon at Nostdl being ready, 12 [no month] 1773.
75 WYAS, W)T 1352(2) C3/1/5/4/2, Account from Joseph Rose to Sir Rowland Winn, 5th Barona of Nostell, 
1766-1777.
76 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1585/1, Accounts from Sdferin Nelson to Sir Rowland Winn, 5lh Barona of Nostell, 
for work done on the Saloon curtain cornices, pedestals and vases for Nostdl, 27 June 1772 and 5 June 1773.
77 WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C3/1/5/3A/5, Lata from Antonio Zucchi to Sir Rowland Winn, 5,h Barona of Nostdl, 
regarding canvasses for the Saloon and the Top Hall at Nostell, 16 August 1776.
™ WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1551/6, Account from Thomas Chippendale to Sir Rowland Winn, 5th Barona of 
Nostdl, for furniture for the Saloon at Nostdl, 1785.
79 WYAS WIT 1352(2) C3/1/5/6/8, Account from Thomas Ward to Charles Winn, 1822-24.
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Tcfxstiy’Roonihatcdcge noiirets 121-130) 

Catalogue number: 121

Purpose: Preliminary design from the Adam office for the great drawing room (now the
Tapestry room); unexecuted

Aspect: Plan and laid-out wall-elevations for a rectangular room with tltree windows,
and a chimney wall opposite with a picture frame overmantel, and pictures on 
the side walls. The walls are articulated by paired Doric pilasters, and 
ornamented with overdoor roundels

Scale:
Inscribed:

Datable to: 
Medium: 
Dimensions: 
Watermark:

bar scale of 3 1/ 5 inches to 10 feet
Salim  qf tlx  G m t D m tiig Roan ct Ncstdl /  The Doors to he tlx  scam /  as tlx  
L ibnay/ N  B. Tlx Pilasteis cae to pajal /  a e  irth befae tlx  jirishirg /  Tlx Dated 
L ire slocns Ixxi> the Roses in tlx  ipper m iid ig / <f  tlx  an  m> cae to he chi idxl/ N  B. 
Tlx spaas m ake!/ B m  ail) side c f /  tlx  Windous to he/aped exapt t/xi / mahd 
BX libido/ aill hea little m re / N B . The Spaas nnrkd A /  meado side </tlx  chas / 
to heaped/ Glass/ Ciolananiaoiyersd) SirRailcati Winns 
1767
Pen, pencil and brown pen 
640 x 843 ram 
Footed P

Hand: Adam office draughtsman, possibly William Hamilton or Joseph Bonomi

NT reference: [17]6,YRK 19831 
L ocation: N ostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 122-123

Purpose: (122-123) Presentation drawing and record drawing from the A dun office for 
the ceiling for the great drawing room (now the Tapestry Room); (122) 
unexecuted (123) as executed

Aspect: (122) Plan of a rectangular ceiling with a central square comfxirtment, flanked 
by lxtnds of fretwork and scrolled heart. The square coirpirtment has a central 
patera encircled by calyx ;ind a band of Vitruvian scroll, framed by arabesques, 
ant hernia, and with an outer border of lunettes, cameos and panels confining 
urns and arabesques
(123) Plan of a rectangular tripartite ceiling with circular and semicircular 
medillions, arranged around a fan enclosing arabesques, and a d;imond pattern 
in the bordering compartments

Scale:
Inscribed:

(122) bar scale of 4 1/5 inches to 10 feet; (123) bar scale of V2 inch to 1 foot
(123) CidiiQfor tte  Dmuug nun  a  Ncstd /  C ontw / CcnaaV Carrice/ Caniae/ 
na iovD liegno ti/ Pidiovc/ geengamdand some measurements given

Datable to and dated: (122) 1767; (123) /767
Medium: (122) Pen and wash; (23) pen, pencil and coloured washes including yellow
D intensions: (122) 330 x 425 mm; (123) 320 x 405 mm

Hand: (122) Adtm office draughtsman; (123) Adam office draughtsman, possibly
G inseppe M anocclii

NT and SM references: (122) [17]7, YRK 19733; (123) Adam volume 11/225
Location: (122) Nostell Priory drawings press; (123) Sir John Soane’s Museum
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Catalogue number: 124-125

Purpose:

Aspect:

Scale:
Inscribed:

Dated:
Medium:
Dimensions:

Hand:

SM reference: 
Location:

(124-125) Presentation drawing and record drawing from the Adam office for a 
chimneypiece for the great drawing room (now the Tapestry Room); executed 
with alterations

(124) Elevation of a chimneypiece with Corinthian pilasters ornamented with 
drops, an architrave of anthemia, a frieze of winged spliinxes, a figurative oval 
tablet, and peltoid shields in the entablature blocks
(125) Elevation as drawing 124

(124-125) bar scale of 1 Vi inches to 1 foot
(124) C lint ityiavfir the Dmuirg room ct N a td
(125) C U nnyiiw fir tlx>Dtauirg m m ei Natid 
(124-125) 1767
(124) Pen and wash; (125) pen and pencil 
(124) 290 x 400 mm; (125) 285 x 400 mm

(124) Adam office draughtsman, possibly William Hamilton; (125) Adam office 
draughtsman

(124) SM Adam volume 22/224; (125) Adam volume 22/225 
(124-125) Sir John Soane’s Museum
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Catalogue number: 126-130

Purpose:

Aspect:

Scale:
Date range.
Medium:
Dimensions:

Hand:

NT reference: 

Location: 

(126)
« J

(126-130) Designs by Antonio Zucchi for a overdoor medallion in the Tapestry' 
Room; as executed

(126) Flora attended by putti
(127) Apollo with nymphs attending the horses of the sun within a roundel
(128) Apollo with nymphs attending the horses of the sun witliin a roundel
(129) Apollo with nymphs attending the horses of the sun witliin a roundel
(130) Flora attended by putti within a roundel

(126-130) to a scale 
(126-130) 1767-68 
(126-130) Charcoal
(126) 295 x 355 mm; (127) 295 x 355 mm; (128) 295 x 355 mm; (129) 295 x 355 
mm; (130) 590 x 710 mm

(126-130) Antonio Zucchi

(126) [17]8, YRK 19738; (127) [1719, YRK 19727; (128) [17] 10, YRK 19725; 
(129) [17] 11, YRK 19726; (130) [17] 12, YRK 19724 
(126-130) Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catciqjenorixrs 121-130: TcpstryRcam, irtei
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 3, part iii.

The Tapestry Room was a shell at the time of James Paine’s dismissal in 1765. It was 
redesigned its a drawing room in the 1770s by Robert Adam. Adtm made designs for the walls, 
shown in drawing 121, but only his design for the ceiling, shown in drawings 122-123, and the 
chimneypiece, shown in drawings 124-125 were executed. These drawings were sent to Nostell 
in April 1767*’ Further drawings for the ceiling were sent to Nostell by James Adam in 
October 1767* 81 82 * 84 85 86 The room was still unfinished in 1785. The Tapestry Rexam was described in 
the 1818 inventory as the ‘unfinished drawing room’.“  The walls were finally clad when 
Charles Winn purchased a set of Flemish tapestries in the 1820s.“

The ceiling of the Tapestry Room was executed by Joseph Rose (junior) during the years 1766- 
77 at a cost of ¿8 7 /3s/2 'Ad*' Antonio Zucchi delivered his paintings for the ceiling ;ind walls 
personally in September 1774.“  Zucchi’s medallion and semicircular painted panels survive in 
the ceiling of the Tapestry Room, but las overdoor medallioas, shown in drawings 126-130, 
were removed to the Breakfast Room by Thomas Ward in the 1820s to make way for the 
tapestries.*’ There the overdoors were destroyed in the fire of 1980.

Rolxit Adam never finished the Tapestry Room. Despite this, Thomas Chippendile was 
commissioned to provide furniture. In June 1781 Cliippendale wrote to the 5th Baronet, 
complaining that the furniture had been ready for two years and awaiting Sabine to select silk 
for upholstery.87 Significantly, this is the only evidence of Sabine’s involvement with the work 
at Nostell. In over 100 surviving letters between the 5th Baronet and his wife in the Nostell 
arcliive there Is no indication that Sabine took tiny interest in Rolxrt Adam or his work.88

8,1 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1525/26, Letter from Rolxrt Adam to Benjamin Ware, regarding a list of drawings 
sent to Nostell via the York Post Coach. 18 April 1767.
81 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1525/7, Letter from James Adam to Benjamin Ware, regarding the Tapestry Room 
ceiling at Nostell, 14 October 1767.
82 WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C4/1/ 15-15A, Inventory on the death of Jolin Winn, 19 August 1818.
® WYAS VAT 1352(1) A1/8/23/1-2, Papers regarding Charles Winn’s acquisition of tapestries for tlx Tapestry 
Room at Nostell, 1820-21.
84 WYAS, VAT 1352(2) C3/1/5/4/2, Account from Joseph Rose to Sir Rowland Winn, 5th Baronet of Nostell, 
1766-1777.
85 WYAS, VAT 1352(2) C3/1/5/2/10, Letter from Robert Adam to Sir Rowland Winn, 5"’ Baronet of Nostell, 
regarding drawings for the Top Hall, 27 September 1774.
86 WYAS VAT 1352(1) C3/1/5/6/2, Account from Thomas Ward to Charles Winn for work done at Nostell in 
1819-21, 24 May 1823.
87 WYAS VAT 1352(1) A4/1587/5, Letter from Haig and Chippxndale to Sir Rowland Winn, 5"’ Baronet of 
Nostell, regarding a list of furniture wliich had been finished for two years, and was in need of final orders, 30 
June 1781.
88 WYAS VAT 1352(1) A1/5A/3, Letters to Sabine Winn from Sir Rowland Winn, 5,h Baronet of Nostell, 1766-
84 .
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Statebdhroomand utter dcset (atdcg.v nmtxrs 131-132) 

Catalogue number: 131

Purpose: Designs in an unknown liand for ornamentation to chimneypieces for the state 
bathroom; unexecuted

Aspect: Two trophies

Scale:
Date range 
Medium: 
Dimensions: 
Watermark:

to a scale 
1769-71 
Brown pen 
250 x 390 mm
Strasburg lily and GR surmounted by a crown

Hand: Unidentified eighteenth-century draughtsman

NT reference: 
Location:

[21], YRK 19720
Private collection of Lord St Oswald
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Catalogue number: 132

Purpose: Design from the A dun office for the water closet; as executed

Aspect: Plan and laid-out wall-elevations for a room with one window

Scale: Ixir scale of 1 1/3 inches to 1 foot
Inscribed: DesignJet'a Cidirjgfcrthe Water Clot! a  Nest ell
Date rangy: 1766-76
Medium: Pen and wash witliin a single ruled border
Dimensions: 335 x 430 mm
Watermark: JW H ATM AN

Hand: Adam office draughtsman

NT reference: [171109, YRK 19711
Location: Private collection of Lord St Oswald

Note: Drawing not available for photography

CatcicgenoiivK 131-132 Stcte bet burn coil ucter ekset, nits.
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Cliapter 3, part ii.

The state apartment, including the closet -  now a bathroom -  was redecorated by Thomas 
Chippendale with cliinoiserie wallpaper in 1771.89 As such, the rooms are listed as the ‘Chintz’ 
rooms in the 1806 inventory.9" Robert Adam provided designs for altering the alcove in the 
State Dressing Room,91 and the chimneypiece.92 The drawings for the alcove Irave not 
survived. The drawings for the chimneypiece were returned to London in January 1773.93

Drawing 131 is unexecuted and in an unknown hand. Despite tills it is the only surviving 
graphic evidence of the alterations made to the state apartment under the 5th Baronet.

Drawing 132 Is a design for a separate water closet and was executed.

89 WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1/5/3 /23, Letter from Thomas Chippendale to  Sir Rowland Winn, 5lh Baronet of 
Nostell, regarding the availability of India wallpaper, 21 March 1771.
9« WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 4 /1/ 10A, Invent a y  on the death of Sir Rowland Winn, 6"’ Baronet of Nostdl, July 
1806.
91 WYAS. W IT 1352(1) A 4 /1525/ 22, Letter from Robert Adam to Benjamin Ware, regarding drawings for the 
State Dressing Room, 1 June 1768.
92 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1525/49, Letter from Robert Adam to Benjamin Ware, regarding drawings f a  the 
State Dressing Room, 23 June 1768.
93 WYAS, WYL 1352(1) A4/1528/62, A list of mouldings and sections sent from Nostell to London, 1773.
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Tcp H d i a n i khby (atdoge matins 133-178) 

Catalogue number: 133-134

Purpose:

Aspect:

Scale:
Inscribed:

Date range: 
Medium: 
Dimensions: 
Watermark:

Hand:

NT reference: 
Location:

(133-134) Prelimiairy design and presentation drawing by Robert Adam for the 
Top Hall; executed with alterations

(133) Plan and laid-out wall-elevations for a rectangular room with an apsidal 
end, with an oval lobby beyond, with two windows opposite, flanking a central 
door, cltimneypieces on the side walls, and elalxrrate plasterwork 
ornamentation
(134) Plan and laid-out wall-elevations as drawing 133 

(133) to a scale 1/ 5 inch to 1 foot; (134) to a settle
(133) Sketch c f theH dl at Ncstdl /  Ore sub (fpasscfg/ Sceh Dear/ The A rdntraue 
<f Door Ban catl Sioixise to be the sane rs tin Hall and individual elements 
annotated with letters/1 to Ii (verso) To4 5 detect 1.2 
(133-134) 1766-72
(133) Pen; (134) pen and wash within a double niled torder 
(133) 710 x 670 mm, (134) 690 x 650 mm 
(133) D& CBLA (/W and IV

(133) Robert Adam; (134) A dun office draughtsman, possibly Joseph Bonomi 

(133) U7132, YRK 19358; (134) [17131
(133) Nostell Priory drawings press; (134) Private collection of Lord St Oswald
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Catalogue number: 135-137

Purpose: (135-137) Working drawings from the Adam office for the window (east), side
(north), and apse (west) walls of the Top Hall; as executed

Aspect: (135) Elevation of a wall with two windows thinking a central door, and
ornamented with rectangular panels, and a segmental overdoor panel
(136) Elevation of a wall with an apse to the left-hand side, with doors flanking 
a central chimneypiece within a relieving arch, and a further door in the apse, 
and the walls ornamented with rectangular and triangular panels
(137) Elevation of a wall with a central apse, containing three doors, and the 
apse is flanked by windows articulated by Doric pilasters. The wall is 
ornamented with rectangular and triangular panels

Scale:
Inscribed:

Dated:

Medium:
Dimensions:

(135-137) bar scale of Vi inch to 1 foot
(135) Section cfthe uintxvside c f tlx  Hall at Ncstd Sash D a r / Window/ Sid? D or  
/  Windward, some measurements given
(136) Section (fthe ChirmyS id? (f,tlxHall at Ncstdl
(137) Section ( f  tlxNido sidecftlxH dl at Ncxtdl and some measurements given 
(135) A ddphi April /  22d 1772, (136) A ddphi April 221772, (137) A diphi April 
/  22^1772
(135-137) Pen
(135) 335 x 485 mm; (136) 340 x 565 mm; (137) 330 x 485 mm

Hand: (135-137) Adam office draughtsman

NT reference: (135) [17134; (136) [17135, YRK 19802; (137) [17]36, YRK 19762 
L ocation: (135-137) Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 138

Purpose: Preliminary design by Robert Adam for the semidome of the apse in the Top 
Hall; as executed

Aspect: Rough detail for a curved ceiling ornamented with hexagonal coffering 
ornamented with flowers, a band of festoons, and lozenges composed of drop»

Scale: not to scale
Inscribed: A7 khe heads ir Radar ti Witms Hcil
Date range 1766-72
Medium: Pen
Dimensioas: 190 x 205 mm

Hand: Robert Adam

SM reference: Adam volume 52/92
Location: Sir John Soane’s Museum
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Catalogue number: 139-141

Purpose: (139) Presentation drawing from the A dun office for an alternative design for 
the ceiling for the Top Hall; unexecuted
(140-141) Record drawings from the Adam office for the ceiling of the Top 
Hall and Lobby between the Top Hall and Saloon; executed with minor 
alterations

Aspect: (139) Plan of a compart mental rectangular ceiling with a central circular panel 
containing a rosette enclosed by fluting, encircled by lunettes, guilloche and 
peltoid sliields. This is framed by compartments of arabesques, and outer 
compartments of enclosed rosettes and lunettes, and divided by bands of 
scrolled hearts
(140) Plan of a rectangular ceiling with an apsidtl end and a small square lobby 
with apsidtl ends, all enriched with ornamental plasterwork. The cent nil flat is 
compartmental and has a central fan, encircled by urns, festoons and peltoid 
sliields, and is framed by panels of arabesques. The outer panels contain 
military trophies, enclosed rosettes, and at each end is a lunette
(141) Plan as drawing 140, but with an annotation of a moulding in the top 
right-hand corner

Scale:
Inscribed:

(139-141) bar scale of Vi inch to 1 foot
(139) Desi^JbraCidirgfartheH dltfNestd. The S a t (fS ir RoulandWim Bart
(140) CeilvgJcrtheHdl ct N cstdl/ Cdlirg (fL  cbby between Hcil coil S c io n / ar>ia> 
and individual elements marked with the letters A and 13
(141) Cidiig ( f  the IId l ct N a td  and some measurements given and letters to 
indicate colour

Dated
Medium:

(139) 7777; (140) Addphijum  1 3772, (141) 1772
(139) Pen, pencil and wash within a single ruled border; (140-141) pen and

Dimensions:
Watermark:

pencil
(139) 470 x 595 mm; (140) 615 x 480 mm; (141) 530 x 460 mm
(140) XD&CB within a cartouche

Hand: (139) Adam office draughtsman, possibly Joseph Bonomi, with pencil drawn 
annotations in the kind of Robert Adam; (140) Adam office draughtsman, 
possibly William Hamilton; (141) Adam office draughtsman, possibly James 
Adam

SM and NT references: (139) A dun volume 11/229; (140) [17] 33; (141) A dun  volume
11/230

Location: (139,141) Sir John Soane’s Museum; (140) Nostell Priory drawings press
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Purpose: (142-149) Working drawings from the Adam office for details of the ceiling for
the Top hall; as executed

Aspect: (142) B;tnds of scrolled heart, intersecting with a rosette and ant hernia
(143) Bands containing an enclosed rosette and Vitruvian scroll, flanked by 
calyx
(144) Enclosed rosette with an arrangement of calyx, acanthus leaves ;md 
rosettes to one side
(145) Part of an enclosed rosette, framed by unlobed acanthus leaves ;ind a 
brand of guilloche enclosing rosettes
(146) Curved I rand containing darts, acanthus leaves, rosettes ;ind anthemia
(147) An urn on a socle of acanthus leaves, with a gadrooned Ixxly, and with a 
brand of Vitruvian scroll, ram head 1 Kindles, and a gadrooned lid ornamented 
with a band of guilloche
(148) A cameo hung from bows and a drop of 1x11 flowers
(149) Band containing rosettes wit loin acanthus arabesques terminating in a 
winged half putto

Catalogue number: 142-149

Satie:
Inscribed

Dated:

Medium:

Dimensions:

(142-149) full size
(142) Franvfcr the Ceilirg c f the H dl ci N  astd
(143) Ciru iarfrane in the Certer c f Cdlirg/ i f  H d l at Ncstdl
(144) Pattern far the Cdlitg c f t lx /  H d l ct Ncstd /  Tins M aldiig sems /  fcr tlx? 4 
lagPcomdls/ coil tlx  4 tnphy Panndls
(145) Part cf Rese in Caler cf l id i  Ceilirg/ at Nestd
(146) O nionit for the Ceilirg c f the H dl a N  a id
(147) V asefar the fa ir  Panndls in the Ceilirg cfthe H dl /  at Ncstd
(148) O niom tfartheCdlirg/ c f tlx?Hdl a Ncstd/  nuny
(149) O niom t fcrtheCdlhg cf theH dl a Ncstd
(142) A ddpJhi Jw v f  1772, (143) A ddphi Jure f  1772, (144) A ddphi /  Jw v f  
1772, (145) A ddphi Jw v  11772, (146) A ddphi Jw v  11772, (147) A d ijiii /  Jwv 1 
1772, (148) A ddphi June f  1772, (149) A ddphi Jw v  f  1772 
(142, 144) Pen and pencil; (143, 145, 147) charcoal, pen and pencil; (146) 
pencil, charcoal and black ink applied with a brush; (148) pen and black ink 
applied with a brush; (149) pencil and black ink applied with a brush 
(142) 530 x 650 mm; (143) 650 x 530 mm; (144) 530 x 650 mm; (145) 535 x 650 
mm; (146) 965 x 1490 mm (5 sheets affixed); (147) 655 x 630 mm; (148) 980 x 
530 mm (2 sheets affixed); (149) 530 x 1780 mm (3 sheets affixed)

Hand: (142-146) Adam office draughtsman, possibly Rolrert Adam; (147) Adam office
draughtsnKin; (148-149) Robert Adtm

NT reference: (142) [17]6l; (143) [17]66, YRK 19652; (144) [17162, YRK 19654; (145) [17167 
YRK 19653; (146) [17164, YRK 19651; (147) [17165, YRK 19655; (148) [17159 
YRK 19370; (149) [17163, YRK 19818 

Location: (142-149) Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue numlx-r: 150-156

Purpose:

Aspect:

Scale:
Inscribed:

Dated
Medium:

Dimensions:

Hand:

NT reference: 

Location:

(150-156) Working drawings by Rolx*rt Adam for panels for the ceiling for the 
Top Hall; as executed

(150-156) Panels containing a military trophy 

(150-156) full size
(150) Infixes for the Poaviils /  in the Window Side of tlx H d l/  a  N cstd / N  .11. The 
opposite pat v ill /  a  r tlx  N  idj tohethesanv
(151) Infixes c f the Pcovdls an the Window Sick c f the Weil ct Ncstd /  N 11. The 
oppositefxa Bill on tlxN  id.} sick to be the same
(152) Infixes far the Pea dill on tlx  Window Sick c f the Hcil ct Ncstdl /  N 11. Tlx 
pcaviil qpositeontlxNidxend to be tlx  scow
(153) Infixesfor the Paradis/ in theailirp c f the Hcil /  ct N cstd/ M caktll
(154) Infixes f ir  tlx  Pea B ills  /  on the Window sick c fH d l /  ct Ncstdl /  N il. Tlx 
oppositepcaardl /  in theN id.} sick to betlxscow
(155) InfixesfarPcaaiils on the Chinny S ick c ftlx llc il ct N cstd / N 11. ThecppxsUe 
I too ill antbectlxrsicktolxtlxscaw
(156) TnfixesfartlxPcooidls/ cn tlx  C lxntiy Sick/ c flx  Hcil cl Ncstd /  N.B. Tlx 
opposite Pcavi/l onthe/ other sick to lx  tlx  scow
(150-155) A d ifix jio v  11772
(150-151) Pen, black ink applied with a brush iind squared in pencil for 
transfer; (152) pen and pencil; (153-154) clittrcoal, pen and squired in pencil for 
transfer; (155-156) pen, black ink applied with a brush, squired in pencil for 
transfer
(150) 720 x 640 mm (2 sheets affixed); (151) 745 x 665 mm (2 sheets affixed); 
(152) 660 x 535 mm; (153) 650 x 530 mm; (154) 660 x 530 mm; (155) 530 x 535 
mm (2 sheets affixed); (156) 645 x 560 mm (2 sheets affixed)

(150-156) Robert Adam

(150) [17155, YRK 19371; (151) [17156, YRK 19372; (152) [17160; (153) [17157, 
YRK 19656; (154) [17158; (155) [17146, YI^K 19369; (156) [17147, YRK 19368 
(150-153,155-156) Nostell Priory drawings press; (154) Nostell Priory, framed
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Catalogue number: 157

Purpose: Working drawing by Robert Adam for a detail of the semidome in the apse in 
the Top Hall; as executed

Aspect: Rough plan for a detail of a curved ceiling ornamented with hexagonal 
coffering, patera. ;ind lozenges composed of bell flowers

Scale: full size
Inscribed: Pa>1 ( f  thcCdlh'g (ftheG rat Nidi intheH dl at Ncxtd
Dated A ddphiji o v l 1772
Medium: Pencil and black ink applied with a brush
Dimensions: 655 x 3580 mm (8 sheets affixed)

Hand: Robert Adam

NT reference: [17148, YRK19838
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 158

Purpose: Working drawing by Robert Adam for panels to either side of the
chimneypiece in the Top Hall; unexecuted

Aspect: Panel containing a pedestal ornamented with a medallion, surmounted by ;in
urn, acanthus leaves, drops of calyx, rosettes, and surmounted by a tubular 
flower and an anthemion

Scale:
Inscribed:
Dated:
Medium:
Dimensions:

full size
O nivm lsjcr Patviils an each skbcf Chimieys in tlx / Hall at Nactd (verso) Ncetd
A ddphiJane 11772
Black ink applied with a brush
2030 x 530 mm (4 sheets affixed)

Hand: Robert Adam

NT reference: [ 17145, YRK19835A 
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 159

Purpose: Working drawing by Robert Adam for the ornamentation to either side of the
great door in the Top Hall; executed with ¡»Iterations

Aspect: Panel containing a pedestal ornamented with a medallion, surmounted by an
urn, acanthus leaf arabesques, drops of calyx, rosettes, ;ind surmounted by a 
tubular flower and anthemion

Settle:
Inscribed:

Dated:
Medium:
Dimensions:

full size
On ioni t  Jcr tlx  Pcov tils onecih side ( f  the Great Door in theHall at N cstd / N  .B. Tlx 
pco o d i (ffxsite on the N  id.b sub to be tlx  scow 
A ddpbijiox 11772
Black ink applied with a brush ;tnd squared in pencil for transfer 
2060 x 650 mm (2 sheets affixed)

Hand: Robert Adam

NT reference: [17]54,YRK 19822 
L ocation: N ostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 160-161

Purpose:

Aspect:

Scale:
Inscribed:

Dated:
Medium:
Dimensions:

Hand:

NT reference: 
Location:

(160) Working drawing from the Adam office for the capital ;ind base for 
columns on the apse (west) wall of the Top Hall; unexecuted
(161) Working drawing from the A dun office for the base and surbase for the 
Top Hall; executed with alterations

(160) Detail of a base ornamented with guilloche, and a capital ornamented 
with unlobed acanthus leaves
(161) Detail of a Ixise and surbase orn;unented with waterleaf and acanthus 
leaves

(I6O-I6D full size
(160) Ccpitd coilB csefir/ tlxeCdiom> u itb the/ A nhiltue axr D ci tlx1/  Nidx1 
Side ( f  the/ H d l at N  cstd /  Cm we cod Frieze cixie tins to scow as tlx1 uirdous /  
S tm o / W a d / N.B. TheCdions to /  project time Qtcolas /  Jranthe Weil and 
dome measurements given
(161) Base codSiobctse/ fc rtlx llc il ct Ncstdl 
(160-161) A cdpbijtov 11772 
(160-161) Pen
(160) 535 x 330 mm; (161) 535 x 320 nun

(160-161) Adam office draughtsman, possibly Willkun Hamilton

(160) [17140, YRK 19801; (161) [17138, YRK 19800 
(160-161) Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 162

Purpose: Working drawing from the A dun office for a detail of the entablature for the
Top Hall; ns executed

Aspect: Detail of an entablature ornamented with a frieze of fluting and dirts, enclosed
rosettes, bows, drops of bell flowers, ;uid roundels cont:iining tropliies

Scale:
Inscribed:
Dated:
Medium:
Dimensions:

full size
E } tciiitiovfir the1 /all /  c tN  cstd
A ddphijure 11772
Pen
730 x 930 mm

Hand: Adun office draughtsman, possibly William H;unilton

NT reference: [17]4l, YRK 19826 
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 163

Purpose:

Aspect:

Satie:
Inscrilxd:

Dated:
Medium:
Dimensions:

Hand:

NT reference: 
Location:

N/

_J

Detail of a door architrave and entablature, with paired volutes in the 
architrave, and an entablature ornamented with a frieze of fluting and darts, ;ui 
enclosed rosette, and a roundel containing a trophy

full size
Eitcilatiov coil triesfir t lx /  Great Door in the H all/ at N cstd / N  B. TheWindous 
to Ixze tlx  sane/  E rtdicture h i  m trn scs/ Strong thet /  non m a r t/ the hall /  
S tim )/ Wood 
A cldphiJvret 1772 
Pen and pencil
955 x 1045 mm (3 sheets affixed)

Working drawing from the Adam office for the entablature over the grait door
for the Top Hall; executed with alterations

Adam office draughtsman, possibly Robert Adam

[17)52, YRK19824 
Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 164

Purpose: Working drawing by Robert Adam for the ornament 
Top Hall; executed with alterations

over the great door in the

Aspect: Detail composed of acanthus arabesques, rosettes, 
putto, bows, and festoons

a tubular flower, a half

Scale: 
Inscribed: 
Datable to: 
Medium: 
Dimensions:

full size
Onrorat ever Greet D ar in tte lla ll at Nertd 
c.1772
Black ink applied with a brush
1050 x 2100 mm (multiple sheets affixed)

Hand: Robert Adam

NT reference: 
Location:

[17]53, YRK 19837 
Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 165

Purpose Working drawing from the Adam office for the entablatures over the doors in
the apse in the Top Hall; executed with alterations

Aspect: Detail of a door architrave and entablature, with paired volutes in the
architrave, and an entablature orn;unented with a frieze of fluting and darts, ;in 
enclosed rosettes, and a roundel containing a trophy

Scale:
Inscribed:

Dated:
Medium:
Dimensions:

full size
E ilcMatiov and Tnesfor the Dock intheChim ry Side/ ( f l ld l  ct N cstd / N  J3. The 
D ar ititheNichtohcietlx1 satrvE>iciidiov/ h i iv/nnscs/ S tia n / W ail 
A ddphijum l 1772 
Pen and pencil
845 x 10160 mm (2 sheets affixed)

Hand: Adam office draughtsman, possibly Robert Adam

NT reference: [17]51, YRK19825 
L ocation: N ostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 166

Purpose: Working drawing from the Adam office for the overdoors in the apse in the 
Top Hall; its executed

Aspect: Detail of an urn attached to an acanthus aralxsque enclosing a rosette

Satie: full size
Inscrilxxl: OmarmtJbrPcoviils avrD ars in tloeNidi ct theH dl ci Ncstd
Dated A ddphijum 11772
Medium: Pen and pencil
Dimensions: 530 x 620 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman, possibly Robert Adam

NT reference: [17150, YRK19658
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 167

Purpose: Working drawing from the Adam office for mouldings for the Top Hall; some
executed

Aspect: Five variant mouldings including unlolx-d acanthus leaves, waterleaf, laurel
leaves, fluting and beading

Sade:
Inscribed:

Dated
Medium:
Dimensions:

full size
M aidrgjar the sides < // the lia il et Ncstdl /  M aid tjp  far Pcaviils A , M ctidifp f ir  
PanrdlsB/  M aid)#fiarP am ils a th  sick/ cfChimvy and Door C /  M aidrg;fier 
Peon tils a e r / Chinny; D /  Far Panrds a ir  Dors inN id jE  (verso) L cue/ co il/ 
Clenu t
A ddphiJure 11772 
Pen
530 x 315 mm

Hand: A dun office draughtsman, possibly Rolx-rt Adam

NT reference: [17J39
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 168

Purpose: Design from the Adam office for a chimneypiece for the Top Hall; executed 
with ornamentation

Aspect: Elevation of chimneypiece with Doric pilasters and a blank tablet

Scale: bar scale of 1 inch to 1 foot
I ascribed: ChirnyPieoefcrtheHcil ci Ncstd and measurements given
Dated: A cUflii May 121773
Medium: Pen
Dimensions: 330 x 540 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman

NT reference: [17142, YRK 19798
Location: N ostell Priory7 drawings press
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Catalogue number: 169

Aspect: Detail of a cliimneypiece with a Doric pilaster, ornamented with calyx enclosed
by guilloche, an ox skull in the entablature block, an architrave ornamented 
with enclosed rosettes, a frieze of fluting and darts, enclosed rosette, and 
roundels containing tropliies, and a tablet confining an urn, festoons, lx>ws 
and enclosed rosettes

Purpose: Working drawing from the Adam office for the cliimneypiece for the Top Hall;
executed with alterations

Satie:
Inscribed:

Dated
Medium:
Dimensions:

full size
Chinrey P iecefir the Hcil /  at N(bid /  Openirg 4.6 uicb/ 4.0 uicb/ Toprvfal/ 
n id u s  to / nxiile tlx  Base/ an i surtax and some measurements given (verso in
a later liand) H __________ S05 tlxt these cp. w ere/ nudefrom Slavfirm  a qi arty ct
/  M d tm / E ci>____ C
A dJpbi May’ 121773 
Pen
570 x 1300 mm (3 sheets affixed)

Hand: Adam office draughtsman, possibly Robert Adun

NT reference: [17]43,YRK 19827 
L ocation: N ostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 170

Purpose: Design from the Adam office for the front door for the Top Hall; unexecuted

Aspect: Elevation of glazed double doors

Scale: Ixtr scale of 1 inch to 1 foot
Inscribed: Sash Dear far the H d l at N  a Jd / This to bejbeed
Date range: 1772-74
Medium: Pen
Dimensions: 480 x 325 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman

NT reference: [17137, YRK 19776
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 171

Purpose: Working drawing from the A dun office for the architrave for the doors in the 
Top Hall; unexecuted

Aspect: Detail of the architrave of a door ornamented with waterleaf, unlobed acanthus 
leaves, fluting and an enclosed rosette

Satie: full size
Inscribed: M a id t^fcr the Doors in th eH d l/ ctN cstd/  N  B . A s these Doors are the scum/ Size 

uith those in the Saloon they/ »1«/ bepcav tik i in the sane nvo v ir
Dated A cUphiJiiy 131773
Medium: Pen
Dimensions: 160 x 225 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman, possibly Robert Adam

NT reference: [17149, YRK19694
Location: Private collection of L ord St Oswald
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Catalogue number: 172

Aspect: Plan of joists supporting a rectangular room with an apsidal end, flanked by
lobbies, and with a window wall opposite, and chimneypieces on the side walls, 
and tin oval lobby and apse beyond (verso) detail of moulding for the lobbies 
between the hall and the staircases

Purpose: Working drawing by Robert Adam for the joists supporting the Top Hall; as
executed

Scale:
Inscribed:

Dated:
Medium:
Dimensions:

bar scale of Vz inch to 1 foot
Pievi ( f  tlx  H d l at Nastdl /  T its / This the sane/ tlx11 loll in tlx1 S c ia u /  D a ri in 
pencil) and some measurements given (verso) Camicefer the tuo Possess /  Peat <f 
the D aw  to rise 2fod  /  A nhitednrefcr Passey and measurements given 
A clipl-ii A ¡nil 221772 
Pen and pencil 
665 x 550 mm

Hand: Robert Adam

NT reference: [17)30, YRK 19360 
L ocation: N ostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 173

Purpose: Record drawing from the Adam office for a pavement for the Top Hall;
unexecuted

Aspect: Plan of a rectangular compartment^ pavanent, with ;in apsidal end, and for :in
adjacent lobby with apsidal ends

Scale:
Inscribed:

Dated:
Medium:
Dimensions:
Watermark:

bar scale of 2/ 5 inch to 1 foot
Desi&i c fa P om erifor the H dl ci N a ld  theSect c f/ SirRauland Wit di Ban »it [tlx- 
S a t c f/ SirR aikoil WirmBaronst in the hand of William Adam (junior)]
A ctijityi A ifjs! 1 1776
Pen, pencil, wish and brown wash
583 x 515 mm
JWHA TMAN  and GR surmounted by fleur-de-lis within crowned cartouche

Hand: Adam office draughtsman, with an addition to the title inscription in the hand
of William Adam (junior)

SM reference: Adam volume 41/47 
L ocation: Sir J olin Soane’s M useum
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Catalogue number: 174-175

Purpose: (174-175) Design and record drawing from the Adam office for the ceiling in 
the lobby between the Hall and Saloon; as executed

Aspect: (174) Plan of a small rectangular tripartite ceiling, with a central compartment 
ornamented with drops of calyx, and lunettes containing urns and acanthus 
leaves. One of the bordering compartments contains :in enclosed rosette and 
festoons
(175) Plan its drawing 174, but the bordering compartment contains enclosed 
rosettes and festoons

Scale:
Inscribed:

(174) to a scale; (175) bar scale of -M inch to 1 foot
(174) Sketch <fpart cfthePasscgp Cdlirg/ theH dl coil S a ta n / d  Ncetd
(175) Graoil to be [cropped] (in pencil)

Date range: 
Medium: 
Dimensions: 
Watermark:

(174-175) 1766-72
(174) Pen; (175) pen and pencil
(174) 270 x 170 mm; (175) 240 x 175 mm
(174) IV  IL LE D A R Y

Hand: (174-175) Adam office draughtsman

N T  and SM references: (174) [ 17]28, YRK 19693; (175) A dam  volume 5 / 50
Location: (174) Private collection of Lord St Oswald; (175) Sir John Soane’s Museum
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Catalogue number: 176

Purpose: Working drawing from the Adam office for a detail of the ceiling for the Lobby
between the Top Hall and the Saloon; its executed

Aspect: Rosate attached to a drop of calyx

Scale:
Inscribed:
Dated
Medium:
Dimensions:

full size
Caterfxol iftheCdlirg f / L  cbb\'bJueait/x>Hcil/ cod Sciati a /  Ncstdl
A clip ljifiovl 1772
Pen, pencil and brown pen
535 x 330 mm

Hand: Adun office draughtsman, possibly Rolxrt Adam

NT reference: [17]29,YRK 19659 
L ocation: N ostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 177

Aspect: Detail of a curved ceiling, containing part of a rosette, bands of guilloche,
anthemia, acanthus leaves, and rosettes

Purpose: Working drawing from the Adam office for a panel for the semidomes in the
Lobby between the Top Hall and the Saloon; as executed

Scale:
Inscribed:
Dated:
Medi iun: 
Dimensions:

full size
Pco1 ( fNidi H ad in t/.vL cbbybetueen theHdl and Sedan/ it Ncstdl
A ddphijane 11772
Pen, pencil and brown pen
1215 x 530 mm (2 sheets affixed)

Hand: Adam office draughtsman, possibly Robert Adam

NT reference [17]26,YRK 19829 
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 178

Purpose: Working drawing from the Adam
the Hall and Saloon; its executed office for the cornice in the lobby between

Aspect:

Scale:
Inscribed:
Dated:
Medium.-
Dimensions:

Detail of a plasterwork cornice ornamented with waterleaf (verso) a moulding 

full size
Cm iw fcrtlxL dobybelueaitlxlldl & Saloon a Ncstdl
A ddphiJure 11772
Pen, pencil and brown pen
270 x 325 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman

NT reference: [17127, YRK 19740 
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press
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Cctdcge natters 133-178. TcpHcil coil Idly, tiles-
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 3, part ii.

The Top Hall was a shell on James Paine’s dismissal from Nostell in 1765. The 5lh Baronet first 
consulted Joseph Rose (junior) about an interior decorative scheme for the room.91 Although 
Rose executed the plasterwork in the Top Hall -  at a total cost of .£365/ 14s94 95 -  it was done to 
desigas by Robert Adam. The numerous extant working drawings for this plasterwork 
demoastrate the stringent design control tliat Ackun maintained. John Austin -  Robert Adam’s 
office clerk of works -  sent tliree wall elevatioas for the rcx)m, shown in drawings 135-137, in 
April 1772.96 Austin sent further drawings for plasterwork (possibly drawings 142-156) in July 
177297 and drawings for mouldings for the doors (possibly drawing 164) in July 1773.9" There 
are also twenty-six drawings for the Top Hall included in ;in undated list of drawings sent to 
Nostell by a carrier.99 100 101 102 103 This list includes a drawing for the ceiling as executed (possibly one (if 
drawings 140-144), ‘ornaments for the angles’, ‘foliage ornaments for the long panels’, 
‘Entablature for the Hall’, ‘Mouldings for the panels’, ‘Oruunent for Arch over Great ckxir’, 
‘Ornament for Arch over Chimney, and ‘Capital and Base for the Columns’ (possibly drawing 
160).

The chimneypiece for the Top Hall, shown in drawing 168-169, was executed by Christopher 
Theakston. He submitted an estimate of £36/ 17s/Od. in May 1773."*'

The plasterwork in the Top Hall was not completed until the 1820s for Chttrles Winn."" The 
1806 and 1818 inventories record that the room was used for storage."’2 According to Dilxlin 
the Top Hall functioned its a formal entrance-cum-music rcx>m during the nineteenth century, 
housing a magnificent organ,1('3 for which there tire various nineteenth-century drawings.""

94 WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3/1 /5 /4 /9 , Letter from Joseph Rose to Sir Rowland Winn, 5th Baronet of Nostell, 
regirding tlx  finishing of the Top Hall and Saloon at Nostell, 1765.
t« \jcyaS, WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1/5/4 /2 , Account from Joseph Rose to  Sir Rowland Winn, 5th Baronet of Nostell, 
1766-1777.
96 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1525/43, Letter from John Austin to Benjamin Ware, regarding drawings tor the Top 
Hall and work in the Saloon at Nostell, 22 April 1772.
97 ycYAS, WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1525/41, Letter from John Austin to  Benjamin Ware, regarding drawings for the Top 
Hall, 7 July 1772.
96 x̂ 'YAS VAT 1352(1) A4/1525/24, Letter from John Austin to Benjamin Ware, regarding drawings tor the Top 
Hall and State Dining Room at Nostell, 13 July 1773-
99 WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1528/60, Memorandum of drawing for Benjamin Ware, no date.
100 WYAS WYL 1 352(2) C3/1/5/4/12, Estimate from Christopher Theakstone to Rolxrt Adam, for various 
items of masonry' work including a chimneypiece for the Top Hall at Nostell, 17 May 1773.
101 wYAS WYL 1352(1 ) C3/ 1 /5 /6 /2 , Account from Thomas Ward to  Charles Winn for work done at Nostell in 
1819-21, 24 May 1823-
102 v/YAS WYL 1352(2) C4/1/10A, Inventory on the death of Sir Rowland Winn, 6lh Baronet of Nostdl, July 
1806; WYAS. WAT 1352(2) C4/1 /  15-15A, Inventory on the death of John Winn, 19 August 1818.
103 pjilxlin. T.F. A BiHicgzphiai, A) t icptovoi (oilPidimsipv T a r  in tlvN itllxm O to  lies (fl: tl  in Seiko i l  2 
vols. (London, 1838), p. 140.
ioi w y a S WYL 1352(2) C4/ KX625), Unknown draughtsman, five designs for orgin cases, date range: 1819-38.
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V estibiie(atci(ge noìbers 179-183) 

Catalogue number: 179-180

Purpose:

Aspect:

Scale:
Inscribed:

Date range: 
Medium: 
Dimensions: 
Watermark:

Hand:

NT reference: 
Location:

(179-180) Designs from the Adam office for the vestibule; (179) unexecuted; (180) executed with alterations

(179) Plan of the floor, and elevation of a wall, for a rectangular five-bay
vestibule, articulated by engaged columns, and with a central dcx)r flanked by windows

(180) Plan and laid-out wall-elevations for a rectangular five-bay vestibule,
articulated by pilasters :md a double row of columns, with apsidal ends each
containing two small apses fkinking a window, ;ind the walls containing 
segmental arches, windows and a door

(179) bar scale of 1/5 inch to 1 foot; (180) Irar scale of 3 inches to  10 feet
(179) Tcp ( f  the VestibiieOn pencil)
(180) PUmaniSeclioncfheVestibiieat Ncstdland some measurements given (179-180) 1770-72
(179-180) Pen and pencil
(179) 300 x 400 mm; (180) 400 x 750 mm

(179) Britannia witliin a crowned cartouche, (180) HIS andJVIL L E DA R Y  :ind 
Strasburg lily in a crowned cartouche
(179) Adam office draught 
Joseph Bonomi

sman;; (180) Adam office draughtsman
. possibly

(179) [17188, YRK 19775; (180) [17189, YRK 
(179-180) Nostell Priory drawings press 19639
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Catalogue number: 181

Purpose: Design from the A dun office for a ceiling for the vestibule, executed with 
alterations

Aspect: Plan of a rectangular ceiling with apsidil ends, supported by a double row of 
columns, and with a central bin, and the apses ornamented with lunettes, and 
with two smaller semicircular apses in each end

Scale: bar scale of 3 inches to 10 feet
Inscribed: Ceilirg ( f  tlx  Vestibtieat Ncstd
Date range 1770-72
Medium: Pen and pencil
Dimensions: 230 x 510 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman, possibly Joseph Bonomi

NT reference: [17190, YRK 19557
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 182

Purpose: Design from the Adam office for the chimneypiece in the vestibule executed
with alterations

Aspect: Plan and elevation of an unornamented cliimneypiece flanked by Doric 
pilasters (verso) plan of a staircase

Scale: bar scale of 1/ 5 inch to 1 foot
Inscribed: 8  Bails
Date range 1770-72
Medium: Pencil
Dimensions: 295 x 240 mm
Watermark: /() within crowned lozenge

Hand: Adam office draughtsman

NT reference: [17191, YRK 19472
Location: Nostell Priory drawing? press
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Catalogue number: 183

Purpose: Design from the Adam office for one of the external staircases on the east 
front; as executed

Aspect: Plan of a curved staircase attached to a rectangular block

Scale bar scale of 2 1/5 inches to 10 feet
Inscrilxxl: Plan ( f  tlx  fix* 1 sups ci Ncstd and the 24 steps are individtudly numbered, 

although step number 1 is missing as the sheet is tom
Dated A d ip ti/ 25 1777
Datable to: 25 February 1777
Medium: Pen and pencil
Dimensions: 295 x 435 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman

NT reference: [17187, YRK 19782
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press
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In the early 1770s RolxTt Adam added a five-lxiy vestibule to the ground storey of James 
Paine’s principal front. The vestibule was executed in accordance with drawings 180 ;tnd 181. 
The arcade of Paine’s original façade survives inside Adam’s vestibule and is shown on the 
western wall in drawing 180.

The coastruction of Adam's vestibule required the demolition of Paine’s original horseshoe- 
shaped external stairs. Paine's stairs were replaced with Adam’s ext;tnt, gently curving stairs, 
shown in drawing 183. Joseph Rose (junior) executed the interior plasterwork in the vestibule 
during the years 1766-77."" Perhaps to complement the new vestibule, Rose also cleaned and 
repainted the adjacent Lower Hall.1*

Cctciq^e runbers 179-183- ustibiie, nies.-
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 3, ptirt ii ;ind Chapter 4, part iii.

m  WYAS, WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1 /5 /4 /2 , Account from Joseph RosetoSir Rowland Winn 5"' Baronet of Nostell
1766-1777.
uxi Ibid.
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Basam i rears (a td eg enorixts 184-185)

Catalogue number: 184

Purpose: Design from the A dun office for the wine cdkir; as executed

Aspect: Plan and laid-out wall-elevations for a rectangular wine cellar, vaulted with a
central square pier, and cont;iining shelves for lx>ttles

Scale:
Inscribed:

Date range:
Medium:
Dimensions:

bar scale of 3 3A inches to 10 feet
Pian andSediat c f the WireCdlarat N aldi ;md some measurements given (verso
in pencil in a later bind) Ground planarti Eleutiai
1766-76
Pen, brown pen, pencil and wash 
510 x 370 mm

Hand: Adun office draughtsman, possibly Willkun H;unilton

NT reference: [17] 112, YRK 19584 
L ocation: Private collection of L ord St Oswald
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Catalogue number: 185

Purpose: Design from the Adam office for the housekeeper’s room (;ilso the Muniment
Room); executed with alterations

Aspect: Plan and laid-out wall-elevations of a rectangular room with three windows, a
cliimney wall opposite, and glass-fronted cabinets lining the walls

Scale:
Inscribed:
Dated:
Medium:
Dimensions:
Watermark:

bar scale of 3 V2 inches to 10 feet
Pica 1 andsatia 1 (ftlx311 a sdeapers room/ cl Ncstd
A c t ip /  Manh 151777
Pen and brown wash
670 x 535 mm
J\X7IA TMAN  and Strasburg lily within a crowned cartouche

Hand: Adam office draughtsman, possiblyjoseph Bonomi

NT reference: [17]95, YRK 19642 
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press
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Cctdq^e noitxrs 184-185: Basam t nvns, nlcs.
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 3, p:ul iii.

Acktm’s design for the wine cellar, shown in drawing 184, was sent to Nostdl in Mttrch 1782.'"7 
The room was executed in accordance with Adam’s design and remains insilu A d am ’s design 
for the housekeeper’s room, shown in drawing 185, was executed with alternative furniture. A s 
such, it was able to function as the Muniment Room for the ‘family writings.1"” The Nostdl 
arcliive remained in the Muniment Room until 1980 when it was transferred to the West 
Yorkshire Archive Service in Leeds.

; ; x r “ ^ ^ ur fra'' * — «
lnH WYAS WYL 1352(2) C 3 /1/5/2/19/2, Memoranehim for K/'.i-w.rt a i • , , ,
Baronet o f Nos,eU- 1776- A of ^ i o n s  that the 5-» Baronet ^ d d \ t e ^ k ^ ^ ° Riand ^  S"’
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Friezes (atdcg.e nvrixrs 186-187) 

Catalogue number: 186

Purpose: Record drawing from the Adam office for friezes for the drawing room ;ind
dressing room, unexecuted, and for the library bookcases; as executed

Aspect: Details of friezes. The drawing room frieze Is composed of urns, swags, and
enclosed anthemia and cameos. Tlie dressing room frieze is composed of urns 
and enclosed rosettes. The bookcase frieze is composed of arabesques :ind 
calyx

Scale:
Inscribed:
Date range;
Medium:
Dimensions:
Watermark:

Ixtr scale of Va inch to 1 foot
Dmuitgrxxm/ Dnssirg n a n /  AnfeaBe/feKunderwritten in pencil)
1787-94
Pen and pencil
465 x 285 mm
VDL surmounted by fleur-de-lis within crowned cartouche

Hand: Adam office draughtsman; possibly James Adam

SM reference: Adtm volume 53/43
Location: Sir Jolin Soane’s Museum
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Catalogue number: 187

Purpose: Preliminary design from the Adim office for a frieze; it is not known if this 
frieze was executed

Aspect: Elevation for a frieze composed of acanthus arabesques, a ltalf sphinx ;ind an 
urn

Scale: to a scale
Date range: 1765-76
Medium: Pen
Dimensions: 155 x360 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman

NT reference: [17] 120, YRK 19751
Location: Private collection of L ord St Oswald

J  W :. A \  ¿T
/,«. \y “ V rW , V . .  . \/ . . / * . »' —» \\ -—* \  ^ • 0/ *

aTV /

: ■ -• V .  ' - '  V "  7 :?.V'v-^^- .‘.A ^  ’ - ------- -----------

Ml •

Cctdcge timbers 186-187: Friezes, notes:

Drawing 186 is taken from volume 53 of the Adam drawings collection at Sir John Soane’s 
Museum. Volume 53 is a folio of frieze design record drawings. The entire folio is drawn in a 
single liand, possibly that of James Adam liimself. The drawings in the Volume 53 appear to 
have been produced all at one time, as a cohesive project. It contains frieze designs from 67 
different architectural projects, and appears to lx; a pattern Ixtok of frieze desigas spinning 
much of the Adam office. As such it is difficult to date drawing 186. The date range given 
begins in 1787 when the last of the projects included in Volume 53 was designed, and ends in 
1794 when James Adam died.

Alternatively, drawing 187 is an Adam office preliminary design for a frieze at Nostell. No 
such frieze survives and it is not known if the design was executed.
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Chint vpiexs, Jkmis, shutters cari (b is  (atckgje markets 188-197) 

Catalogue number: 188-189

Purpose:

Aspea:

Scale:
Inscribed:

Date ranga 
Medium: 
Dimensioas: 
Watermark:

Hand:

NT reference: 
L oration:

(188-189) Design and working drawing from the Adun office for a 
chimneypiece for an attic room; as executed

(188) Elevation of chimneypiece with drops of calyx hanging from masks in the 
stiles, entablature blocks containing enclosed rosettes, and a frieze of acanthus 
leaves and anthemia
(189) Elevation of a detail as drawing 188

(188) bar scale of 4 lA inches to 4 feet; (189) full size
(188) Dcsipifir a Chimney Pieeefcr the A tticR am  ct Ncstd TheScrt cfS ir Railcard 
Wimi Baronet
(189) Part <f Chinny Piae cl lany fer tlx/ A ttic Rams ci N istd /  OperitQ 3.10 
uidY 3.8 hi$> /  M eade/ W a d / To prefect as m th  as to m a te / the Sorbose and 
some measurements given (verso) A Chimppim? net eceated
(188-189) 1766-76
(188) Pen and wash within a single ruled border; (189) pen and brown pen 
(188) 280 x 410 mm; (189) 1010 x 640 mm (2 sheets affixed)
(188) V I

(188) Adam office draughtsman, possibly William Hamilton or Joseph Bonomi;
(189) Adam office draughtsman

(188) [171110. YRK 19783; (189) [171111, YRK 19830
(188) Private colleaion of Lord St Oswald; (189) Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 190

Purpose:

Aspect:

Presentation drawing from the Adam office for a chimneypiece for ;in 
unknown room; it is not known if tliis was executed

Elevation of a cliimneypiece with volute stiles ornamented with lion masks, 
with a frieze of festoons, bows and rosettes, and with enclosed rosettes in the 
entablature blocks

Sade:
Inscribed:

Dated:
Medium:
Dimensions:

bar scale of 1 3/10 inches to 1 foot
Chirrrepieasjbr Sir Raiktnd W im Barati /  (and in feint pencil) This trifle to be in
the/ D[ _ Jg nnnaiyct Ncstd/ inf _ Jed uith ether/ Chinny
1776
Pen, pencil and wash within a single ruled lx)rder
285 x 440 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman, possibly William Hamilton

SM reference: A dim  volume 22/223 
L ocation: Sir J ohn Soane’s M useum
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Catalogue number: 191-194

Purpose: (191-193) Designs by Thomas Chippendale for a picture frame; unexecuted
(194) Presentation drawing from the Adam office for a picture frame, it is not 
known if tills was executed, or for where it was intended

Aspect: (191) Elevation of a rectangular picture frame ornamented with tinting ;tnd
festoons, surmounted by, ;tnd with an apron of, arabesques ;tnd ;inthemia
(192) Elevation of a square picture frame, ornamented with fluting, ;ind with 
roundels in the comers
(193) Elevations of mouldings at the ;mgle of a frame, with Ixinds of enclosed 
acanthus leaves, fluting and 1x11 flowers
(194) Elevation of a square frame ornamented with enclosed rosettes, fluting, 
terms in profile, and with an apron composed of a wreath, and festoons, ;ind 
surmounted by a medallion, putti, festooas, ;in anthemion, and foliage

Scale: (191-192) to a scale, (193) full size, (194) bar scale of 1 9/10 inches to 1 fcx>t
Inscribed: (191) N B  tte  aiaoxxl [xo1 is banished gJd the (Ji.tr jxoi is eil dad  and some

measurements given
(193) measurements given and rough calculations
(194) Pidiovfiimvfir Sir Rculand W im Banni

Datable to and dated: (191-193) c.1767-70; (194) /I d ijiii/ I S A M  1773
Medium: (191, 194) Pen, pencil and coloured washes including yellow; (192) pen and

pencil; (193) pen, pencil ;ind wash
Dimensioas: (191) 562 x 442 mm; (192) 450 x 330 mm; (193) 290 x 390 mm; (194) 400 x 285 

mm

Hand: (191-193) Thomas Chippendale, (194) Adam office draughtsman, possibly 
Joseph Bonomi

NT and SM references: (191) [18]1; (192) [18] 2, YRK 19752; (193) [1813, YRK 19713;
(194) Adam volume 20/117

Location: (191, 193) Nostdl Priory-, framed; (192) Nostdl Priory drawings press; (194) Sir 
Jolin Soane’s Museum
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Catalogue number: 195

Purpose: Survey drawing by Thomas Chippendale of a window front the jnan> trb ile  level
(first floor) for the purposes of designing a spring blind

Aspect: E levation of a rectangular window

Scale
Inscribed:

Datable:
Medium:
Dimensions:

to a scale
b e a d / b a t! /  bead <fi the S a d } / T h eM axitrefar Sprirg  b lin k  to  b e /  tcken  u iib in  sick
the b a th  f i r  t l x /  b ia d b  & heiffit /  T lx  C h ippen ctie ;utd some measurements
given
c. 1767-70
Pen
305 x 205 mm

Hand: Thomas Chippendale

WYAS reference WYL 1352(2) C 3/1 /5 /3 / 37 
Location: West Yorkshire Archive Service, Wakefield
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Catalogue number: 196

Purpose: Working drawing from the Adam office for the doors on the ¡mod nixie level 
(first floor) at Nostell; executed with minor alterations

Aspect: Elevation of a door

Scale: bar scale of 1 V2 inches to 10 feet
Inscribed: Alcona- (fpanMing t lx  d i r t  in  the I 'lin ifx i Stay ( / ' S i r /  Radard Wynn haee ct 

Ncstdl and some measurements given
Date range: 1766-76
Medium: Pen and pencil
Dimensions: 465 x 185 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman

NT reference: [17] 113, YRK 19780
Location: N ostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 197

Purpose: Design from the Adam office for doors and shutters; as executed

Aspect: E levation of a door, and a window shutter (verso) rough preliminary design for
panels and a plan of a circular closet

Scale:
Inscribed:

Date range:
Medium:
Dimensions:

to a scale
Mcovir ( f  d iid ig  the Panels ( f t  tv  DanZ a n d S h ttm  and some measurements
given
1766-76
450 x 325 mm
Pen and pencil

Hand: Adam office draughtsman

NT reference: [17]114,YRK 19777 
L ocation: Nostell Priory drawings press

Cade& e runbers 188-197: Chim vpm s,Jham , shutters and doors, tries:
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Cliapter 3, part iii.

These designs for chimneypieces were executed and remain in situ in attic rooms. Likewise, the 
doors and shutters designed by Robert Adam survive. There are, however, numerous 
eighteenth-century frames in the house thanks to Charles Winn’s avid collecting. As such it is 
difficult to ascertain whether any of these frame designs were executed.
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iv. A rch itec tu re

A dons 1776sdxm e(aidxffe umbers 198-207)

Catalogue number: 198-202

Purpose:

Aspect:

(198-202) Preliminary designs from the Adam office for additions to the house; 
partly executed with alterations, but kirgely unexecuted

(198) Ground plan showing a thirteen-bay central block and five-bay wings 
attached by three-bay links
(199) Plan of the first flexor of Nostell showing a thirteen-bay central block and 
five-bay wings attached by three-bay links, and with ;in annotation of an 
interior wall-elevations in the bottom right-h;ind corner
(200) Elevation of the principal (exist) front, of a house with a three-storey, 
tliirteen-bay central block with a hipped roof, with three-storey, three-bay links! 
and three-storey, five-bay wings with hipped roofs
(201) Elevation of the garden (west) front of a house with a three-storey, 
tltirteen-bay central block with a hipped roof, with three-storey, three-bay links! 
and three-storey, five-bay wings with hipped roofs
(202) Elevation of the side (north) front of a house with two-bay wings, 
flanking a light-well screening the central block in between, with a rough pencil 
annotation showing a detail of the Ionic light-well, and with pencil drawn 
annotations in the bottom right-kind corner

Scale: (198-202) bar scale of 34 inch to 10 feet
Inscribed: (198) Plan c f the G retard Floor c f Nostd Yorkshire The Sa t cfS ir Rouland W im /

Bake H a re / K itdxn/ Sailer}'/ L artier/ Pcatiy/ Court/ Brew House/ Servants 
llc il /  Seruots Ditbrg Room/ BUlers Pcotry /  Plate Room/ C lea t/ V at ih ie /  
Steunrds Office/ Stairnb Purler/ Porters Room / Paters Bedroom /  Stir lU il /  
Vestihie/ BillicorlRoom/ SirRculants Dressirgtocm/ L laiixrtrirn/ Star R a m / 
Vest ¡h ie / Storeroom/ Hcitsdcapers n a n / StileRcom/ DressirgRcom/ Cddllcth 
/  C ddBath/ Bedroom/ H a B eth / Wash House/ Lataib}'/ S a ila y / Dear}'and 
measurements given
(199) West /  East (in pencil) Plan gf tlxprinifxi Story ffiNcstd in Yorkshire The Sad 
cf Sir Radartl W im /  Babxitrs /  Kitdren a rtirm i /  Bed R am  /  Btvu> House 
artirn td / Paidergrcan/ L adys Dressg room /  Gcrtlermns Dressg room/ Dnaiirg 
R a m / BedClxarber/ Stairutse/ Pctubgrxxm/ L ad\s Dressgroom/ Sent Bedroom 
/  Bed R oan/ Gertlcrmns Dressing m m / Scion/ Hcil /  I)ir nig n u n / Library/ 
Stcaixnse/ V estih ie/ LadyWirvts Toilet ra m / B alC lxarixr/ Paichrirg room/ 
L ad\' Winn'sDnssirgtoom/ WcterCloset/  A rti room/ Mitsicroom/ BalClxarixr/ 
Didrg R a m / Balroom/ Bed C/xarixr (in pen) and measurements given
(200) Elatlion cf tlxPrindjxi & East Fieri cfNastd in Yorkshire. The Seat cf Sir 
Railcard W im  and some measurements given (verso) /
(201) Eleutioncf the West Fieri cfNastd in Yorkshire TheSedt cfSir Radcail Winn 
and some measurements given (verso) 2
(202) N ath  a il <f Ncstd in Yorkshire tlx? S a l ( f  Sir Railcaxl Winn BcaxrrJ [in 
Yorkshire tlx  Seat c f Sir Radcari W im Bcaxni in the hand of William Adam 
(junior)]

Datable to, and dated: (198) August 1776; (199-202) A ddphi A iff at l 1776
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Medium:
Dimensions:

Watermark:

Hand:

SM reference:

Location:

(198)

(198-200) Pen and pencil; (201-202) pen
(198) 500 x 855 mm; (199) 510 x 835 mm; (200) 510 x 745 mm; (201) 515 x 745 
mm; (202) 340 x 465 mm
(198-199) Footed P; (200-201 ) /U'-77/1 TMA N  and GR surmounted by fleur-de- 
lis within crowned cartouche

(198-202) A dun office draughtsman, possibly Rolxrt Adun; (202) addition to 
the title inscription in the hand of William Adam

(198) Adam volume 41/44; (199) Adun volume 41/45; (200) Adun volume 
41/41; (201) Adun volume 41/42; (202) Adun volume 41/43 
(198-202) Sir John Soane’s Museum
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Catalogue number: 203-207

Purpose:

Aspect:

Scale:
Inscribed

Dated:
Medium:

Dimensions:

Watermark:

(203-207) Presentation drawings from the Adam office for additions to the 
house, partly executed with alterations, but largely unexecuted

(203) Ground pkin showing a thirteen-bay central block, and four live-bay 
wings attached by three-bay links
(204) Plan of the first storey of a thirteen-bay central block, :ind four five-bay 
wings attached by three-bay links
(205) Elevation of the principal (east) front of a three-storey, thirteen-bay 
centra] block, with a hipped roof, and a portico and pediment across the central 
five trays, flanked by three-storey, three-bay links with flat roofs, and three- 
storey, five-bay wings with hipped roofs and porticos ;ind pediments across the 
central three bays
(206) Elevation of the garden (west) front of a three-storey, thirteen-bay centntl 
block with a liipjxel roof, and a portico and pediment across the central five 
biys, attached to three-storey, three-bay links with flat roofs, and three-storey, 
five-bay wings with hipped roofs and colonnaded lx)ws across the central three 
bays
(207) Elevation of the side (north) front of a house with three-storey, two-bay 
wings, with a portico to the east, and a lx>w to the west, with ;in Ionic light-well 
screening the centntl block in between

(203-207) bar scale of Vi inch to 10 feet
(203) Plan t f  the priori Stay c/Nestd in Yorkshire The Seat ( f  Sir Rculattl Winn 
Barn i t /  B akeH aee/ Kitchen/ Sailery/ Larder/ Parity/ Cnot /  B m v H a tv / 
Smarts Hcil /  Stewards D irirg/ Ream/ ClearirgR can (in pencil)/ Bilim's Parity 
/  Plate Room/ C leat/ V at Hie/ Stewards Office/ Still R am  (in pencil) /  Slaiani 
Parlour/ HarsdkepeFs/ R am  (in pencil) /  Porter's Room/ Biller's /  BeibumCm 
pencil) /  Porter's BecVram/ Sub H a ll/ Vestilie/ BUlianlRoom/ Sir Radanfs 
Dress Ream/ Storeroom/ Housekeeper's mom/ Vestilie/ Limber room/ Gun ram  
/  Dttessirg/ mom/ C ddB cih / Bed m m / Hot B d h / Court /  Still ru m / Wcuh 
H eme/ Laundry/ Sailery to and measurements given
(204) Pico i ( file  Piii nijie Stety e fN  a id  in Yorkshire The S a t e f Sir Reularxl Wiroi/ 
Bed r u m / Kitchen entitled /  Pelleting m m / Lady's Dnssg r a m / Gertlcmaris 
Dressg/ ra m / Bed dxtrrber/ Brmhcuse en titled / PoudairjgRcom/ Lactys Dnssg 
m m / Seurats /  Bad ream/ Bed dxmber /  Dirirg Room / Sciai /  Stconise/  
Gertlanas D vssirg/ mom/ H c il/ DmuirgRacm/ Stanaae/ Lady Winn's Tiillet 
/  ra m / Library'/ A rte R a m / Vcstilie/ Bed Clxmber/ Ptiulrirg r u m / Lady 
Winn's D rag/ room/ wrier deed/ Altaic Ream/ BedChanber/ DirirgRoom/ Bed 
m m / Bed Chanber and measurements given (verso) PrirrifrleStory
(205) Primped F rut cfNcstd in Yorkshire T lx S a t ef Sir Railcard Winn Baronet
(206) West F m t efNestd in Ynksl.rirvTI.vSai efSirRoalarrd WirmBarnet
(207) N ath  c a l(f Nestd 
(203-207) Rod A cion A nJ.t 177(r
(203) Pen, pencil and wash within a single ailed border; (204-207) pen and 
wash within a single ailed border
(203) 535 x 830 mm; (204) 530 x 840 mm; (205) 555 x 880 mm; (206) 530 x 830 
mm; (207) 420 x 690 mm 
(203-204) L P(207) PL
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Hand: (203-207) Adam office draughtsman

NT reference: (203) [17168, YRK 19364; (204) [17)69, YRK 19362; (205) [ 17)70, YRK 19605- 
(206) [17)71, YRK 19363; (207) [17)72, YRK 19573 

Location: (203-207) Private collection of Lord St Oswald

i

(204)
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(205)
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(206)

I VRK 11363
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(207)

CctdcQVnoibas 198-207:Adorn 1776sdx»u nits.
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Cliapter 4, p>art i.

Drawings 198-207 are Robert Adam’s respoase to the 5"' Baronet’s request for architectural 
alterations (see Volume 1). Drawings 198-202 are prelimiairy desigas for the scheme from the 
office drawings collection. Drawings 203-207 tire the surviving presentation drawings which 
were sent to Nostell. The presentation drawings are included in Admi s account for drawings 
sent to Nostell in October 1776."H Adam’s account also included a phin for the attic storey, 
and a section through the house, neither of which survive.

These drawings show that Adam’s scheme for architectural alterations proposed the addition 
of four newr wings. These new wings required the demolition of Paine’s kitchen ;tnd brewhouse 
pavilions. In the event only one of Adam’s wings was built. Paine’s brewhouse pavilion was, 
however, demolished in preparation tor Adam’s unexecuted replacement. The dite of the 
demolition of Paine’s brewhouse pavilion is uncertain.

»  WYAS WYL1352111A4/1551/2. L a,,*  from R o b s, Actmlo S i, Rowland Winn, 5». Barona ,2  Nosld, 
regarding drawings sent to  Nostdl, no date. inomui,
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Fcorily WiìTgandli^Jt adì (atcicgvnaihas 208-223) 

Catalogue number: 208

Purpose: Working drawing from the Adam office for the layout of the attic storey of the
Family Wing; as executed

Aspect: Plan of the attic storey of a five-bay wing and three-bay link (verso) rough
preliminary design of a detail of a moulding

Scale:
Inscribed:

Dated:
Medium:
Dimensions:

bar scale of 11 / 5 inch to 10 feet
Plan ( f  tlx  A tticStay (fthe m v Witf>J(rNa1d/ / I  II tlx  m m  m  this SUrySJia bitfj 
/  Leadjlat/ Bed Chanber/ D nssgm m / Bed Chanter/ Bed m m / Dnssir# R am  
and measurements given (verso) rough calculations in pencil 
A ddphi October 11776 
Pen, wash and brown wash 
495 x 540 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman

NT reference: [17]73,YRK 19626 
L ocation: Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 209-210

Purpose:

Aspect:

Scale:
Inscribed:

Dated
Medium:
Dimensioas:

Hand:

NT reference: 
Location:

(209) Elevation of a three-storey, five-bay wing with a hipped roof and a 
portico and pediment across the central three bay's, attached to a three-storey, 
tltree-bay link with a flat roof, ;ind to a three-storey central block with a hipped 
roof. The entire structure has a rusticated ground storey
(210) Elevation of a three-storey, two-bay wing with a portico and hipp'd nx)f, 
adjacent to a tliree-storey centnil block with a niche on the first fkx)r

(209-210) Ixtr scale of 11/5  inches to 10 feet
(209) East th a t <f the m v W irgjtr N  cstd/  Part (/Body ( f  H a w / [croppt.ll /tj'qhr 
<f thePlitths/  strirg andRisticksfiat/ A toB M ist bethesanv/ cn tlxw<ftlx>lxtty 
c fB u M rg / The Basenvtt the sanv Ixitfit /  as the/m sal B cm m t /  ( f  House and 
measurements given
(210) North Jh»t i f  tuv  WujgJir N atd  and measurements given (verso) N ath  
Fral
(209-210) A difjfri O ddir 117%
(209-210) Pen
(209) 485 x 600 mm; (210) 430 x 300 mm

(209-210) Adun office draughtsman, possibly Robert Adam

(209) [17174, YRK 19633; (210) [17]75 
(209-210) Nostell Priory drawings press

Working drawings from the Adam office for principal (east) ;md side (north)
fronts of the Family Wing; as executed
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Catalogue number: 211-212

Purpose:

Aspect::

Scale:
I ascribed:

Dated
Medium:
Dimeasioas:

Hand:

NT reference: 
Location:

(211) Elevation of a three-storey, five-bay wing, with a three-storey screen to 
the right, containing a two-storey colonnade, and connecting to another wing 
shown in section
(212) Section through a three-storey wing, set agaiast the outline elevation of a 
central block, and with a Venetian window on the first floor

(211-212) Ixir scale of 1 1/5 inches to 10 feet
(211) West jn»t <f m o Wing f ir  Ncstd taken ipcn the line A .B. an the Plan :ind 
measurements given
(212) Station carts tlx  m o uirjg Jkm  Nestei firm  C to D e»i the Plan and 
measurements given
(211-212) A cldplti October 11776
(211) Pen, wash and brown wash; (212) pen and brown wash 
(211) 485 x 530 mm; (212) 460 x 520 mm

(211-212) Adam office draughtsman, possibly Robert Adam

(211) [17176, YRK 19634; (212) [17177, YRK 19615 
(211-212) Nostell Priory drawings press

(211-212) Working drawings from the Adun office for the side (north) front;
unexecuted
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(212)
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Catalogue number: 213

Purpose: Working drawing from the Adam office for the ground fkxir of the F;unily 
Wing; as executed 7

Aspect: Elevation of a one-storey, three-bay rusticated will, with square windows

Scale 
Inscribed: 
Datable to: 
Medium: 
Dimensions:

bar scale of 14 inch to 1 foot 
Some measurements given 
1776 
Pen
245 x 650 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman

NT reference: [17]78,YRK 19641
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press

<"r fj
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Catalogue number: 214

Aspect: E levation of a detail of a band of guilloche enclosing rasettes

Purpose: Working drawing from the Adam office for an ornamental string course-
unexecuted

Scale:
Inscribed:
Dated:
Medium:

full size
Striig that nos tb m $  theFrat <fHouse and Wir& ci Ncstd
A ddplji 15A lnil 1778
Pen

Dimensions: 315 x 515 mm

Hand: A dim office draughtsman

NT reference: [17]81,YRK 19774 
L ocation: N ostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 215

Purpose: Working drawing from the Ackim office for the comice :ind archivolt for the
Venetian window in the Billiard Room; as executed

Aspect: E levation of details of a comice and archivolt for a window

Scale:
Inscribed:

Dated:
Medium:
Dimensions:

lialf size
A nijiidt /  Curia? cvxl A rdmdt f ir  /  tfx>Jix»t <f /  Vatiicai W in h v / tin t on the 
ether side
A ciiphi/ 25Jiovl777  
Pen
320 x 450 mm

H;md: Adam office draughtsman

NT reference: [17]80,YRK 19803 
L ocation: N ostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 216-219

Purpose:

Aspect:

Scale:
Inscribed:

Dated:
Medium:

Dimensions:

Hand:

NT reference: 

Location:

(216) Elevation of a detail of an Ionic capital with additional unlobed acanthus 
leaves around the neck for the portico
(217) Elevation of a detail of an Ionic capital for a pilaster for the north front
(218) Elevation of a detail of a base for the pilasters on the north front
(219) Elevation of a detail of a chimney cap

(216-219) full size
(216) CcfJikifcrtheCduniscf theNcn’Whf>rt N istd / T lvl'n fileisa itlx’dlxrskh  
(verso) deni ion (fendcfvdrte
(217) C cpitcifirtlx/ sn iil/ Pilasters in the/ N a ih jh x t (ftlvn3U>uiif>rt N istd /  
Theptrfile on llx> ether side (yexsti) deuation ( fo i l  i f  n in e
(218) Brsefcr nUstas inNarthJh»t /  <fNeu> Wirgfer N  istd and annotations in 
pencil
(219) Ceps c f Chirrreys for the New Wirjg at N istd /  coil M ald ii^^xto il M itlllims 
(verso) avd.iniLy 9ft Gin By 2  u d i/ C hinny;/ N o 2 /  Te Flits
(216-219) AddjJxi/ 15April 1778
(216) Pen, pencil and wash; (217) pen and wash; (218) |x n  and pencil; (219) 
pen
(216) 890 x 675 mm; (217) 390 x 520 mm; (218) 250 x 510 mm; (219) 520 x 330 
mm

(216-219) Adam office draughtsman

(216) [17184, YRK 19366; (217) [17183, YRK 19586; (218) [ 17)82, YRK 19796;
(219) U7186, YRK 19590
(216-219) Nostell Priory drawings press

(216-219) Working drawings from the A dun office for masonry for the Family
Wing; as executed
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(217)
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(218)
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Catalogue number: 220

Aspect: Elevation of an entablature ornamented with dentils, ;ind a balustrade

Scale: full size
Inscribed: l i itM am vcf theNav WvE/  a  N cstd / Bdistndebduim Beefy(f H aee& U W

Cmia? hiiuai Bod\' cf liaise corl Wirjg /  A ,d.vlm ,e/ m r  CVV/m* (verso) rough 
calculations "

Dated: A cUfj.Ti/ 15April 1778
Medium: Pen
Dimensions: 1500 x 820 mm (4 sheets affixed)

Hand: Adam office draughtsman

NT reference: [17]85,YRK 19826A 
L ocation: N ostell Priory drawings press

Purpose: Working drawing from the Adam office for the entablature and balustrade for
the Family Wing; as executed
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Catalogue number: 221

Purpose:

Aspect:

Scale:
Inscribed:

Dated
Medium:
Dimensions:

Hand:

NT reference: 
Location:

Working drawing from the Adam office for the skylight for the Family Wing; 
executed with alterations

Plan and section of a rectangular roof-light

bar scale of 1 1/ 5 inches to 10 feet
Plan and sediars (/Rods c fm v  Wirp ct Nestd/  The nail¡ides to R a f abat 10 or 12 
indxs/ byGinThiek/ TheBearrs to Printed Rafters/about Din A t B dtan8 inct Up 
and 7in Thick/  The Kitp Pests 17inthick theuidhtobe/ siffidert to firm thefifffis/ 
tie  Sin its /  or Brims Gin /  The Purlins abai 7in/ or Sin aide by abat 62 thick to be 
fiarm d/ irto tie  Principal Reflets Prize »Icily co il/ n t mrtiwdfar thestuil R efits /  
Tlx sm il Rafters uill be ¡played and bird m ath /  to cb / the Purlins to beplead the one 
dxietbeStntts/ or braces and the ether bdav it sock ttJ to waken thefrinrifxls /  The 
R a f and Plates under d o / to not stnn fi ibrnpfi and Hi to hate a ry / Burks. The 
Beans and udl plates to be lap errvff) to hear ipon t lx /  atside nails uithin d ir  6 its 
f a n  tlx atside f i r  tlx  better tyeirp in the/ nulls and R a f as sham in the dtrnirp/ 'Tlx 
R aftoP atim ti tobe/ dm ePd on ipon tlx  m f i f  Wirp a n la u n d  uilh had it shaid 
rise/ V  6 i f  tlx  u id h / The Refers to tlx  PainvH maybe/ abai 62 by 32  cr they m y  
be/ lead i fm  a purlin dbat rridnay ifso they need not be large/ the niter to lx /  btutf.i 
dam in tlx copies in k  sickcft/xpednat coil tlx  it tonal cajfe text thefiat /  fla t la ri/ 
pipx/ Riefee thrap/xii to H ips/ a R a f  to «and measurements given in pencil /  
cixtt 10.... of.... bytlxt ue hate/ is mated to tlx .... ;tnd added rough calculations 
A ddpbi 15A pril 1778 
Pen and pencil 
640 x 520 mm

Adtm office draughtsman, possibly Robert Adtm

[17179, YRK 19617 
N ostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 222

Aspect: Plan of staircases at ground, principal :ind attic storey levels, :md with a light-
well screen between than

Purpose: Working drawing from the Ackun office for the staircases for Atkim’s proposed
northern wings; unexecuted

Scale:
Inscribed:
Dated:
Medium:
Dimensions:

bar scale of 1 1/5 inches to 10 feet
G m ail sta^V P rinjpdstay/ A tticstaey and measurements giv en
A cUfin 24 Sepr 1778
Pen
495 x 200 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman, possibly Rolxrt Morison

NT reference: [17192, YRK 19794 
L ocation: N ostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 223

Aspect: Elevation and section of a light-well screen between two buildings, with a
rusticated ground storey, and niches ;ind ;in arch screened by columns on the 
first storey

Scale bar scale of 1/10 inch to 1 foot
Inscribed: Plcorcf tlx  N ath  fix» t c f the m vW irg / at N xstd / Section/ th ta tfj tlxscn m / The

Square and am iar Pamils shaid besurk cixu  a v in J j/ to tw ite the lien nlkfi and 
measurements given

D ated: A diplM /  l4 S q r 1778
Medium: Pen
Sight dimensions: 200 x 280 mm

Hand: Adim office draughtsman, possibly Robert Morison

NT reference: [17)93, YRK 19685
Location: Private collection of Lord St Oswald

Purpose: Working drawing from the Adam office for the ligjit-wdl screen on the north
front; unexecuted

- 4 ^ ¿4 t'y ..'/?/*-.U-f\
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Catdcgeno)iters208-22.i  FanAy uirgcmdli^it udl, Hies:
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 4, p;irts ii-iii.

Following Adam’s proposal for architectural alterations in 1776 (drawings 198-207), building 
work on the Family wing began immediately. Many of the surviving drawings for the Family 
wing are listed in A dun’s account.110 This account includes a pkin for the attic storey (drawing 
208), an elevation of the east front (drawing 209), tin elevation of the north front (drawing 210) 
and a section through the wing (drawing 212). According to A dun’s account these drawings 
for the Family wing were sent to Nostell in October 1776. With these ext;int drawings for the 
Family wing A dun sent pirns for the ground and first storey, and ;in elevation of the wist 
front, none of which survive. Moreover, a design for the stairs was sent in February 1777. In 
April 1778 the drawings for the Ionic capitals and bases (drawings 216-218), the chimney caps 
(drawing 219), the balustrade (drawing 220) and the rcxrf ;ind skylight (drawing 221) were :dl 
sent to Nostell. The drawing for the light well, shown in drawing 223, was sent to N ostell in 
September 1778.

>io WYAS WYL 1352(1) A4/1551/2, Lelter from Robert Adam to Sir Rowland Winn, 9» Baronet of Nowell 
regarding drawings sent to N ostell, no date. ’
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Billiard R a m  (atdcge timbers 224-234) 

Catalogue number: 224-225

Purpose:

Aspect:

Scale:
Inscribed:

Dated:
Medium:
Dimensions:
Watermark:

Hand:

NT reference: 
Location:

(224) Section through a room showing a Venetkm window-sliaped Ionic- 
screen, flanked by doors within relieving arches screened by further Ionic- 
columns
(225) Plan and section tlirough a room, showing a Venetian window-sliaped 
Ionic screen, flanked by doors within relieving arches screened by further Ionic- 
columns

(224-225) bar scale of 3 Vi inches to 10 feet
(224) Selion ( f  theSath Sickcf the Veslibiiect N<std/  S a lia n f/ C lxfile/ William 
/  C lzfpdl/  s tu w / ucod/  T lx D a n  to / be the same size/ as tlx d lx rc h r / inckl 
rain /  T lx Cannae and Jrize nnrkcl A /  to be the sane a> tlxt m  tlx  a tsu b / The 
Cm iae ca xlfrize ( f  the dxrs to be/ thesanvas these in the eld ra m / andtheanJitnie 
tlxsanvuith/ aejcuea iy/ The B ax and Surtax to lx  tlx  sane a> llxt in tlx  < Id nun  
and measurements given
(225) Salim  ( f  the Sa ih  S id e tf the VestibtieU Ncstd /  Sqffit :ind measurements 
given
(224) A dJjJri /  17Jane 1783 (225) A diphi/  6  S ift 1783 
(224) Pen, pencil and brown pen; (225) pen ;ind brown [xn
(224) 290 x 440 mm; (225) 400 x 325 mm
(225) JBUTTANSHA W and Britannia seated within a crowned cartouche

(224-225) Adim office draughtsman, possibly Robert Morison

(224) [17196, YRK 19771; (225) [17197, YRK 19591 
(224-225) Nostell Priory drawings press

(224-225) Working drawings from the A dim office for the Hilliard Room; as
executed
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Catalogue number: 226-228

Purpose: (226-228) Working drawings from the Adam office for the
Billiard Room; its executed columns for the

Aspect : (226) E levation and section of a capititi
(227) E levation of it detail of tin Ionic capititi
(228) E levation of a detail of a base

Scale:
Inscribed:

Dated:
Medium:
Dimensions:

(226-228) full size
(226) Pnfilecf Ccpitd JartheCdurm in / the Vestibiieii N isk i/ siffit
(227) Capitdfor tideCdunrs in the/ Vestibiiea N istd  :tnd dimensions given
(228) Base far the C dm rs in the Vestibtie/ it  N iftd  ;tnd some dimensions given 
(226-228) A cUptji/ 17April 1783
(226, 228) Pen and brown pen; (227) pen, wash ;tnd brown wash
(226) 340 x 185 mm; (227) 390 x 260 mm; (228) 230 x 240 mm

Hand: (226-228) Adam office draughtsman

NT reference: (226) [17] 100, YRK 19715; (227) [17199, YRK 19749; (228) [ 17]98 YRK H*7«
Location: (226-227) Nostell Priory drawings press; (228) Private collection of I otxl St

Oswald

(226)
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(227)
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Catalogue number: 229

Purpose:

Aspect:

Working drawing from the Adam office for the entablature in the Billiard 
Room; executed with iterations

Elevation of a detail for an entablature ornamented with acanthus leaves and
masks, and with a pencil-drawn mask annotated in the bottom right-hand 
comer

Scale:
Inscribed:

Dated-
Medium:
Dimensions:

full size
ErtcMctunefar th e / Vestihie it N atd  /  the had  to be jia u l c u r / a u y  u tv a n l 
Pctem/ The frieze to haue Patens cod V u es/ thesanvcs intheddnxm  
A cUphi/ 17June 1783 
Pen and brown pen 
420 x 260 mm

Hand: Adtm office draughtsman, possibly Robert Adun

NT reference: [17]103,YRK 19793 
L ocation: N ostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 230

Purpose: Working drawing from the Acton office for the cornice 
Billiard Room; as executed and soffit for the

Aspect: Detail of comice ornamented with fluting, ;ind a soffit 
rosettes enclosed by guilloche orruunented with

Scale: full size
Inscribed: CcniwandS(ffitfirtteVestibUe/ at Ncetd
Datable to: c.1783
Medium: Pen
Dimensions: 310 x 415 mm

Hand: A dun office draughtsman

NT reference: [171101, YRK 19768
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 231-232

Purpose: (231-232) Design and record drawing from the Adun office for a ceiling for 
Billiard Room; unexecuted

Aspect: (231) Plan of a tripartite rectangular ceiling, with a centnd rosette encircled by 
bins within lozenges, festoons, ;ind rosettes enclosed within wreaths, and 
dunked by further rectangular ceiling
(232) Plan as drawing 231

Scale:
Inscribed:

(231-232) Ixir scale of 1/3 inch to 1 foot
(231) Cdlivgjarthemv Vestihiect Ncstd (verso in pencil) OmonUsfir\ 
 ] (illegible)
(232) Cidirgfarthe rav V estibiieal Ncdd

Datable to: 
Medium: 
Dimensions: 
Watermark:

c.1783
(231) Pen, pencil and wash; (232) pencil and pen
(231) 240 x 330 mm; (232) 290 x 460 mm
(231) W and garter cartouche surmounted by Straslxirg lily

Hand: (231-232) Adam office draughtsman, possibly Robert MorLson

NT and SM references: (231) [17] 102, YRK 19712; (232) Adun volume 14/87
Location: (231) Nostell Priory drawings press; (232) Sir John Sottne’s Museum
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Catalogue number: 233

Purpose: Working drawing from the Adam office for a ceiling rose for the Billiard
Room; executed with alterations

Aspect: Plan of a detail of a ceiling rase encircled by unlobed acanthus leaves, beading,
enclosed acuìthas leaves and calyx

Scale:
Inscribed:
Dated-
Medium:
Dimensions:

full size
Rose far the at ter ( f  V estihie/ Cidiigrt N<Ktd 
AcUfj/ji/ 170drl783  
Pen, pencil and brown pen 
400 x 375 mm

Hand: Adun office draughtsman, possibly Robert Adun

NT reference: [17] 104, YRK 19751 
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 234

Purpose: Working drawing by Robert Adam for p:irt of a ceiling for the Billiard Room; 
unexecuted

Aspect: Plan of a spandrel ornamented with a fan and ailyx

Scale: full size
Inscribed: Fan in^xotbxis ( fV cstibiie/ Cidi)# et Naitd
Dated: 17 Odr 1783
Medium: Pen, pencil and brown pen
Dimensions: 260 x 650 mm

Hand: Robert Adam

NT reference: [17] 105, YRK 19572
Location: Nostell Priory drawings press
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C ctd(£fentnius 224-234: Billiard Room, rates:
These drawings are discussed in Volume 1, Chapter 4, part iii.

In 1776 Robert Adam had intended the addition of two wings to the north front of the central 
block (drawings 198-207). To create a vestibule between these two wings, Adam demolished 
the 5'1' Baronet's green dressing room and extended the rcx)in outwards. Only Adam’s Family 
wing was built and the newly extended vestibule space was left redundint. In the 1806 and 
1818 inventories, the room was listed as a picture gallery."1 In c.1819 Charles Winn added a 
billiard table."2

Although the Billiard Room never functioned ;ts a vestibule, considerable work was carried 
out. Adam’s drawings for the Billiard Room tire listed in his account for drawings prcxluced in 
1783."3 This account includes drawings for the capitals and liases of the Ionic columns 
(drawings 226-228) and the entablature (drawing 229). According to Adam’s account, he also  
sent design for the ceiling (drawing 231), a working drawing for the ceiling rose (drawing 233) 
and a working drawing for the spandrel (drawing 234) in September 1783.

in  WYAS WYL 1352(2) C4/1/10A, Inventory on the death of Sir Rowland Winn, 6>h Baronet of Nostdl, July 
1806; WYAS, WYL1352(2)C4/1/15-15A, Inventory on the death of John Winn, 19 August 1818. 
m  Raikes, S. Nostell Priory Room Catalogue (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2(XH), Billiard 
Room -  Room History 2; 27.1.1.
in  WYAS W M  1352(1) A4/1551/2, Letter from Robert Adam to Sir Rowland Winn, 5"' Baronet of Nostell, 
regarding drawings sent to  Nostell, no date.
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U rknam  rmidrgs (atdcge umbers 255-238) 

Catalogue number: 235

Purpose: Working drawing from the Adam office for a moulding; it is not known if this
was executed, or for where it was intended

Aspect: Elevation of a moulding

Scale:
Date range:
Medium:
Dimensions:

full size 
1765-85 
Pen
320 x 250 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman

NT reference: [17]ll6,YRK 19748 
L ocation: Nostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 236

Purpose: Design from the Adam office for a moulding; it 
executed, or for where it was intended

Aspect: Elevation of a detail of a curving band of guilloche

Scale: to a scale
Date range: 1765-85
Medium: Pencil
Dimensions: 390 x 690 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman

NT reference: [171118, YRK 19643
Location: Private collection of Lord St Oswald
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Catalogue number: 237

Purpose: Design from the Adam office for a plasterwork moulding; 
this was executed, or for where it was intended

Aspect: Plan and section of a detml of a half patera

Scale full size
Date range 1765-85
Medium: Pen
Dimensions: 185 x 295 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman

NT reference: [171119, YRK 19734
Location: N ostell Priory drawings press
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Catalogue number: 238

Purpose: Design from the Adam office for the cornice of a doorcase, it is not known if 
this was executed, or for where it was intended

Aspect: Elevation of the cornice of a dcx)r, oiruunented with dentils

Scale to a scale
Inscribed: (verso) ttfm l /  Yorkshire
Date range 1765-85
Medium: Pen
Dimensions: 480 x 630 mm

Hand: Adam office draughtsman

NT reference: [171117, YRK 19559
Location: Private collection of Lord St Oswald

lu n n u u
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Illu stra tions

Fig. 1. Henry Pickering, Sir Rouland Wiioi 4 h Bcvavt <f Naldl, 1752, Nostdl Priory, West 

Yorksliire, oil on canvas (The National Trust, Ncstdl Priay Yorkshire(London, 2001), p. 52).
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Fig. 2. Henry Pickering, Sir RailandWini, 4h Bctnni cfNcxtdl, detail, 1752, Nostell Priory, West 

Yorksliire, oil on canvas (The National Trust, Ncstdl Priay, YcrksljitviLondon, 2001), p. 52).

Fig. 3. Henry Pickering, SirRcuIand Witoi 4hBanrti (fN cstdl, detail, 1752, Nostell Priory, West 

Yorkshire, oil on canvas (The National Trust, NcstdlIkkry, Ycriesbirv&ondon, 2001), p. 52).
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Fig. 4. Thomas Gainstorough, William Poyntz, 1762, Althorp Castle, Northamptonshire, oil 

on canvas (www.althorp.com/ estate_f:unily_liistory.php - accessed 20 January 2009).
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Fig. 5. Houghton Hall, Norfolk: plan and elevation, by Colen Campbell, from Colon 

Campbell’s V itm iis Brit cuoia is III (1722-35) (Campbell, C. V itnaiis Britaniae III (London, 

1725), pi. 30).

TKt  f - u - d • / m / f * M \t t/iKt AyAiJi / # / ^ W  h ' ftt+ n .a* r * 1  W /fc/» >, ././y« ;* Ar <W.i. .

Í J  t¡rj>.+au. H  ft..ÿ K  y* J.U+
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Fig. 6. H dkham H dl, Norfolk: plan, by Matthew Brettingham, from Matthew Brettingham’s 

The Plans, E laaticm and Saticis, cfHdkhani in N ajdk, TheScat ( f  the late Earl c f Lousier (1761) 

(Brettingham, M. TljePlais. E leutias and Sections, <fH dkham inN afdk., TheSed (ftbekteEcoi c f 

Ldaster(London, 176l), principal storey).
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Fig. 7. Colen Campbell, Desigifer a g u t Pdlaâan hase in the m anir c f N  càdì, no date, RIBA, 

London, pen and wash (Harris, J. (ed.). C atdcgecf theDmuitys Cdledion(ftheRc^d Instituecf 

Bifido A ixìoiteùs, 4lh voi. (Hampshire, 1973), fig. 137).

Fig. 8. WansteadHcuse, Essex: elevation, by Colen Campbell, from Colen CampbdTs V Unate 

BriíannaelU  (1720)(Campbell, C. V itnviw  BritatvíanWl (London, 1725) pl. 39-40)
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Fig. 9- V illa M oa igx Dolo: plan and elevation, by Andrea Palladio, from Andrea Palladio’s The

F a r Bocks a iA  nhtaliou (c. mid-sixteenth-century) (Ware, I. (trans.). A tròia Polleria The F ar
Bahs a t A tdntaliov, 2nd ed. (1738; New York, 1965) Book 2, pi. 58).
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Fig. 10. Villa Pisani, Bagnolo: plan and elevation, by Andrea Palladio, from Andrai Palladio’s

The F a r Bocks on A nhitednre (c. mid-sixteenth century) (Ware, I. (trans.). A tih a  Pciladia The

F a r Bocks aiA  ubiteli on 2nd ed. (1738; New York, 1965) Book 2, pi. 30).
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Fig. 11. Villa Frissi in  Meledo: plan and elevation, by Andrea Palladio, from Andrei Palladio’s

The Fair Bocks on A nhitednre (c. mid-sixteenth century) (Ware, I. (trans.). A nòia Palladia The

F a r Bocks aiA nbitcdiov, 2nd ed. (1738; New York, 1965) Book 2, pi. 43).
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Fig. 12. Ncstdl Priay, West Yorkshire: plan of the principili floor, by James Paine, from J. 

Woolfe and J. Gandon’s Vitruius Britanhuns IV (1767) (Woolfe, J. and Gandon, J. V¿twins 

Britannia s  IV (London, 1767), pi. 70).
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Fig. 13. Janies Paine, Letter form of ‘d’ at the Ixginning of a word, from a letter in the archive 

(WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1514/59 (9"’ April 1747)).

Fig. 14. James Paine, Letter form of ‘d’ at the end of a word, from a letter in the archive 

(WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4 /1514/59 (9h April 1747)).

Fig. 15. James Paine, Letter form of ‘g’ at the end of a word, from a letter in the archive 

(WYAS WYL 1352(1) A 4/1514/ 59 April 1747)).

Fig. 16. James Paine, Letter form of ‘Paine, from a letter in the archive CWYAS WYL 1352(1) 

A 4 /1514/ 59 (9lh April 1747)).

Fig. 17. James Paine, Letter form of ‘P’, from a letter in the archive (WYAS WYL 1352(1) 

A 4 /1514/59 (9th April 1747)).
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Fig. 18. Ncstdl Priory, West Yorkshire: detail of the window pediments on thepicov trdbilelevel
(author’s photograph).

Fig. 19. Ncstdl Priory West Yorkshire elevation of the east front, by James Paine, from | 

Woolfe and J. Gandon’s Vitnriio Britam as IV (1767) (Woolfe, J. and Gandon, I. Vilnruts 

BrUcoviao IV (London, 1767), pi. 72-73).
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Fig. 20. Ncstdl Priory, West Yorkshire: east front (author’s photograph).
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Fig. 21. Wadworth Hall, West Yorkshire: princip.il and garden fronts (Leach, P. Jams Pains

(London, 1988), p. 54).

Fig. 22. OmsbyHall, Lincolnshire: principal front (Leach, ? .Jam s PaimQLondon, 1988), p. 55).
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Fig. 23. N itid i Priay West Yorksliire: composite plan, by Jean Godwin, from M.W. 

Brockwdl’s Cctdcge c f tlx  Pidtoxs and ether Werks e f A it in tlx  Collection efL end St. Osiuid it 

Netidl Priay (1915). (Brockwdl, M.W. Cctdcge e f the Pictures and ether Werks e f Art in the 

CdlectianefLcrdSt. Osmidct Netidl (London, 1915), pi. 5).
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Fig. 24. Ncstdl Priory, West Yorkshire: plan of the basement floor, by James Paine, from J. 

Woolfe and J. Gandon’s V iln iu s Briiconias IV (1767) (Woolfe, J. and G;indon, J. Vitnaiis 

Britannia s  IV (London, 1767), pi. 71).
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Fig. 25. Natdl Priory; West Yorkshire: west front of the Kitchen pavilion and link (author’s

photograph).
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Fig. 26. N  cadi Priory, West Yorkshire State Dressing Room (The National Trust, N atdl Privy
Yorkshire^London, 2001), p. 18).
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Fig 27. Ncstdl Priay West Yorkshire: south front of the cent nil block (author’s photograph).
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Fig. 28. KedestcnHdl, Derbyshire: plan of the piano u tile  level, by Robert Adam, SM Adam
volume 40/ 6 (1760).
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Fig. 29. Kecks!onHdl, Derbyshire: section of the stilimeli, by Robert Adam, SM Adam volume

40/25 (1760).
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Fig. 30. Ncstdl Pricty, West Yorkshire State Dining Room (The National Trust, Naddl Priay

Yorkshire(London, 2001), p. 21).
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Fig. 31. Sick board far L a d  Otfafd, location unknown: side board, by William Kent, from 

William Kent’s Sam  Design cf M r lag ) Jais and M r Win Kelt (date unknown) (V:irdy, J. Sam  

Design i fMr  Ingpfais codMrWmKat, uitb sane A ckhiioni Design (London, 1744), pi. 41).



Fig. 32. Ncstdl Priory, West Yorksliire: nortli staircase (Raikes, S. ‘Nastell Priory Room

Catalogue' (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004), Staircase Illustrations:

12).
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Fig. 33. Ncstdl Priory, West Yorkshire: south staircase (Raikes, S. ‘Nostell Priory Room

Catalogue' (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004), Staircase Illustrations:

17).
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Fig. 34. Ncstdl Priory, West Yorkshire: portrait medallions in the north staircase (Raikes, S.

‘Nostell Priory Room Catalogue’ (Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004),

Staircase Illustrations: 11).
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Fig. 35. N esté! Priera West Yorkshire: Crimson Bedroom (The National Tmst, Ncstdl hiay,

YcrkshireCLondon, 2001), p. 15).
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Fig. 36. N (stell Priory, West Yorkshire: Breakfast Room (The National Trust, Nitidi Priay,
YorkshireiL ondon, 2001), p. 13).
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Fig. 37. Ncstál Priory, West Yorkshire: dolls’ house (Comforth, J. Ecuiy German Irteios (New

Haven and London, 2004), p. 17).
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Fig. 38. Pdiiath, Sussex: White and Gold Room (Cornforth. J. Ecviy Gwrgcm lrterias (New

Haven and London, 2004), p. 55).
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Fig. 39. Ncstál Pmry\ West Yorkshire: Lower Hall (The National Trust, Notdl I’riuy, Ycrkshitv

(London, 2001), p. 6).
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Fig. 40. Rowland Lockey after Holbein, Sir Thaws Mere and bis Fairily, 1592, Nostell Priory, 

West Yorkshire, oil on canvas (The National Trust, NcsteU Priory, Yorkshire^London, 2001), p. 

7).
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Fig. 41. Ncstdl Ptiay West Yorkshire: Saloon (The National Trust, Nitidi Priay Yakshtre

(London, 2001), p. 23).
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Fig. 42. George Williamson (attributed to), Robert A chn\ c.1770-74, National Portrait G;illery. 

London, oil on canvas (Rowan, A. V cnitirjg Anbiticn The A don Brothers, Ccrtntios to the 

Metnpc/is intheRagicfGeaqglll (London, 2007), p. 9).
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Fig. 43- Nostdl Prioty, West Yorkshire, Library (Raikes, S. ‘Nostell Priory Room Catalogue’ 

(Research Project, National Trust, Yorkshire Region, 2004), Library Illustrations: 9).
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Fig. 44. Hugh Douglas Hamilton, Sir Rculand and Lady Wuvi 1770, Nostell Priory, West 

Yorkshire, oil on canvas (The National Trust, IVaid/Priay, Yakdw v(London, 2001), p. 54).
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Fig. 45. Ncstdl Pricry, West Yorkshire: Top Hall (The National Trust, N(rid! m a y  Yakshitv

(London, 2001), p. 9).

Fig. 46. Ncstdl Priory West Yorksliire: vestibule, east front (author’s photograph).
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Fig. 47. Ncxldl Priory, West Yorkshire: Billi;uxl Room (The National Tmst, Ncstdl Priay

Yorkshire^ ondon, 2001), p. 31).
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Fig. 48. York Assembly Rooms, North Yorkshire plan, Lord Burlington, 1731 (Drake, F. 

Eboracum: or The History’ and Antiquities of the City of York, from its Origins to the Present 

Times (London, 1736), pi. 338.3).
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Fig. 49. Kedeston Heil, Derbyshire: Saloon (www.countrylifeimagys.co.uk (accessed 24 October 

2011)).
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Fig. 50. Ncstdl Priory, West Yorkshire: Family Wing (author’s photograph).
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Fig. 51. Ncxtdl Priory, West Yorksliire, north front of the central block, and west front of the

Family Wing and proposed light-well area (author’s photograph).
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Fig. 52. Robert Adam, Design for a Classical Villa, Front and rear elevations with the ground- 

floor plan, date unknown, Sir John Soane’s Museum, London, pen (Rowan, A. Defies fir  

Ccetles caiiCaotry Vties byRdbert andjams A ^«(O xford , 1985), pi. 4).
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Fig. 53- Kaicstai Hcil, Derbyshire: north front (The National Taist, Kedeston Hcil, Dtrtyshiw 
(Hampsliire, 1988), p. 40).

Fig. 54. Wertunth Woodhouse, West Yorkshire principili front (Jenkins, S. Disunir liritain's 

H  isterie H a ss: Ycrkshirei London, 2003), p. 150-51).
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Fig. 55. W atuath WaiSxtte, West Yorkshire: Pillared Hall (www.countrylifeimages.co.iik 

(accessed 24 October 2011)).
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Fig. 56. NcstdlPriay West Yorkshire: west front (author’s photograph).
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